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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS:

deleterious drinks as a beverage,
where intoxication prevails, tho choiera has

JOH.V T. OIIdiAK, iiditor,
PUBLISHED AX 821 EXCHANGE STREET, BT

Miscellaneous.

been most fatal. Tho dram drinker and the
beer guzzler must a,ways become the first
victims of cholera. The system of the drunkN. A. FOSTER & CO.
ard, with his blood already corrupted by poisonous hijuors, with his nervous faculties shatThs PoETlard Daily Press Is published at
tered, and with his qualities of recuperation
*8.00 per year in advance.
Tor Make State Press is published overy
to resi t disease entirely prostrated, is always
Th ur»J»v morning, at £2.00 per annum, la advance•
in a condition to receive the effect of an epi88.25, .1 paid within six months; and £2JO, if navi demic.
English and French physicians demem be delayed beyond six months.
clare that intemperate people are tho first to
Hates of
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Notices at the usual rates.
All Communications intended fcr the paper
enouid tie directe 1 lo the
I.l>iran or the Paces,”
wid taose of a
Punbusiness’ character to the
LIWIEItS."
tsr JOB PBINTISTG, of every description,

oxe-

all bin-Inca* jMirlainin^ to
dispatch;
or Papar
promptly traii AOtea on applica-

Oulee
tion as above.
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Ttartdjisjr Morning, Sept. 21,1835.
AN OLD

TitAPPiOH.

From “The Trapper’s Guide,’’ a pamphlet
published b; the Oneida Community, .New

York:
“It would be difficult to find at least in the
eastern and middle States, a better
representative of tlili class than Mr. John
Hutchins, now
a resident of
N.
Y.
Maniins,

S3m,erset

county,

Maine. Nov. an, ISoi, likls
consequently nearly fuxty.-iour years of age; but fie is still ‘eager
rorthe chase,’ and is at the
present time planning a trapping expedition into Canada for the
coming autumn. Far piore than liad a century lie has spent a portion of eaeh year in
trapping aud hunting^ In his tenth year he
caught and shot seventy-three squirrels, six
bhie-mys, one mink, one weasel, and six partridges. When fourteen years of age he

caught a bear'Which had kilted a cow in the
neighborhood where helivedin Maine; and ho

estimates the number of animals which he has

caught in traps or otherwise destroyed, as follows: KW moose; 1,000
deer; 10 caribou; 100
beam;50 wolves; 500 fores; 100 raccoon;; 25
wiki cats; 100 lynx; 160
otter; fl 00 beaver; 400
fishers; uuukaud marten by the thousandsmuskrats by the ten thousands.
On meeting Mr. Hutchins a few
evenings
since, in company with his son, I infcerro/ated.
him in true Yankee style as follows ;
‘In what what part of the country have
trapped and hunted ?”
you
*
‘Mostly tn Maine,' Lower Canada, New
Brunswick and New York, but some in Vermont and Michigan.’
“
‘At What seajohs of the year do you centrally trap?’
“‘I generally commence about the 1st of
November, and trap tiU the let of April.—
There is no certainty of securing prime fur before the 1st ol

November, and

but few kinds
are good after the 1st of
April. The three
kind;, beaver, otter and muskrat are, however,
good till the 1st of May, and the fur of the otter » good even as late in the season as June,’
“
‘Do you generally go alone, or with comV
panions
“
‘1 have trapped alone about onc-fourth of
the time. It is generally more
pleasant, but
lefe profitable, to have companions.
When
game is plenty it answers well to have partndfs, but I would 'recommend never to have
more than two, and think it
nearly always better to have only one companion.’
“
‘How many animals have yon generally
taken on a winter’s tiip?’
“
l hat depends, of course,
entirely upon

my
fortune in securing good
trapping-ground._
sou Srnmuei aud 1 trapped one season in
Canada, and caught one hundred and fifty
heaver, and the furs of other animals which
wii caught at the same time would
bring as
much money as that of the beaver. The best
specimen of luck I ever had was in sotting
twenty-seven traps aud finding a mink, fisher
or marten in twenty-five of themThat was
on my second trip to Canada.’
‘How rnucu money did yon generally
mako?’
1
i’hat is another difficult question. I have
made from five dollars to
seventy-five dollars a

My

month.’

‘Well, then, how much did yon make in
bast trip?'
your
“
‘The besi trip I ever made was forty years

ago. 1 went out on Dead Kiver in the btate of
Maine. I was absaht hem home Just one
month—started December 3d aud retiimcd
Januiry 3d; sold my fur for ninery-ceven dollars; aud fur v/as then very cheap. The same
fur would now bring several hundred dollars.
Two of us have otten mads one hundred dollars a month or fifty dollars apiece.’
“•What do you take for an outfit?’
-a aouDie-uarrei gun, a
Hatchet, (I used to
carry an axe but now prefer the hatchet,) a
butcaer-aniie, a pocket knife, camp kettle
holding about six quarts, a frying-pan, a pintdipper or cup and a spoon. 1 go lightiy ciud,
never taking an overcoat and a
single woolen
blanket. For a winter's campaign I take forten
ty pounds flour,
pounds pork, six quarts
beaus, live pounds sugar and one pound of tea.
The two last items might be dispensed with. I
have lived a week at a time in tne woods, eating nothing but mooseemeat,and Reuben Howard, a trapper from Conneticut, says he has
lived two months at a time on deer’s meat
alone,’
‘•‘If you were starting now wouldn’t you
take some little conveniences for cooking and
camping beside those you have mentioned ?’
“ISo tne longer one uves the life of a hunter
and trapper the better he learns to get along
With few conveniences, and the more desirous
he becomes of avoiding luggage.’
“
‘How many traps do you take along.”
“
‘When 1 first went trapping I thought zix
or eight traps enough; hut steel train are so
much batter, and more easily tended than
wo6den traps and dead-falis, that I now take
one hundred musk-rat or mink
traps—some-

times even one hundred and fifty—besides a
few otter treps, and if .1 am going into a baav
er country a dozen beaver traps,’
“
‘But you carnt take ail these into the
woods at mice ?’
“•iVo;I first select my trapping ground,
and then ’make a line’ as trappers say: that
Is, carry into the woods three or four backloads of traps, and deposit them in Sate placesalong the line on whiqn l Intend to trap, which
PQmdtjmas extends from twenty to forty miles,
from one stream to another.’
/• .‘flow many traps can one man tend ?’
‘Tuat depend,, of course, upon circumstances. Where game is plenty, ibty traps will
3 3?®? youikhniing and stretching; but in other
'place* you1 might tend orte hundred and flity
two hundred traps.”
n“ ‘How did you
camp at

or even

become victims to the cholera. If this be so,
and the cholera should visit this country', its
ravages must be fearful, because in no other
portion of the earth are more adulterated liquors produced and consumed than hi the
United States. Since tho introduction of lager bear, this adulteration has increased. In
order to compete with the inaumacture of lager the adulteration of ardent spirits became
necessary, and the evii has thereby been learfully augmented, until the compounds of
which beer and spirituous
liquor! are formhave been nothing more than rank
poison. It
is not necessary for us to allude
to the effects
of these beverages upon the human mind and
body. They are fearful, and are dai:y recorded in the annals of crime and
pauperism.
I»ut wnat must they become sbrnld the cholera visit the United States?
We will not at
tempt to answer the appalling question. We
shrink from any
thing like an estimate of the
ravages Which the cholera would make on a
people, who, like the American masse.,,.are so
madly given to the use of liquor. Aad yet
the stern fact must be met sooner or later.
Quarantines cannot keep tiiecholera out when
bo much attraction exists to draw it
hither.
The skill of the best meidcal
practise cannot
reach the disease, when it does come, if the

people themselves

habits,

to

render

determined, by their
themselves liable to it3

GOODS]

NEW FALL

Csinprlslnja fall Stock

announce to the public
Black English Crapes, WOULD
taken the Store

SILKS, SATINS, VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

A*TD

The Best Stock ever brought into this Market!

AND

-nsll

ONE

KCtlce, inthc BEST

At short

LATEST

6S^Emr Garment

JP.

summer,

j

B.

to

Fit. JR

All

the hoad of Green St; Entranoe

OF1-"-

The FALL TERM of this Institution will commencc Sept. iSi, 1S65.
Classes for beginner*, and for advanced.-scholars In
French and Gorman will be formed at the
beginning
^
^
of the Terra.
A Class in Book-Keeping and In
Commercial
Arithmetic, has already been formed, hr those who can
spaie only evenings from their business. A few more
can oe admitted to this class.
arvl Misses Qf alt-aye* and attainments
will sull hnd tho Academy, A First Class School
for the cominue i pursuit oi their studies.
illf i'arUeului atreution will be given to boys coming from the Public Schools.

Which they offer at the

^hort

&

5G and 58

I

B.

Loring,

2S HANOVER STREET.
Post Office Address, Box M3.
N. B.—Please send for a Circular.
Aug 21—dtf

SHOUT

NEW AGENCY

JVo.

Wheeler & Wilson’s SewingMacliine,

AND

&

year tree oi

Sold to

thetBest Advantage,

apply

Should

O m. m.

i

«

RETAIL.

LOIUXG,

All

& 68 EXCHANGE STREET.

|

!

Oswego Corn Starch J

family vrithontchfl'iron,

By
ement,
Address

to the

Federal

St.,

!

CO.,

PHYSICIAN & SURGEON,
Office 3631-2 Congress Street,
Eesldonce—32 Danforth St.

sept lodlm

ME.

1

WORK,

!

None but the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
in manuiheturing custom work in this
city, lias
charge of the mmufactnring department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establishmoni, and all work ready for delivery when promised.
°
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
Sept 12—dtf

8_6

5

SEPTEMBER

14th!

i“wHI MAN,

ELBE!

First Class Soots Made
Wltli Fair HU toll.

No.

a

name

K i n g &

RICH,

for the purpose of carrying

on

ifce

PRINTING BUSINESS,
In all

its branches, at the office

Junction of Free anti Middle Sts.,

<°2£wherethcI'w;u
be.jileasod
coive orders from their friends and the
°T('ers promptly and

POS81BLEPRToE8!81>atCl1'

Ang. 7—d3m

NE IVFALL GOODS.
I

LARGE assortment nt all grades of FLOUR
now arriving and for sale bv the CAR
LOAD, or
otherwise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.

A

SALE

|

tore-

public gonoralpersonally8 attended to
at

ik0

V

9,1865.^

F Woodstoek^ IhnBtmi>rp^n

to. ?aiQt ;Andrews,
parta

THURSDAY
oclocif loav“tXf“d
oitland
days
a*d
ExelSn^’Sneet»n7Uare’
B.
MORNING, at 7
at 5 o’clock P. M.

1

a
I.

large stock

oi

/*'«

ii..

..

a>i$ Fancy Cassimeres,

ot'

om*

To all of which I

would respectfully invito the attenWill ho sold “CHEAP for

P,urcl'a3er'!* as *Wy
0 ASH
yo. 32

.T.

G1EBEBT,
St. Lawrence St., (Munjoy TTI11,V

Aug 29—dtf

Portland, Me.

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this dav formed
THEner1 ip under the style ol
S.

K.

JACKSON

a

copart-

& SON,

general COAL BUSINESS

lor the purpose of doing a
at Sawyer’s Wharf, foot of
•

High Street.
S. R. .1 \CKSON,
OSCEOLA

Portland, Juno 12, I860—if

JACKSON.

Goods and

GOOD SECOND-HAND STEAM ENGINE,
30 llorsc Power, 11} Inch cylinder, 18 inch
stroke, in good order.

A

Apply to
LYNCH, bakker & CO.,
139 Commercial Street,
Or, .JAS. WOOD, Lrwhion.
sep8d3w

F.

TOBIN,)

ASA DAVIS,)

^Wprietors

CAN~ai^r
Buttonholes

you

feeLm-nee Your.
Jue2e

made to order: Toucan w
a Buttonhole Macliluo; Also the Weed. How/
Florence, Shaw & Clark’s, and all the

First Class Sewing-Machines.
Cotton, Twist, Oil, Nee lies, aril all’kinds of Machine Trimmings. Now Machines exchanged for old.
Machines repaired and to ict, at the lowest prices.
No. 13( j Middle Street, up one flight of Stairs
W. S. DYER, Agent,
Sept 4—eod Izu

pared to show

a

BUSINESS COLLEGE
No. 8

Glapp's Block, Congress

Street.

men and ladies
thorough BuliEducation.
Soli olarshlps for lull course, comprising both thoo®lla:i'ce- good In thirty-six Colleges, oonstitut
i2L0K.<1
tl-’he ‘International
Chain,” time unBuuioJ.
.-.nf’;;rrf,,Gher information please call at theOoHege, or
and
of PenmanShin, enclosing letter stamp. Specimens
Address
BRATTON* GRAY,
Au2

Institution offers to young
THIS
the host lhoilitle3 for obtaining a
nes

Aug 2S_?itikiKT*
25—d*w8m

/.*

IK

.<

Xew and

tfr-

t

Complete

Stock

—OF—

Bath, April 20,1863.

ap22dti

of

Portland

Hosiery, Glpves, Yarns,
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,
HEAD NETS,
Beltings, Belt Clasps, etc.,

&c.

N.

Portland, Me.

NOYES

&

SON,

ed.

Wanted Immediately.
DEEBIITG, MILLIKEH & 00,
00 Middle St*

ENGLAND
Medical College 1

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL TEEM will commence on Wednesdav, November 1, and continue
seventeen weeks. Tuition Fees, to tlia Six Professors
■>. R
And Dc*.ions!eriitor 0f Anatomy, Sfii;—tree to atuflents
noeihng aid.
'■
SAMUEL GREGORY, M. D., firs’retarv,
30 Canton st.. Boston, Maas.
Sep 13—dlw&w3w37

THE

Bank

of

Cumberland.

Stockholder* oi the Bank
Cumberland are
hereby notified that a dividend of five per cent,

THE

lias been declared, and Is now payable upon the anrrender of their Certificates of Stock in exchange for
Certificates in “The Cumberland National Bank of

8AM»L SMALL, Casnier.

__

Portland, Sept. 13,18(55.

sepl4d4w

To be Let.
the
part of tho Brick House
THE wes'orly
of India and Sumner Sts.,
containing
finished
on

ner

_

Fox Bloch, near the Poet Office,

PORTLAND,

ME.,

the House,

cor-

five

or

to

JOSEPH BLANCHARD,
Cumberland Centre.

...

GENUINE

MISS H. D. ROBBINS
®Pe»
School for Masters and Misses
W1EE
MONDAY, Sept 4th, at 28 High St. For para

ticulars

inquire at 36 Franklin St.
August 30—d3w*

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

T

DEALERS IN

MEDICINES,

HEAVY

OP

Furnaces and

Job Work done to order.

Company.
annual MEETING of the Portland MuTHE
tnal Fire Insurance
Companr, will he held at
their
M.
_

office,

on

MONDAY,

Per Order,

Sept 12-dtd

Steel

READY-MADE CLOTHING
AND FURNISHING GOODS.
Chambers, Noe. 1 and 2 Free Street Block,
,r (Over H. J. Libby Ss Co.’s)

foutland’ mk,
■_lylldti 6f

H.

Ifi.^B.C’F.OF

And other Norway an 1 Swedes Iron.
147 Mfflr Street, Boston; and 9t John Street, New
X ark.
L; i,\
ap32u6m
^
I .==?!■■■■ .1 ■■!!!,
| ■
..—

Pish and Suit,
PORTLAND

R E M O V A L I

Manufacturer oi and Denier in

Carpenters’, Skip* Joiners’, Coopers’
and Calkers’ Tools, 4c,
Hmi Removed from his oH sttmrt in Union Street
to No. 890 Fore St.,Where he Is prepared to fill all
orders for Carpenters* and other Tools, ol the
very best quality, at short notice and on reasonable
terms.

200 Fore Street.
J unc 16—dtl

Lrrarn Daja,

June ldti

received the Agency lor the Pianos
HAVING
tured by the

man-

NiSIV

CO.

YOilK

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Jud-os of Pianos and purchasers aro requested to
Middle 8t., Portland, Maine, any rime during the day oi evening, where two Pianos are for sa.e.
and judge for themselves.

PIANO

IV.

Ventilator,

(fekeep constantly

«fc

C.

P.

EDWARD SHAW,

Sec’y.

ENGLISH, FRENCH and AMERICAU PERFUMTo be Let.
* FOUR STORY BRICK
ERY and FANCY GOODS, TRUSS
STORE, centrally located
US, SUPon Exchange
Street, suitable f ir a Wholesale Dry
«<■
PORTERS, BRACES, 4c.
Gsunebasmers, nr for the mamifiurt nre of Clothing, or
or Boots and Shoes.
Will bo vacated this month or
All of the Celebrated Minora]
Waters,, KI8SINGEN,
Uier mfnmation inquire of DR.
VICHEY, CONGRESS, SARATlXtA and
NCWTON, Ujllt. 115 Exchange Street, up stairs, or
HOW, c rrner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
EMPIRE SPRING.
dtf
Forthuid, Sept. 18th, 1866.
Fine Turkey ami Venire Spot I gee..
f
■i
House for Sale.
Pure Wines & Liquors for Medici oal U$e.
TUTO. 30,1 Cengrees fit., northerly corner Congress
AY and Wlinot, Apply at Ko. 19 WBntot St,, for
^"Particular attention paid to prepaid ng Phynt.
"Clans Prescription*.
)
eeplDdlw
july8!*12h)
;<

MAY

be

found at No. 122 Middle Street,

tures, and worked up by a competent artist at the
rooms. Especial attention paid to Children s pictui i&: also to pictures of tick or deceased persons
out ot townor m the city.
I hat® the old negatives of Mr. Morrison’s at my
rooms, taken when lie was in huaitesa; Mends who
ha t them there will find them here, from which
copies eanbe takan without recopying, at the lowest

EXCELSIOR BURNING OIL.

t—

The Heat Oil in the Market!

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

FTtO l»e used iu o*Fluid and Kerosene Lamps.
1 For sale by

PREBLE! STREET, (Near Preble House.)

8I1II!
JTY A IIOWE,
Aug. 17—154 A 156 Commercial St.

PORTLAND, ME.

Dissolution of
Sale Eooms, UU and 112 Sudbury St., Boron, Mass.

Juneltf

AND

Dnly

—

Traveling

Bag's

!

Copartnership.

rpHE oopartnorehip heretofore
i. firm of

TRUNKS, VALISES

&

DURAN

BRACKETT,

prices.
i.
The public are requested to call and give me a try,
I am bound to make as ffood work as can be found.
An assortment of FRAMES, Ac., will bo found

All orders in the city or from the country promptly
iille ii.
2b’6 i <1 ti

_sepl
ALEXANDER D. REEVES,
Tailor
and
Draper,

EXCHANGE STREET,
ifanuifecttune to order and tu the best manner Military and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.
T
eeptSdti’&l i s
"'V Hi___i__^_L___.
•!l,.i
08

~

SINGER’S

as

here. Patronage solicited.
Card Picture* $3,00 a Dozen, as good as
any one makes.
CORNER of MIDDLE artd UNION STS.
Sept. 1—dAwSm

CASCO NATIONAL BANK

SEWING MACHINES!
1

WOODMAN,

Agents,
Needles

and

Dearborn,

&

0. F. PALY,
O. H. DEARBORN.

THREE owned.

Stockholders must pay In, at least, twenty-fire per
cent at time of subscribing, and tbe balance on or elbre December 31,1865.
Shares paid for tn fell, on or before October 15tb
next, will rank with the old stock, and participate In
tbe next (April) dividend.
Interest at rate-of six per cent per annum will bo
allowed on all other subscriptions from the time oi
payment till April 1, 1866.
Rights not claimed before October 13th, next, will
be disputed of as the Directors mav determine.
E, P. GiiitRISH, cashier.
Portland, Sept. 12, 1868.
seplldtflwetlS

“Home Institute i”
Mlsa I. G.

PRINCE' Principal.

Seventh Year ot this Boarding and Duv
School tor Young Ladles, will commence oil

THE

THUR8DAY, Sept. 21st.
For Terms, &c., apply

to

the

St.

-omw 20th.
wuS*1*
oi'i».omber

ci%
August 21.

_

Principal,

Maine.

Bl)iv8- Location healthy,
Tde F&il Term will oommene.
TJ9, circular,
For
&c., address the i’rin-

d3w*

WARREN

os

heretofore at the eld stand, 123 Commercial Street,

ForUaud, Maine.

JOHNSON, A. M.

C3P* Ii you are In want of any kind oi PRINTING
call at the Daily Press Office. 4

c. r. dalr.

September 4—dSw

The First National Bank
OF

THE

Capital of

sum

of Oue

PORTLAND,

Bank will ba Increased In tha
Hundred and Fftv Thousand Dolthe

($160,000).
Subscriptions will be roctlveil only from present
stockholders until
lars

October 1st, next.
Interest will bo paid until
January let, 1M, when
the now stock will rank with tlie old.
Twonty-hve per cent, must be paid in at the date
of tbe subscription, and the balance must be completed before January next.
WM. EDW. GOULD, Cartier.
•eptDedlm
Portland, Sept. 8tb, 1865.

SAL E!

FOK

Committion House (/
Sc
BIO E
S.

At thf

FROM

May 3—dtf

Morton Block.

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIBJS AND WATER-PROOF FELT

T-

XT.

3.,

O

0_,

63 Conmwrel.l St.,

lOOO BAF.R1 LS OF B08IN,
Jo<» BARRELS OF PITt H,
1 TON VIRGINIA TOBACCO,
,300 BARRELS FU)Uh—Different Grades,
Buckwheat Fluor, Beans, Ac.
Sept 9—dlw_

INSTRUCTlONl

MUSICAL

COMPOSITION.
—

travel

AND

STEPHEN A.

—

R

o o

li

n

S

FOR FLAT HOOFS.
E. HKRSEV, AftBI,

Jan26dtf

No 10 Union StreoL

GENTLEMEN
IN WANT OF A NEW HAT
CAN GET THE

No. 52

BcptS d&w3w

Topsham,

The undersigned having purchased the stock ot
Daly CL Dearborn, will continue tnd wholesale
FRUIT AND GROCERY BUSINESS,

Trimmings always

MEASURE,
Br CHAKI.ES COST IS A CO.
CUT

FAt-LL htylk

FRANKLIN FAMILY 80H00L
FOR BOYS,

Poitland, Ang. IS, 1SS8.

__

lars,
Subscriptions will bo received under tbe following
conditions, viz:
Each stockholder Is entitled to one share for every

existing unler tbe

was this day dissolved Lv mntual consent.
The accounts ot the late tirm win be > e tied by C. F. DAI Y,
who is lullY authorizod to ad) At all debts due to or
trom said firm.

Middle Street.
on hand.

Km 54 and 58
marlStf

PORTLA.VD.

TRUE ft CO.,

vote of the Stockholder*, the capital of this Bank
Sliirt Patterns,
BYIs to bo increased Two Hundred
Thousand Dol-

Free

<£ Sons, of New York.

March 8—d&wtf

OF

MANUFACTURER

Fortes,

instruments sold by us are warranted to give
sathdactJon.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
Timers.
C ALVIN EDWARDS A: CO.

SON,

K IM B A L L

hazul

All

AGENTS FOE THIS STATE.

Ang H—dew

on

with all the modem improvements, which
they can
scil a4 LOW a* can l»e purchased elsewhere, of the
same quality.
We have made arrangomenU, also, to
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano
l'ortes, among which are

Steinway

Smoky Chimneys.

NOYES

JTORTES.

Th® undersigned begs leave to anYP1 >T7nounee that they are manu/hetarizig and

Piano

WARRANTED

>n

fiiSSSsa
Ums- *

_

A.

T.,

N.

We •wonld call the attention of the public to the anperiac quality of these iiu-i rumanta. They r-re equal
to
Stemwaya’, Chickeringa’, or those ol any other
noted manufacturer in this
country or Europe.
The uompauy being composed
of tweuty oi the beat
workmen that could bo found in the first class manufactories in Now York, principally inSteinwaj’s manufactory, e ery part oi their insti umeAia Is done m
the best manner, ami this enables the company to hnliijh Puma which, il equalled, can not be
surpassed
frr quality and power oi tone, easiness ot action and

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

A Sure Cure fox

FORTE

Street,

SCHUMACHER A IIOWE,
Agents for New York Piano Forte Co.. 394 Hud*
Stxoet, N. Y.
leblSdt

WooDnrnY 3. Dana,
Paxa.

.Tons a. s.

The Arehi median

PIANO

394 Hudson

A Good Bargain is Warranted.

MAINE.

No. 165 Middle Street.

where he »s ready to wait upon any one wishing for pictures of themselves or Mends, at reasonable prices, for as good work as is to be had at any
room in tbe city.
Copying done of aR kinds of pic-

■

call at 112

Stoves*

DUPBE,

!

beautv.

3I>AJN"A. & CO.,

PHOTOGRAPHER I

Oclober 2, at 71 o’clock P.

Manufacturers

uia

Lewis & Co.,

T.

IRON.

aagddtl

Portland

| Manufactured and for sale Wholesale and Retail by

OF

r

DRUGGISTS,

Office and Parlor Stoves,

WORKERS

Coat, Pant and Vest Makers! I.

Sept 11-dlslw*

Sl„

J.

MAINE,

STF* Orders from the Country respectfully solicit-

Hundred

5S aad

So, 1G4 Middle Street.
Jan. 13—dtl

&c.f iniuetl and set up la tl o best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LllAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
aprOdtl

HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.
March 13—dtf

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

_

IS Middle

res

—

Apply at

& CO.,

Silver Plated Coclu.

ior Dweldescription of Water Fix in
Every
ling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,

CITY

And

rooms, with bar and soft water, gas fixtures, cement Cellar floor, See. Rent ¥ ;SS.

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Portland.

U

Work executed In every part ol tbe State.
juneldtf

Tbeasckeb’s Office,
1
March 11, 1865. f
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
are fir sale at this olhce, in sums to suit, not less
than $800, on one, two, three, Jour, and ten
years’
lime, with Interest Coupons attached, parable semi-

Portland.**

For variety and
comprehensiveness we think our
stock equ*l to any in our
largest cities, and will !>e
otteri d to the trade upon such terms as
wUl secure
their patronage.

CROSMAN

|Bowls, Brans

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Female

ML.

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

City of Portland,

At B. D. Terrill’s
and Collection Office,

Joseph. Bradford,

Force Pomps and Water Closets,
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

SIX PER CENT LOAN.

Mn gee

FANCY GO009.

CHEMICALS, PURE DRUGS,

PORTLAND

ME.

O A A BOLTS Superior Bleached 1
^
300 do All Long llax -‘Gov- |
,.r
eminent contract,” > Aim? w?fks>
300 do Extra All Long flax j Arbroath.
300 do Navy Fine,
J
Delivered in Portland or Boston,

Cbokinjr,

BHSSER’S I
Exchange St. f
p°bxlasd

Sept I6-d&wtf

Law

P L U MBE It!

_••

BY-

FURNACES, RANGES,

91.23,

u0

One

Leav« Your Dcmaids lor Collection

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite Masteactcrebs’ and Txaiuhji' Baer.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Manufacturers and Wliolesalo Dealers In

Manufhcturers of and Dealers in

EuT'lopes

p“«-

Juneltiiotw3m

•ended to.

35 Exchange Street,

NEW

Aug. 26—dtT

Steam Engine for Sale.

same

1

Law,

(Mcssey’s Block,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Business with the Departments at Washington at

JAMES T. PATTEN £ CO.,

City

Office.—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf.
Norfolk, Va.
WZr Consignments solicited.
Iteftrs, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell A
Gwrtm & Pearson; John Dennis ,Sc Cc.t
?®nt£rL
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.
may23d0ui

And Import ora ot

CHAS. B. MERRILL,

at

on

.„

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
d&wtfTern eStioct.

Attorney

Forwarding

WAL JESSOP & SOJS.,

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER*

Counsellor aed

OESERAl

■'

BT Merchandise 0f all kind* bought and sold
Northern account.

JOHN F. ANDERSON.

Sooteli Canvas,

*oo

Street,

inform their friends and the Trade .genYYTOULD
*
T eraliy that their spacious store, lately dattra&ed
by fire, is again in complete repair, and are now apre-

Broadcloth*. Eicon Good*, Flannel*, Scc.

J.

Middle

MERRILL & SMALL

Thibots and other

«

Sept 5—dim

_

RECEIVED!

v-V.1V>,.l.

Plain

ISO

Aug. 1—eodAwtf

Fall and Winter Dress Goods.

LOWEST

CYRUS St KINO,
PRASK

AUGUST 1st.

ALL BIGHT AGAIN!

Also

5—d3m

THOSE

fi

S. B. GO WELL,

Or of JOHN It
Commercial St.
Aug. 20—dtf.

01

No. 3 Union Wharf.

wishing to Contract tor Potatoes for Shipping or other purposes, can be supplied at slant
notice, and at tho lowest prices, by calling on A. S.
DYJGit, Cane Elizabeth, ft. O. CONANT & CO., No.
153 Commercial Street, or ANSEL LOTHROP, No.
176 Faro Street.
August 4.—dtf

A.

■Buff

*

will find this one of the best situations in Portland.
Possession given Immediately il desired.
Please call and examine.

-ALSO,of first-class TOP BUGGIES and JENNY LINDS, and Six (6)- warranted CONCORD
WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of

large assortment

purchase, HOOPS and

PORTLAND

My stock Is full and complete in every department.
Every fomily who wants any goods tor the next six
months to come will do well to
supply themselves
immediately, as the prices are dailv advancing.
Auy one wishing to go into the Dry Goods Trade

A number

A

UA.HXLIX,

to

Potatoes, Potatoes !

Sept 14—dtf

GOODS!

TUESDAY,

.AT A BARGAIN!

JUST

JS.

annually.
An
Examination
Prices is solicited*

dtf

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

FLOUR!

SALE

/

Penlaal, Maine.

THEIR STOCK OP

At GKEATI/Y REDUCED
PRICES, Until alj sold
out, commencing

Notice. THE

S. KING and F. G. RICH, have this day
CY_.US
loroieU copartnership under tho Ann
of

augSeodtt

Free Street,

o

WILL OPEN THIS DAY

BEING

DBY

September 5,1885.

..

about to make a change In my business, I
shall offer my entire stock of

Carriage Manufactory No. 20 Preble
Street, with all the tools and appurtenances neceesary to carry on a first-class Carriage Manufacturing
Business.

Copartnership

genteel ten-

part of the city.

FLOUR!

BATH,

NOTICE!

Kingsford's Oswogo Corn Starch.

FOR

the centra'

No. 63 Commercial St.
Sept 8—dtf

Law,

WILL PROSECUTE CLAIMS AGAINST STATE
AND UNITED STATES.

PORTLAND,

silO ix. House

U. T. S. RICE &

BUBBANK,

and Counsellor at
LIMERICK, MAINE.

*d

MAKES Or
small

Y. Z,. Piess Otrtce,

X.

1

Call and

WADSWORTH, Jr.,

near

a

No. 35 ExcH&nste Street,

rV'Partlcularatteution given to repairing Wheel& Wilson Machines,
I In such popular u»e for iood, has been counterfeited
see the best
Family Machine, before pur- by (tome unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
chasing.
put up in imitation ot their si vie oi packages and
WM. M. TOpEY.
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Jul.v 29—eod£w?m
Dealers and customers, to avoid docoption, will see
!
Agent for Maine.
that every package is marked plainly,
er

DR. P.

offreight.
Also,

To load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Centra) Wharf.
Aug. 29—dtf

—or—

Ladies and Gentlemejt, from tho very best i
stock to he found in the metropolitan and foreign j
markets, made to order, and warranted to give mi- 1
tiro satisfaction.

I

,

c

For

KINGSFORD’S

Thor- i

charge.

Ill

CUSTOM

BOOKS,

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION

Clapp's Block, OoHarass St.j

one

Taylor,

_

Aug 23—dSin

constantly

Bought

or

STt,

ME.

Attorney

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

MERCHANT.

MAINE.

__

August

WISHING

JONES,

PORTLAND,

-FOR-

kept in good repair

PARTIE S

Boston.

H.

est rates

Dentist,
No. II Clanp’s Block, Congreer
fct,

Commission and

Office No. 117 Middle Street,]

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., for English and Irish Ports, at high-

N. B.—WANTED
SHOOKS.

MERC HANDISE

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,

-AT-

86

shell at the office. Machine fittings,
2n?hin!!t''u5tl2n
8
bilk, Thread, &e.}
on hand.

*

BARKER & CO.,

139 Commercial St*
Portland Sept 15, ld65.
seplSdlw

Ac.

RESIPE.VCK, 68
•epSdlm
PORTLAND,

mch IT

ry or Provision Store. Nosatar
Address
WILLIAM OSGOOD,
Box 1G19 Portland P. O.
c
Sept 7—<Rw*

OSH

LYNCH,

LAW,

Music,
BRACKET

or

Merchandise.

BOXES HAVANA WHITE SUGARj now landing from barque “Queen
Mab,” from Havana, for sale by

desirable styles.

AT

POBTL.VND,

H. H.

oitod.

~

Te aoher of

trade, a lew
retail Gvooeoxpected.

a

-FOR

SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL BOOKS,

WHOLESALE

a

m

May 22—dtl

March "6—<UI

MISS F. E. PRINDLE,

young man, just going into
BYmonths
experience hi wholesale

WHITE SUGARS!

Goods /

Hogg, Drown

Sewing Machines,

T T, A V7)

&*Attotor <>r Patent*,
No. io.S Mi .tote Street,
An?25—dtf

MIS.

attend^ to.U t>r^?»“oi^{eJ.L^h1”^
®»t ul town »ol p,r'S>pt'

eOKTXAJMD, ME.

COUNSELLOR

Wanted.

give any infGrmation desired.—
Call and get a circular.
septlSdtf

Jlanufricturer and Dealer in

Exchange Street,

SCHOOL

Wanted.

a

And wiU cheerfully

JOHN WHITMAN,
kite with

late of Waterville.

HAVE A LAKGE ASSORTMENT OF

I

So, Bridgton, Me-

Hove also the well known

Grover & Faker

&c.

Dress

E. T. ELDEST.

POtlTLAltD,
!

“ADA MIKES,"

Wanted.

Gentlemens’ Furnishing Goods!
Selected with care.

Maine.

ing

sepSd2w*

I

i

teach ulargo Village School durcoming Winter, wluiro a great amount «1 labor Is required for a lair compensation.
a situation to
Army
the

Address,

All Imported goods fVom the best
Manufacturers, and
purchased tu tbe New York Market.
No pain.-; will be spared in Manufacturing Garmcn^wit* due regard to style and under the caie of
experienced workmen.
Hp will keep a full stock of

Goods I
ALPINES, CANTON

Sopt 12—dtf

FILES, Principal,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Where you will find a good assortment oi all f he various patterns oi Case and
quality manutaotured by
the Company. Machines sold at this office will
be

a

friends, old

Fancy Donkiai,

Mourning

Hosiery, Gloves, Small Wares,

HUDSON,

No. & Free Street Block.

Terms 410,00 per Term of Tea Weeks.

At Ho. 11

his

HaEinstoroa

best r*A.me kid gloves.

Sept 8—<13m

'The utmost endeavors of tho
Principal and oi his
Assistants will be usou In order to make this School
worthy of public patronage.

C. O.

AN EXPERIENCED TEACHER who hits iust
BYreturned
from
throe year3’ experience in the

ZIMHIIl,

see

Black Cloths aid Doeskin*,
Good* for Matched Business Salts,

Goods, Linens, Quilts, Blankets, Ac., A'c., In all
their varieties. Woolen
Goods, for Men’s and
1 Boys’ wea-, in seasonable styles.

retain thisas a First
your patronage.

1

4s.

bo pleased to

Wanted l

Over and Uudercoatings,

Plain
DELAINES; Figured Cotton
and Wool do. PRINTS; a Ail] line ot WHITE
GOODS, of the best make and finish; a choice Selection EMBROIDERIES, for Ladles’ a: d Chil Iren’s
wear; a complete assortment of Housekeeping

I

BURROUGHS &

MiddlelSt.,

OB EIGHT GOOD SHOOK MAKERS. Apply
A. P. MORSE & CO.,
seplldim*
Boston, Mass.

SIXto

fOBTLAND,
ly

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,

Wanted.

NEW stock

Comprising PLAIN COLORED SILKS, in medlma
and heavy qualities; BLACK, DRESS and MANTILLA SILKS,.pf the best makes;
TlIIBETW.Mn
f,U colors; black and colored
ALPACCAS, in different grades; a complete lino of

In ail the newest and most
and Figured WOOL

Lowest Possible Cash Prices!

I

he will

new.

Invite the

Fancy

and Varieties

KF~ Every endeavor will be made to establish and
Class lime. We invite

Free St.

on

r>r.
The owner is requested to call and
pay charges and take them away.
seplldlw*

S. GARDINER

and
WHI3EE

purchasing in the market

Embracing THIBETS,
CLOTHS, COBOURGS, &c.,

PORTLAND ACADEMY I

At

A

AND MASTIO WOHJCEES,
J1Uoo°
Street,between, Congress «r<l Free Sla.,

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

~

HORSE, with a straw colored runnings' P.aggago Wagon, was leit at, the Lake Hou.-o
Oxford, on Katnruay, the 2d inst., and has not

STORE RECENTLY OCCUPIED BY

Community f;

facilities for

Plain

-OF-

~

Southern Pine Lumber.

•wtneiire promoters of the
hw
Asia,1 'M'sl e*iifci in filth. A.
fatid atits
moipu*jv%irates
operations, lt itas
the ?♦>« triumph over human life where
human beings ai* least careful in
diet, drinfc
and bodily cleanliness. In tbe conntrie’
T^ere thy people are given to the use of adub

:

INVOICES

Descriptions

BAY

in
p^encaJIea

FEUCHTVVANGER

.«

Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State

Owner Wanted l

hab recently

SHAWLS, DRESS GOODS!

Constantly Receiving

Tremont street.—[Boston Journal.

and popular

a new

tory aiuresi. at pace
WM. GliACS & Co., General Agents,
161 Middle St., Portland, Me.
r> O. Box mo*
P.
173:?,
8JpI5d&w2w*

Casslmere and Vesting,

The Tih'dot allied would'rospeatihlly
announco to the citizens of Portland and
.wJ Vicinity that they are

...

4

Removed from 62 to SI

attention of the public to
otxr STOCK and PRICES.
>Ve shall keep constantly In store a choice selection
of

FROST,

LARGE

our

confidently

we

■

b>' the respective Govemernmentsof England and France
to note the
the fatality of the
cholera,
K* amd observe
where U has
raged with the
greatest viru enc?, agres, without any concert
pr conm'tatipn that fiUh and

With

Furniture I Furniture 1
■*

»■

Gentlemen, for

FEESY,

I'LAIN AND OltNAMKNTAI.

Manu&rturere 0t and Donlere in

po

Loca.t lino.

plasterers,
'■

Co.,

4

JiOSS &

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
80 .1Z id die St.j
Sept 7—dtf

SHALL,

29—J2tn

A ns

Fnrnialting Goods!

W tttfd

OF-

STYLE.

Warranted

REMOVAL I

GOODS!

PRICE!

Whole

Merchant Tailor,
©4 Exchange Street.
Portland, Sept. 11, 1868.
dtt

SCHOOL ROOM, UNION HALL,

REMOVAU

SIIERMAJT, their Campa litauii Generals.
Hon.
J.
T.
By
Headley, author of Washington and
Ins Generals, X
and hU Marahals,
apoleun
i?u,ury of
the Great Lebelllm,
&c., <&c. For terms and terri-

N.

have adopted this principle incur business, bebelieve it the moat pleasant and honorable
alike to the Merchant and the Customer, and feeling
sure that it is the only rule of business that is
equally
Just in its ojif ration on all, and the only one that
can bn lid up a
permanent trade and secure the confidence of the

and in the

TO J. H. HANSON.

AXD

We

MAiVUFAOTURED ,TO MEASURE

Agents Wanted,
GRAXT

cause wo

SUITS,

LADIES

or

V

1

■■

St.

And Gent*’

l

Gentlemen. Something new and Don“lar, and the tinest Steel Engravings in tne
world. Address at once with stamp,
WE GRACE & CO., 161 Middle St
P. O. Box 1722, Portland, Me.
seplWiw*
or

LADIES

TSJUyv

£nd JVo Variation.

VESTS AND RANTS,

THE

“nt

■-—IS

Agent8 Wanted

C'.,

—AND—

OUR MOTTO

WEAR I

SACKS,
BUSINESS

«

ty RmUmc# S».

Suceeaaora toG.L. Storer f Co..
JOBBERS OE*

.|^K?S"iiSsS;TA“*IS

\s*-i

Quality!

N». 0 Froe Street IIloch.
deodtw

«&

X.

OFFICE NO. 103 1-2 CONGRESS ST.

J. G. TOI.FOIID «& Co.,

Deerinpr, MilliJcen

ir.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

oar Mock of

DRY AND FANCY GOODS

Portland, Sept. )l,

~~

DR.

Co.,

Dry Goods, Woolens,

NEW STORE

Lowest Cash Prices.
*•

DRESS COATS,

FILES,
SUCCESSOR

S,.!.

&

annum, in advance.

Business Cards.

And taken the store formerly occupied v„
would otriUally rwcenmond u»m to the naL.'!9’ w*
r^nnagc or
our customers and the public.

Wanted.

Ii03t! Lost!

3Vorke !

—■

i) e s i n a n l e

WINTER
OVERCOATS,
FROCKS,

C. O.

;

,,.

WO OLEIV

^er

of

•-AT THE——

FALL

|

31arble

DRY GOODS!

NEW GOODS!

BOND’S,

Girl to do house work.
Inquire st
No. 62 Waiter St.
None need bddJy
1 unless
tuej con come well recommended.
kept 18—dlw*

FUaiJISaiNG GOOFS,

gTsnTTh

f.

Cards.

Having pnrchased

Iu Great
Variety.

METAIL,

AND

&

141 and 143 Middle Street.
Aug. 0, I860_dtf

same.

*T* M*

Immediately,

LEWIS, ROLLINS

stock

Aia. 3 Treble

12 and 14 Franklin Street,
itosiVN.

__

exhibit an

_Business

-AT-

Sept. 19—d8w

A fall and seasonable assortment of

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO.,

Fheedmen’s

‘There is a good deal to be learned about
Portland,Sept. 13,1863.
camping out.’
go into the woods to trap for any
NOTICE.
length oi time I scuerally build a
home-shanty
1 waat t0 build one which
COPARTNERSHIP
f
heretofore fcxistmg beWill last three or four years, 1 make it of
tween the subscribers under the name an ! ntviA
logs,
notching, or dovetailing the ends, and laying ofJ.G TOLFOI1D & OO.,' is hereby mntual)y./i'!
them up m block-home style, iiliulg the crack! s dved. Either oftlie partners is daft Authorized
with moss, and making a roof of split cedar or to use the firm name in liquidation.
The notes nd accounts ot the lato ffiha may be
bark. Sometimes I make a shaatv bv smmhl
found at the Store of J. M. DYER & CO., No. 0 Free
driving ddwn two crotched sticks, placin'' a street Block.
J. G. TOUfORD,
pole on them aud sticking down poles “all
T. B. tolford!
araunt) excepting in front, and covering tuem
seplleod4w.
all over with spruce bark. When near
Portland, Sept. S, U*i5.
the
home shanty I sleep there, of course, but at
other times I have no covering cxoopijpg a b|a
gle banket. I find a big log and make my bed
pf boughs on that side of it least exposed to- HP HE
undersigned is now prepare; to furnish Souththe wind. If the spew is deep 1 select my
?rT1 Blnc Lumber for Ship-building, Factories,
West India Scantling, sawed to
camping place pn the hill-siue, digging down ir.wnz.B3ardf'Mld
orutr, -with dispatch. Orders solicited.
to tue ground to make a ilie, and Sleeping
myself on the snow below, so that the blaze of the
K. C. DREW,
fire will sliiue
JO UcTOHshiieSt.,
directly upon me. When trav7
Sept
elling by water I draw the boat on to the
'BOSTON.
sepl2dlm
bank at night,
partly turn it up and sleep uu* Co.’s
dent,building a tire a few feet distant in front,
Express
Uavo 6-ePt very soundly in the
^
PEOPLE WHOM THE CHOLERA FIRST
ATTACKS AUD MOSTLY KILLS.

WHOLESALE

Street,

would be pleased to reeel v*
orders for the

GEJTT3’

±

1

now

Wanted

also for sale

Where they will offer to the trade

-ALSO,Straw and Felt Goods, a-lapttrade, Ujtt opening and for
tto lcy F1'*
sale at the lowest market
price lb dealers only, by

—FOE—

i

And

that they have

No. 5' Fre8 Street Block,

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

Lost and Found.

FALL AND WINTER GOODS,
AN
For Gentlemen’s
Garments,

ELDEN £ WHITMAN,

to

Aid Society.—Since the
war closed the work of the Free-linen’s
Aid
Society has vastly increased, and branch societies and all who are interested in its
operations should begin at once to make
arrangements for
meeting the demands that wid he
made upon it the
coming winter. It mast
be apparent to ail that the present condition
oi the freedmen is one that calls
loudly upon
the benevolent, the free.dpyi-1
eying, and the
friends of education everywhere, for unremitting exertion in their behalf Living among
a white population embittered
by the lanure
of their darling scheme of
and
independence
the loss of their property in
slaves, the colored people of the South stand in need of all the
help from the friends of humanity at the
North which can possibly be extended to
them in their struggle toward a state of true
freedom. Their late masters in many parts of
the South manifest a disposition to cheat
them out of their wages, inflict
corporalpunishment, anil practically reduce .them again to a state of slavery. They are Ignfcrant
and suffering from the
degrading effects of a'
hie of bondage. The late slave-holders will
not help them. The North
must, or be false
to its mission. Let those
upon whom this
devolves
in
all
the
duty
cities and towns at
once begin to organize for the winter’s
work.
Lecturers who are familiar with the work and
capable of arousing the interest of the people
in it will be provided on
application to the
ofiice of the Society, No. 8 Studio Buildhi"

Can

ELEGANT

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

Septl—d3jp

Al id die

Price, and Ne Variation!

One

SH1A2DB Sc FXXSTISia:,

pie
pause in their wild career of intemjierance, lest when the destroyer comes he find
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alarmed if,

There are those who would be
In the course of hatter things, the free Sou
ahould make a dozen revolutions of progress,
Democratic
while Northern Democrats and
cannot prestill.
platforms are standing
dict such a change in the political seasons;
Van Winkles may
but some day the party Bip
of similar phenomewake up to the cogitation
sensible Southerners will
na.
Slavery dead,
bewail it; for with slavery must
not pause to
mourners. What remains, then, for
perish Its
the emancipated intellect of the South to do?
Out of the social wilderness, which the war on
both sides has done the the pioneer work of
clearing—out of the worse than Serbonfan
bog, in which so many brave men perished igfree South must devote its misused
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DEMOCRATIC PARTY ON ITS
LAST LEGS.

'PTTTn

crossparty that

es

Woe, woe be to the political
the war-path of its country.

aboutionibto-

nobly—the

There is sue

earn-

patriotism—true,
organization
est patriotism—and the political

a

■

vigor into

taients to reform. Put the
on a
peace and progress as that which urged
and
we may
difficulty,
sooner
or
must
war of unexampled
that does not embody its spirit
reckoned among the make New York and Massachusetts out of
later go down and be
Carolina. Progress is the
The political leaders and
Virginia and South
things that were.
of the Southern situation—retronecessity
the so callel democratic paity
of
very
wire-pullers
forbidden by the abolition of
as well as we do, and yet it
gression is so far
know these facts
that Southern statesmen will And it
slavery,
from recent movements that the atappears
made to blot out the record of hard to lead their followers backward by plactempt is to be
sort of fetters upon the negro.—
ing any new
the pa3t four years and reorganize and revive
is but one path which the active brain of
there
and
the
of
old
fame
its
the party upon
strength
the South can take vigorously, and that is toname.
ward the good. The cause of the negro, who
cunning
a
It is a bold movement, or rather
think earns wages, is now bound up with that of the
one, but it seems to us these politicians
planter, who makes a profit; education for the
the
of
people.
too lightly of the intelligence
one is necessary for the security of the other;
made
have
The events of the last four years
mind and heart and the harmony and prosperity of the State
an impression upon the public
are dependent upon the intelligence of all
Which will not soon be forgotten. The people
their eyes up- classes of its inhabitants. Two classes espe—the "plain people”—have kept
The his- cially must be satisfied, and must satisfy each
on these events as they transpired.
other—the poor blacks and the poor whites.
in
their
memofresh
i3
tory of the rebellion
Justice can reach the wants of all. It is not
the actors in these
ries. They have noted well
too much to ask that the rising men of the
of
character
studied
and
closely thp
war-scenes
South—those who are to handle the new orall political parties.
der-will advocate two things chiefly necessaThe people know who have been traitors,both
to internal improvement, namely: EducaNorth and South. No sophistry however art- ry
tion and Negro Suffrage. Either this or inanino
from
resolutions
political
ftilly put forth,
tion is the alternative.
conventions,however skilfully drawn up; no
This view has some probability, or GeD.
can
however
erected,
ingeniously
platforms,
A. Wise would not have taken pains to
Henry
or
to
blind the people and induce them
forget
make the remarkable declaration which wo apignore the past The record 3tands, and will
pend. Wise, though a very poor soldier, has
stand to be read of all men.
been one of the most candid and philosophic
The leaders of the democratic party are play- leadere of the
South, and one of the very few
same

thing in this world

as

hoping thereby to
hoodwink the masses and give new life and energy to old political prejudices and party affinities; hut the events of the past four years and
their inevitable logic cannot be set aside by
any such claptrap. The demagogues and pol-

ing

game and

cunning

a

comprehend
meaning of John Brown’s raid, though malignly earnest to see that misunderstood patriwho could in any way

ot executed.
*

*

*

He say3;
“So far from my

being opposed
indicating the condi-

to

the name ‘freedmen,’ as
tion of slaves freed by the war, the chief consolation 1 have in the result of the war is that
slavery is forever abolished; that not only the
slaves are, in fact, at last freed from bondage,
but that I am at last freed from them. Long
before the war ended, I had definitely made up
my mind actively to advocate emancipation
throughout the South. I had determined, if
I could help it, that my descendents should
never be subjected to by the weakness, if not
the wickedness, of slavery; and while I cannot recognize as lawful and humane the violent and shocking mode in which it has been
abolished, yet I accept the fact most heartily
as an accomplished one, and am determined
not only to abide by it and acquiesce in it, but
to strive by all the means in my power to make
it beneficent in both races and a blessing especially to our country. I unfetgnedly rejoice
at the fact, and am reconciled to many of the
worst calamities of the war, because I am now
convinced that the war was the special providence of God, unavoidable by the nation at
either extreme, to tear loose from 113 a black
idol from which we could never have been
separated by any other means than those of
fire and blood, sword and sacrifice.”

iticians who hope to ride into power on such
hobby-horses will find their labor entirely fruit-

less. The wirepullers of our own State received their cue from New York politicians,
and labored Intensely to draw up a set of resolutions fbr their State Convention that might
delude the people and cover old party footprints. These resolutions were adroitly drawn
up and presented in a very meek and humble

spirit. In the same spirit they were adopted
by the Convention the members of which had
all been instructedhow to act in such

the moral

on emer-

gency.

They were well drilled and every thing passed off quietly and even harmoniously. The
leaders began to think there might be some
hope for them in Maine, and the Argus paraded these resolutions before its readers every

day until election, in jurta-position with those
pasted at the Union Conventicn. And what
has been the result ?

The recent election answers that question in tones of thunder that
must bo a “terrible sound” in democratic

These are good words and good tactics—better than any the General employed during the
ears.
war.
Not questioning on what grounds such
The people know that the great victory has
been won in spite of the democratic party.— a stubborn States-rights man a3 Wise fought
And now that victory has been nobly won, for slavery, knowing all the time that he so
these politicians and demagogues wish to come
fought, while believing in abolition (which
in for a share of the glory, and are perfectly
Beauregard so ftiriously anathematized in offiwilling to congratulate the country and the cial orders|—it is enough to hops that he will
make the best of the faith which is in himworld on such a glorious termination of the
struggle bet ween Liberty and Slavery. Yes, It did not trouble Gen. Wise to emancipate the
they are entirely willing to endorse any thing negro, but he rejoices in the fact. It may
and every thing.
They now virtually say, trouble him to help the freedman to become a
“We have fought a good fight and let us go to freeman; but those who think with Gen. Wise
work and repair damages.” “We! gracious must gauge their faith in this way. Who betheavens 1
The battle was fought and the vic- ter know what Virginia has suffered in all her
tory won, not only without the aid of these interests and wealth from the blight of bondleaders who are now anxiously seeking for age? Who more ooBociuusly Kuo\V llic relation
place and power, but against their influence which franchised and intelligent labor must
bear to the material advancement of Virginia,
and in spite of it.
Had these fellows come
now that oligarchs are growing null, State
out as SUepley, Butler, Stantoa, Dir, Dickenson
and a host of other loyal and patriotic [demoSovereignties are stunned, slavery is slain, and
the patriarchal idea has taken roost in the
crats did and shown the South we were united
dark centuries ?
in this war to preserve the Union, the rebels
A lawyer in Richmond lately published an
would have “caved In” long ago and oceans of
able pamphlet, in which—odIv wanting the
blood and treasure would have been saved.
vigor with which Gen. Wise might do the same
We go farther, and hazard the opinion that
thing—he argued for a general franchise based
Snmter would not have been fired
and the
on,

war

would not have been

commenced,

hotspurs

and fire-eaters of the South had not

believed

they would

receive aid

intelligence:
Let us recognize the fact that the time
may come when, on principles acceptable to
ourselves, the freedmen or their descendants
may be admitted to this last right of citizenship. Let us, in proof of the sincerity of this
recognition, show at once a spirit of conces-

on

if these

“

and count-

from

the democratic party at the
North. They have received such aid and did
not reckon entirely without their host as the
records abundantly show. We can pardon the
rank and file of the democracy of the country, hut no such amnesty ought to be granted
enance

to the leaders.

sion more liberal than that of the most of the
original Free States.”

We welcome any show of fairness which the
South, for its own sake, seems bound to offer;
and there is a frankness in what we have
quoted which shames the pro-slavery platforms of
the North.
Henry S. Foote, of Mississippi, a
shrewd opponent of Jefferson Davis, is even
more decided to take time by the forelock.—
We make no comment upon the following:

And our recent election con-

vinces us that these leading demagogues
losing power every day.

are

The action of the Chicago Convention that
nominated

McClellan; the prophesies of leading democrats; the turning the cold shoulder
on Lincoln and his administration; the continual fault-finding of many of the democratic
Journals;the exultation felt, and sometimes
expressed at rebel victories; the sympathy often manifested towards the South; the great
respect shown to Gen. Lee; the very kind feelings exhibited towards the rebel President;
all these, and such as these, have cast a dark
shadow over democracy and rendered the name
of democrat

so

country can

ever

odious that
rUe on

“For these reasons heretofore given, and
which I will not now repeat, I prefer to end

party in this
such ruins. Another
no

must be hunted up and
adopted, another ensign raised before any party can be
organcan

gain

the

ascendency

over

who,

told has been “a bold and
dauntless advocate of the inalienable rights of
sas,

The loyal people are fully determined “to
hold the democratic party fast to the respon-

be done.

we are

mankind,”

gave the
ored friend:

record.”

The leaders are
from it, but that thing can’t

following advice

to a col-

“I do not think that politicians are quite
ready to debate in favor of your franchise;
they think it is a Gibraltar rock, and that their
little political bark may strand on it.
You
should pray God daily to remove by death
these politicians, and givens honest statesmen
in their place.
You must watch these men
who are now aspirants for office, and if
they

That record is too fresh in the memory of the people to be obliterated. The leaders of the
party must go down under it. These
demagogues have had their day. Now the people know their rights, and dare to defend
them.
We like the following resolution
passed at a
Union State Convention at St.
Paul, Minnesota. It embodies the right spirit and
the true
democratic doctrine:

refuse you aid in the hour of your greatest
never trust them.
Put an unmistakable

need,

ear-matk on them, so that you may know
them wherever you meet them, if it be at the
ballot-box,for this box is your right by conquest,
and by emancipation as freemen—as citizens.
Support liberally such papers as advocate your

Resolved, That the spirit of our institutions
requires that the measure of a man’s political
and see that they are extensively circurights should be neither his religion, his birth- rights,
lated.”
place, his race, his color, nor any merely phyThe growth of abolitionism in the South
sical characteristic, and that it would b e mbversive of both the form and spirit of our in- will he worthy of political
study. It will be
stitutions to permit in any population degrad- still more
interesting to note how many have
ed and subject caste-, taxed to support and
been
compelled to obey a Government in which they have concealed by the war—how many more
been fettered
have no voice, and whose whole machinery
by slavery itself, themselves
slave owners or
may be directed to their destru ction.”
servants of slavery. Surely,
this is no time to sneer
The spirit embodied in the above resolution
at the northern oppowas

the

controlling power

hu^e majority of the
ection. it
was

nents of slavery as
abolitionists—or what will
become of Wise and
Foote ? Statesmen and
politicians of the South will be too wise in the
future, we hope, to allow an element of power
to long lie idle—white men, for
whatever reason, will seek new
and

in the hearts of a

people

in our recent el-

power that heartless, selfish
politicians could not withstand. And tills
power „iows
stronger and stronger every day,
We intended to have
taken up the most
singular proceedings of the
recent State
a

NeWY°rk’

championships,

black

men will go more than half way to meet
them.
White franchise alone cannot always be toler-

Convention
but we

Wv
leave tk
them rfor another time.
Adroit and
shrewd as the managers .of
that
were and anxious as
they showed themselves
to blot out the record of the
pa2t four years
and begin anew, the people of the
Empire
State will bold them fast to that
record—
Smooth resolutions, Ingeniously constructed

able, even to the whites of the South, and the
necessity of negro suffrage must become more

convention

and

more

familiar.—[N.

Y. Tribune.

^“The Marquis of Bath, whose name appears among the holders of Confederate bonds,
was a
vice-president of the famous “Southern
Independence Association,”—a society which
appears to have been an
English imitation of
Fenian Brotherhood of the sister Ule—
an
now pays
£60,000 for the distinction.
hears that His Holiness the Pope

platforms, strong professions of patriotism and
an overweening desire to sink the
past in the
waters of oblivion, will no more avail the demagogues in New York at the coming election
than similar demonstrations availed the wirepullers of the Maine
democracy at our recent
eeotkm, In that
sign they cannot conquer,

In

first cabinet and other persons prominent
t e
the administration of public affairs during
coming
rapidly
1361,1s
first half of the year
his hand
Into the position of the Ishmaelite,
and every man s hand
man,
every
against
the speech alluded to, ho
against him.” In
the conduct of
made charges bearing upon
in connection with other
Holt
Joseph
Hon
members of Mr. Buchanan’s cabinet during
the last two or three months of that administration. Judge Holt denies them In general
and in detail, bringing witnesses to prove the

truth of his own, and the
statement.

falsity

of Mr. Blair’s

Mr. Holt concludes his spirited reply as follows.
In February, 1861, I was denounced by Jacob Thompson, ex-member of Mr. Buchanan’s
Cabinet, because, in co-operation with that
i-luitrious old soldier and patriot, Gen. Scott,
I had attempted to reinforce Fort Sumter;
and now, in 1365,1 am denounced by an exmember of Mr. Lincoln’s Cabinet, because, es
he has alleged, by necessary implication, I not
only did not attempt to reinforce Fort Sumter
but actually prevented General Scott from doing so. The opinion is confidently entertained that I shall suifer no more damage from
this last denunciation that I did from the
first.
General Scott also, In a letter to Mr. Molt,
dated Sept. 4th, denies the accusation that his

(Scott’s) request to be permitted to reinforce
Fort Sumter was refused by Mr. Holt, then
Secretary of War; and bears teUinzony to Mr.
Holt’s efficiency in “doing everything he could
to preserve and vindicate our happy Union,”
Secretary Seward is another of those whom
Blair and Company have chosen to accuse in
reference to the Sumter and

Pickens

expedi-

The statement charges Mr. Seward
with concealment and double dealing in relation to lhe3e transactions and with throwing
hindrances in the way of the government, in
the effort to relieve Sumter by detaching the
Powhatan from that expedition, and sending
her to Fort Piekens. Whereupon Major General Meigs comes out with a long letter, in
which he relates the whole history of these
two expeditions and effectually disposes of the
malicious charges brought against Mr. Seward
tions.

He says:

The orders of the President in relation to
the Powhatan, and to whole Piekens expedit-

tion, were not known to the Secretary of the
Navy. The success of the expedition to relieve Fort Pickens depended upon secrecy.—
Washington and New York were full of persons ready to transmit the first intelligence of
such an intention. The telegraph was in
operation and as open to the rebels as to the

United States’ and had it become known that
the expedition was being prepared to relieve
that post, the telegraph would have communicated the fact to Bragg, who had several
thousand men, and who could have taken Fort
Pickens by assault, on any
of a tow hundred men.

night,

at the cost

The Pickens expedition wa3 planned and
ordered with the knowledge only of the President, the Secretary of State, Lieut. General
Scott, Col. E. D. Keyes and myself. When Lt.
Porter was detailed to command the naval portion of the expedition, its object was communicated to him. When Colonel Harvey Brown
was assigned to command the troops, his instructions made known to him its destination.
To none others, in or out of the expedition,
was it3 destination known until we were nearly in sight of the sand-hills of Pensacola. In
conclusion, permit me to remark that this, the
first successful military expedition of the war,
Until it sailed,
originated with Mr, Seward.
the United States had declined everywhere.—
Fortresses and harbors had been lost.
He
carried me to the President, merely saying
that he thought the President ought to see
some of the younger officers, and not consult
only with men who, if war broke out, could
not mount a horse. When thePresident struck
out of the instructions prepared for the commander of the expedition the authority to declare martial law at Key West and on the Gulf
coast, Mr. Seward induced him to restore it.—
The authorities of Florida had, in February,
arrested and held me to bail, for defending the
rights of the Yankee fishermen of the Tortu-

gas against the unconstitutional impositions of
a Florida sheriff.
The secession flag flew over

Ip-Punch
P°Sltlve

.hsii^v

j

^
can

or4era that aU his Bulls

while the cattle disease is rife,

of‘he Vati-

ORIGINAZi AND SBLHOTBD.

MIDM.ETOWS, Cokn., Sept, 10,1866.

ThUls

of the oldest towns In this industrienterprsing State, situated nearly
twenty miles below Hartford on the Connecticut, with which city It Is connected by both
boats and rail. The city contains about ten
one

and

ous

thousand inhabitants.

It is the seat of the

Wesleyan University—the College of the Methodist denomination, which is presided overby
that ripe scholar and high-minded gentleman,
Bev. Dr. Cummings.
On the opposite side of the river from this
city is a town called Portland, celebrated for
its inexhaustible quarries of brown free-stone>
which is exported to all parts of the country.
The quarries are close to the river, so that
with trifling expense the stone is put on board
vessels which transport it to every considerable Atlantic port. The earth has been penetrated to the depth of about eighty feet, and

signs of exhaustion are discovered. The
yet
quarry is a eource of immense wealth to the
no

place, and much capital is invested in the operations necessary to quarry the stone and prepare it for shipment.
The people here complain of the severity cf
the drought, and yet I can scarcely appreciate
their murmurings against the “dry times.”
The fields loot comparatively green, and in no
place that I have passed within a hundred
miles of here have I witnessed that parched and
burnt appearance, in field and pasture, that
has been observable for the last few weeks in
Maine,5 and [particularly on and east of the
Kennebec.
I left Portland yesterday morning in a
drenching rain, but the farther West I came,
the less rain appeared to have fallen. When I
arrived here I learned that Sunday night, while
you of the “Forest Cfity” were lulled to pleasthe sound of pattering rain,
drops, here the stars sbone out with such peculiar brilliance as to attract notice and elicit
ant dreams

remark.

night, however, while perhaps
basking beneath the starlight, the
clouds gathered thick and portentous here,
Last

you were

moderate fall of rain was the result.
This morning the weather was as cold as or-

and

a

dinary November, so that fires were as much
luxury as were ice water and arctic soda last
week. As I write however, (past noon) the
clouds have cleared away and the sun shines
brillianly, but the cold is anything but comfortable.
Hie Universalist National Convention is
now in session in this city, and delegates are
present from nearly all the free States. Hie
Convention was organized this morning by
the election of J. T. Gilman of Maine, President. and a gentleman from PennsylvanU
Secretary. A large amount of business Is anticipated, which is now in the hands of Com-

already appointed.

mittees

A committee

the condition of the country
will be announced at the opening of the afternoon session, which will reporta series of resolutions and make arrangements for a meetRev. L. J. Fletcher of
ing to consider them.
Bath, fa chairman of one of the most important committees.
Rev. E. Fisher, D. D. of New York, will deliver the occasional sermon to-morrow, and
those who have heard him anticipate a rich
intellectual as well as a spiritual treat. Dr. F.
Is a native of eastern Maine, and is now President of a theological institution in St. Lawrence County. Perhaps to-morrow I will write
Sptjrwink.
again.
on

THE ENGLISH TOURISTS.

A party of English capitalists, including Sir
Morton Peto, Mr. Kinnard, MP., Mr. llevan,
Mr. Cothain, Mr. Betts, Mr. Glynn, and others
are making an exploring tour along the line of
the Atlantic and Great Western Railway, wining and diuing at every large place, and making speeches which with due allowance for
Buncombe, are doubtless of a very friendly and
pleasantly international character. What is
the special interest or enterprise which has
drawn these gentlemen hither we are not certainly informed, tliough vatiou9 statements

better feeling.

“A VERY RAW WIND.”
In the Christian Mirror of this week we
find an article with the above caption, which
not a review

of, is yet called forth by
published work entitled “ A New

the first distinction and charm of
woman, and
to be more easily subdued by patience than

by
violence, the writer says:
It may be said however, that the
quiet style
of womanly bearing has been tried sufficiently, and found to be a failure; that it does not

promise to afford any relief from the wrongs
to which the sex are subjected. We
deny it.
Great progress has been made in the elevation
of woman. And it has been made, almost all
of it, by the veiy methods and influences that
we approve of
Men have assisted in it, in
their way, and women in theirs. And the
world has grown better and more beautiful
with the common, helpful toil upon it. What

it needs now is not new

air,

but the

old, still

warmed and softened and brightened.
Particularly the new is not needed if it is to
come'upon us all at once with such a shriek
and chill, straight from the North Pole. O
Gail 1 our manly flesh shivers upon us and
has pain: unless we be comforted a little after
the old ways, thy servants be all as good as
dead.
more

Again he says, and mainly
him,

we

65?"James
York artist, died

Suydain,

a

promising New
at Conway, N. H., last
week,
where had gone for study,

on

Friday last we

had but “thirteen lines in relation to the Publisher’s Convention,
while
there was a whole column devoted to the Clam

Bake, very faoetiously hopes “this does not indicate the relative importance of the two.” By
no means, Mr.
Press; and had you been present
at the Convention we think that such a comparison would not have occurred to you; for
more agreeable or profitable to all
parties
concerned it would be difficult to find.
[Bangor Times.
|y There is to be a muster of returned soldiers at North Leeds on
Wednesday, October
11th. A grand rally is anticipated.
one

—

5y The Lewiston Journal is out for a steam
fire engine for that city. It will be but a few
years before this class of engines will supersede the hand engines in all our
principal cities
and towns.
ESfThe article in the Bangor Whig upon
“The Portland Press and our Railroad” will,
probably, receive due notice upon the return
of the editor of the Press, who is absent from

city.

ty The editor of the Bath Times has been
shown some bars of iron manufactured from
the ore at Arrowsic. The ore was taken to the
works at

Middlebury, Vt.put into

hammered into bars.

a forge, and
The experiment shows

that there is ore in
Arrowsic, that it is
and can be made a profitable investment

BY

good,

TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

agree with

This writer appears to believe that the main
evils that infect our world arc due to misadjustment of relations between the sexes. It is so
stated in substance. For this mal-adjustment
moreover, men are primarily and principally
responsible. We belive no such thing. The
evils that the earth groans under spring from
the wicked disaffection of all mankind towards
God first; secondly, and through that from
the wickeu disaffection of all the individuals
of mankind toward each other. The race has
lost its supreme love to God, and the equal,
rightful love that should have been among its
members. These things make our troubles.
Neither of them bad or has anything necessarily to do with the relation of the sexes. The
evil did not and does not spring from anything
connected with that relation. It flows down
through that, and vitiates it: as it does everything else that it touches. The offence is not
in men;—as according to this writer—but in
mankind. Through this selfish and wicked
in the race the strong everywhere have
J'lrus
been led to
oppress the weak. So woman, as
weaker than man. has suffered.
Christianity
by its power to restore the law
^“™e3
ot
love. Neither the
the remedy
nor
wrong
Me
ycially at the point of the relation be°nly both are felt
wo?lanthere as everwhere
else.
A.

KSfThe Portland Press, remarking that

the

—.--

lhe

m

New

York, Sept.

20.

Herald’s Washington dispatch says
Alexander H. Stevens will soon be released
from Fort Warren, and return to
Georgia to
co-operate with Ex-Governor Grown and others in reconstructing that
State.
The Tribune’s dispatch
says a private lei ter
trom Mississippi states that
most of the militia now being organized in that
State, express
the determination not to be
mustered under
any other than the State flag, the stars and

not excepted.
stripes
The same letter

says a regularly organized
gang, composed of ex-rebel soldiers has been
formed in Vicksburg, to embarrass in
every
way possible the action of the government offleers m that State.

Virginians, recently
Tw°yo™1?
the Union
on

irom

army,

discharged

their return to then-

homes, were warned to leave by ex-rebel soldiers, or they would be assassinated.
The report that Juarez
designed leaving
Mexico, is contradicted in a private letter received here.
From North Carolina.

New York, Sept 20.
,
Up to a late hour only 219 persons to vote
at the coming election were
registered.
The freedmen held a lame meeting in Wilthe
on
mington
evening ofthe 14th to appoint
delegates to the Convention at Raleigh on the
22th,
_

cylinder.
E^-In

Notice.

[From the XT. S. Inrurane* Gazette.]

some districts in London, a new sysoft entilaticn of sewers is introduced. Powdered charcoal is suspended in the sewer openings, which absorbs all noxious gas. The pres-

alarm as to a

ent

possible epidemic gives

great

latest style in Paris combines the form of a
turban, a shako and a helmet, advancing considerably beyond the head in front and sloping
down at the hack. The materials used are silk
and enameled paper prepared by a peculiar
process, and it has
such

Some
a narrow gilt band.
London, but nobody would wear
a
singular-looking affair until the fashion

PORTLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLLERY,
ALONZO S. DAVIS, Pbopbietob,
No. 88 Middle Street,
Poi ttand, Me.
...

Copying done

In

dec23tl.

the best manor.

SEELE’S

LIFE I

HAIR

sent to

well established in Paris.
%ST~ Provisional Governor Perry of South
Carolina, said the other day, in his message to
the Convention of that State, “The future will
be bright and glorious. As long as civilization

4

Magical Preparation

was

—FOB—

RESTORING-,

continues, this great Republic will flourish and
increase in numbers, wealth and grandeur. In
less than ten years we shall realize in the loss
of slavery a blessing in disguise to ourselves
and our children."
If the theories of Gov.
Perry are to rule in the reconstruction of his
state we fear the blessing will remain
so, “disguised” that it will take more than ten years
for the

people

to see it.

Iktr me umcago Post says that the name of
Illinois originated from some Frenchman calling an island in that State, which was covered
with walnut-trees, the fruit of which was ripe
at the time of their visit, “Isle aux Xou"—the
Isle of Nuts.

ti?'"The New York Saturday Press says

Irish.” Our Dublin friends who have visited
New York and seen how splendidly the Irish
govern here must be delighted.”
The Cincinnati Enquirer says that Henry S. Foote’s letter in favor oi negro suffrage
“was the price of his pardon.”
At the same

Enquirer,

PRICE

with all the rest of the

Democratic
papers, insists that President
Johnson is opposed to negro suffrage. He is
opposed to it, then, but nevertheless makes its
advocacy the price of pardon. You pays your

Express.
jy An appeal in behalf of Jeff. Davis,
asking for his release and signed by 4000 Mississippi women, has been sent to President Johnson by the constitutional convention of that
The women say of the Confederate
cause, that it is “dear to their hearts by the motive* that prompted it.” They confess to equal
state.

participation in the crime of Davis, for they
add, “those of us who did not at the outset justify the act which precipitated the bloody
drama, learned to sympathize in a cause for
whioh so muoh heroic blood had been shed.”
One of our contemporaries thinks that a population thus confessed by themselves to be thoroughly steeped in treasonable ideas will require considerable time before they can be fitly
presented to loyal society.
BSfThey tell a story of Bishop Southgate
which is too good to be lost.
He, as all who
know him know, magnifies his office and makes
much of his talents. Some chums of his who
knew him in Ms earlier days made a visit to
Ms church to look on the dignity that they used
to chase over hills and help at school over tall
places in his lessons. The visitors were plain

country persons from away, down East, and
never knew much of fashionable churches, or
the symbols that are placed on altar cloths and

they saw
the well-known initials “I. H. S.”in a conspicuous place, in large and elegant gold letters.
One said to the other, “There, just look at that.
Just like him. Got Ms name up. I, Horatio
Southgate.”
B^“Hon. Henry Wilson has taken the stump
tu Pennsylvania.
entering

the church

jj’—The Round Table is resolved to break a
lance with humbug wherever found, and accordingly begins with its High Priest, P. T. Barnaul. It says : “We protest against his museum from first to last; and so long as he continues to conduct it as it has been for many
years, and still is conducted, so long will we
protest against it and its manager in the name
of public taste, decency and morality. It is a
blotch

on

CUSTIS

Amount of

CO.,

&

substantial manner, at

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
July21sntf

Gross assets
Last

RICE BROTHERS,
PBODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

the finest thoroughfare of the contiand without a rank offense to every
of taste, and should be removed with-

McClklan.

weekly

without

charge.
Flour and Preduee bought, stored and insured at

Ubjjal

marl3eodly

rates.

BITTERS.

constantly increasing demand for
article has induced the Proprietor to lease
ises

the

on

ol

corner

tho abeve
the prem-

Congress and Chestnut Streets,

Soap,

the

choicest

E. S. WORM ELL,
is

N«> DO Middle Street, Portland.

and emollient in Its .nature, fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial In Its act upon the slinFor tale by all Dnegyiett and Fancy Goodft Dealers

53?“ C.vbd Photographs at Tubes Dollars
dozen,—the best in the City.

per

June31dlyr

may25sndGm

Vese:abl0 Sicilian Hair Rencsr-

inju-

WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

IT

INAL COLOR.

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses Iho scalp and makes the hairjsoft, lustrous and silken.
splendid hair dressing.
No person, old or young, should fail to
It is

Eastern Railroad...
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad.
Maine State Sixes, 1880.

use

In Yarmouth, Sept 19, by Rev H A Hart. Edward
R Clark, U S N, and Miss Maria H Robinson, both ol
Portland.
In Wiscasaet, Joshua Young, Jr, and Mies Hannah, daughter ct Dr Kennedy, of W.
In Portsmouth, Sopt 13, Stephen F Hill, of Saco,
and Mrs Lizzie l^uimby, of York.
In Saco, Aug 22, Robert Doering and Julia Buzzell,
both of S.
In York, Sept 13, Jolin R Mclntirc and Heilen G

FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

ipy Ask for UalTs bioilian Hair Renewer, and
take ne other.
R. P. HALL A CO..
Nashua, N. U., Proprietors.
For sale by all Druggists.
auglUsndA w6m

—The Sound Table: says: “Fifteen manuscript
p ays, the existence of which was unknownj
were reoently discovered in alibrary in Ireland.
These are some of their titles:
“The Lady
Mobs,” “The Two Noble Ladies and the

Converted Conjuror,” “Love’s Changling’s
Change,” “The Launching of the Mary,”
“Dick of Devonshire,” and “The Fatal Mar-

riage,

or

a

second Lucretia.

when these plays are supposed
written, and their excellence or

Of the time
to have been
lack of it, the

paragraphist who ventilates the' aforesaid fact
is provokingly silent. The volume, it is
said,
will be

shortly
probably know

sold at

auction, when
more of it3 contents.”

we

"shall

—Rossini,

the great composer, has just published a declaration that he considers the appropriation of his melodies by the street organs a thing to be proud of.
—Mr. John E. Owens began an engagement
at Liverpool on the 11th instant, but he has refused all other provincial offers. Charles Dickens gives Mr. Owens a very high endorsment.
—Mr. Joseph Jefferson has made a success
in London in Boucicault’s version of “Rip Van
Winkle.” The Timet says “Mr. Jefferson has
this advantage over another distinguished

American- Mr. J. E. Owens, that he appears in

interesting drama,
ings of utter trash.”

an

and not amid surround-

—Mr. Charles Kean has been recently playing Louis IX., King Lear, Hamlet, Othello
and Macbeth at the Broadway Theatre in New

York,

and in each of these characters, ii we
except, perhaps, that of Hamlet, his succeess
has been very gratifying. Sirs. Kean, also, is
still a fine actress, though by those who remember her as Miss Ellen "Tree, she is spoken
of as having lost something of the grace and
vivacity which once distinguished her.
—A Professor Nolhi of Munich has discover-

autograph manuscript ot a piano-forte
composition by Beethoven, hitherto entirely
unknown. It is in the key of A minor, and
is inscribed “Pour Elisa, April 27.” M. Nolhi

ed

an

has entered into communication with the house
of Breitkopf and Haertel at Leipsic, with a
view of having the new found piece included in
the edition of the complete works of Beethoven

now

EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female Phyattention of Mother! her

AN

publishing by

that firm.

—An operetta by a
lady—Miss Virginia Gabriel—has been produced in London at Mr.
Gernan Reed's Gallery of Illustration. It is
called “Widow Bewitched.” The lady composer, says a competent critic, is never commonplace in her melodies, but shows a power of

dramatic coloring throughout, while a quartette in which the soprano sings a florid accom-

paniment to

the principal subject is an elaborpiece of writing.
—The story about the unpublished
opera of
Rossini’s has just been revived. The
opera is
Baid to be in five acts, and is called
“Helene,”
and is to be performed ten
years after the composer’s death.
The Cologne Male Vocal Association
gave
ate

performance lately for the benefit of the
Catholic church at
Wiesbaden, when the receipts amounted to from fourteen to fifteen
florins, and the Duke, who was present with
the Duchess, bestowed the cross of the
Adolph
Order on Herr Franz Weber, the
conductor,
a

with the words: “Wear this in recollection of
the present hour."

—A singer in an
English cathedral has to attend service seven hnudred and
times in

thirty

year; and a man who can sing a good solo
and attend all these serrioes, will
a

get sixty
pounds a year—eay three hundred dollars.

CHILDREN

At Baranc&s, West Florida, Sept 5, Francis Hubbard Small, of Gorham, Me. aged 21 years 2 months
2! days—member of Co B, 21 Me Cavalry.
[Eastern papers please copy.]
In Lubec, Aug 23, Wm L Lakeman. aged 23 years.
He served three years in the navy ana was wounded
on board the gunboat Passaic.
In Saco, Sept 14, Mrs Mary Gordon, aged 85 years
6 months.
In Saco, Sept 18, E Alonzo Peck, aged 24 years and
3 months.

TEETHING

greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and Is
which

SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

Depend upon it, mothers,
selves, and

it

will give rest to your-

Relief and Health to tods Infants.
We have put up and sold this article for over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and truth ot it
what

we

have

IMPORTS.
HERBERT RIVER NS. Sch Sarah Johnson—135
tons coal, to order.
HILLSBORO NB. Sch Industry—135 tons coal, to

been able to say of any other
has it failed in a single instance to

never

medicine—Never

Kerosene Oil Co.
Sch Debonair©—164 tons coal, Kerosene Oil Co.

effect a care,

when timely used.
Never did we know
instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used It.

an

On the

contrary,

all

delighted

departure: op ocean steamers.

speak in this matter
“what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
we here declare.
In almost every instance where the
infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief

Helvetia.New York. .Liverpool.Sept 28

speak in

terms

effects and medical

are

with its

of commendation of its

virtues.

NAME

We

will be found in fifteen minutes alter the
ministered.

Syrup

is ad-

made

a

PORT

special request that HOSTETTER’S

their wishes have not been unheeded.

As

a means

the battle-fiold, and
of enabling troops to bear fatiguing marches under a
blazing sun, it bas been strenuously recommended
men

on

FROM OCR

HALL,

OITY

FOR TWO NIGHTS ONLYt
Saturday <& Monday, Sept. 23 A 23.
THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY RAYNOR'S

CHRISTY’S MINSTRELS
Band!

Brass

And

J. W. RAYNOR, Sole Proprietor and Mentor.
H. SURRIDUB,
Stag, Manager.
Musical Director.
HOFFMAN,

J.
F.

_

Tide Mammoth Company cnmprl.es

Artistes l

Established

Twenty

no expense hi mikot aU Mmjtrel or-

ganisationt.

The Funniest Cornelians, ths Most Perfect Quartette, the Mast Superb Orchestra, the Greatest Dancer., together with a magnificent
Brass Band, of Ten Solo Performers.
The GTeat Comedian,
MASTER 33 O 23 33 TT
J. HU8IITON, tho Champion
Clog Dasoei1 of the World I
And tha

WONDERFUL

JAPANESE TOMMY t

Will appear each evening in connection with this
Company in the most recherche selection from their

repetoire.

Doors open at

'—performance to commence st I.

SECOND

ANNUAL

TOUB!

COTTON A MURBHEY’S

CALIFORNIA MINSTRELS,
Brass

Band,

Burlesque Opera Troupe.
Positively

Two

Nights Only I

This talented Company, pronounced by ths pmi

publlo

and

to be

O X T"5T

Tuesday

A

HAL Xj 1

Wednesday Evenings,

September 90th nnd 93th.
Admission 35 cent*,—Reserved Seats 50 cents.
Dooiu open at 7—commence at 8 o'clock.
W. H. SMITH, Manager,
H. K. PABMELEJE. Agent.
Sept. 21—dlw

LITTLE’S

FIRE AND LIFE
Insurance

Agency.

Established In 1S43.
undersigned having the Agenev of the following well-known, sound and Tollable Compulu,
continues to Issue Policies on Buildings, Morchandiar, and other good property again*, Ion or
damage by FIRE, at rates as low aa other FIH8T
CLASS Companiea, to the amount or <50,000 If
wanted, viz:

THE

Fhcenix Insurance

Company,

HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
<1,000,000,
OF

OF

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

Cash Capital and Surplus,

1*250,000.

City Fire Insurance Company,
OF
Cash

HARTFORD, CONN.

Capital and Surplus,

<450,000,

Merchants’ Insurance

Company,

OF

Cash

HARTFORD, CONN.
Capital and Surplus,
<350,000.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
<400,000.

Xew

England

Fire Insuragee Co.
HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
<>50,000.
OF

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co.
OF EXETER, N. II.
Capital,
<100,000.
Particular attention given to the Inaumnee of
Property, City end Village Dwcll-

Farm

inaiijs,

terms.

paid,

oa

Fnr.ltnre,
ONE.
««?•**?•»<•
YEARS,
very fatobabli
on

or rivti
All loaaes

on

equitably adjrsted and promptly
heretofore.

Life

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
OF NEW YORK.

The clipper ship George Griswold, Capt PettlngUl,
at San Francisco from New York, made U e passage
in 120 days, including four days in a fog off tho Heads
and beating a number of fast clippers.
MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
20 —Sch Champion, Sleeper, from
New York for Belfast, with a cargo of corn, went
ashore and sunk during the gale of the 18th, one mile
and half from Tuckernuck.
FROM

BOSTON, Sept

DISASTERS.
Seh Undine, Rnssel'. from-for Bangor, was
(alien In with I9th Inst, bv steamer Montreal, six
miles west of tho Isle of Shoals, water logged and
masts and deck load gone. The crew wereTaken off
and brought to Portland.
Brig Vincennos, Hodsdon, from Philadelphia for
Newburyport, with coal, In trying to get Into S iuam,
struck on the bar and will
probably be a
totalwreck
NEW

DOMESTIC PORTS.
OBLEANS—Ar 9th Iust,bar iues Homeward

22S22*
dX3”' Turk»
aerkin, Bath.

darner

Cash Assets, $14,000,000.
Which, as Is well known, offers greater
advantages
^

iMt’ br's Po,asett, Morton, from
RICHMOND—Ar 17th, sehs Messenger, Holden,
^ ® Willard. Lansil, Bangor.
FORTRESS MONROE Ar 17th, ship St Louis,
Balbrd, New York, (and sailed (br City Point to load
for Liverpool.
BALTIMORE—Ar 18th, barque Norwegian, DdUngham, Bermuda: brig Mountain Eagle, Hughes,
New York.

—

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18ih, brig

son, St Martins.
Ar 18th, barques
brigs Star of Faith,

I

companies, while the Dividends
security greater than any other.

the

»

annually,

application

w. D. LITTLE, Agent,
Office 31 Exchange
Sept 21—dsw6w

Isirt-s&s. «sr garffi&s:
itiu»b«Ui,
|il)fYi>!il£arSE’
wnjBU.

M«.

SI..

Musical Instruments tor
Band tor Sale,

L> Stairs.

a

Bran

32 EB

FLAT CORNET,
FLAT CORNET,
FLAT ALTO,
FLAT TENOR,
FLAT BARITONE,
FLAT BASS TUBA.
have been used by the Band
These instruments
17tb CJ. S. Industry.
Annlv in ptfsoa* or by letter, to Rafimental Adi®*
tanhirthUVS. Infimtry, Fort Prebfo, Maine,
mt Preble, Mo., Sept. 19,18«3.
3 E
1 B
1 B
2 E

“ep2ld»

Wanted.

smart girls from the country; one Ibr * Saloon and the other for house: none others seed
•» ST9 Congress St.

Two
erjdy^

Situation Wanted
office or store, by an active
elderly
Best oi references given.
Address Box 2001.
sep21dlw»

XN

an

man.

L

Lost7
fAN
VF

Cotton or Centre Streets, a Memorandum
Book, with Mils account. The finder will bn

rewarded by leaving It
KNIUHT'S SALOON, on Union Si,
Septal—dlw»

York*

Arizona, Conant, New York,
Peak, and Sitka, Brown, New

with moot othlarger, and

are

Dividends declared
and may be applied
to the payment of future
premiums, or to augment
tho amount Insured. Policies with this company tre
0 instantly
increasing in value. All needml Information oheei fully furnished on
to

art„„

Ar 18th, sblp Crest of the Wave, Woodbnrn. b
g
dlff; barque Norwegian, DUl'ngham,Bermuda,
Wm Mason, Small, do: Mountain Eagle, Hughes,do,
Si u F Keating, Rich, Boston.
v._
New BedCld 18th, brigs Mary Lowell, Parsons,
ford : Navariuo, Giles, Boston.
MaJlda, Ander-

most wonderful discovwill positively restore Gray Hair

the

than any other Life Co. in this
country.
The rate* of Premium are leas than

er

E Ward, Lan-

B(wion1Lli~AX

DR. TIBBETS’ PHYSIOLOGICAL HAIR RE-

Insurance
Witv the Great

CORRESPOND EXT.

sch Albatross, Miller,
Bay Chaleur, with 500 qtls hsh.
Sept It—Ar, sch Henry West, from Grand Banks,
1200 qtls fish.
Sid, schs Olive H Robinson, Berry, and Allen Lewis, Sargent, Bay St Lawrence.
Sept IT—Ar, soli Montebello, McCUntock, fin Bay
Chaleur, with 280 bbla mackerel, lour weeks cruise.

iuay!2eodly

msyllaxMxa*

Ion 13,
York.

New Advertisements.

BOOTHDAY, Sept 13-Ar,

WHY NOT USE THE BEST.
Over twenty years’ Increasing demand has established the tact that Mathews’ Venetian Hair Dye I*
the best in the world. It is the cheapest, the most
reliable, and most convenient. Complete in one bottle. Does not require any previous preparation of the
hair. No trouble. No crock or strain. Does not
rub off or make the hair appear dusty and dead, but
imparts to it new life and lustre. Produces a beautiful black or brown, as preferred. A child can apply
ly it. Always give satisfaction. Only 76 cents per
bottle. Sold everywhere. A. L. MATHEWS, Manufacturer, N. Y.
Ms.mas Baknes & Co., New York, Wholesale

aos,
color, whether black, brown or auburn,
delightful dressing, it Imparts to it a
beautiful glossy and healthy appearance. It will also
promote a growth of new hair on bald heads, where
the Blonds or roots ajv not disorganized; and effectually remove all dandruff, itching and humors tram
the scalp. It is warranted to produce the above results or money refunded.
TEBBETTS BROTHERS
Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
w
wr
Whipple, Agept tbr Portland. Sold by

PORTLAND.

Sch Ino, (Br) Camp, St John NB—master,
Seh Sarah Elizabeth, Snow, Penobscot Bay—Joe H
White.

should be borne in mind by army physicians,soldiers,
and all who have occasion to visit those portions of
our country.
The man who uses Hostetter’s Bitters
in conformity with the directions, may set at defiance
Intermittent Fever and all other diseases generated
by the action of an unwholesome atmosphere upon
an overtaxed framo.
New York House, 59 Cedar Street. N. Y.
Sept 15—d&w2w

Druggist* everywhere,

ship Albion, Matthews, from
Nov/
lat
Ion
3,
17,
56,
ship Caledonia, Coster, Crons
Sept
Shields, steering W.
Sept 11, lat 33 16. Ion 73 03. was seen a brig showing
a signal, wiiite field, with blue border, and letters
H K in it, steering South.

ter.

from any of the Southern or Southwestern rivers will
prevent it from affecting the bowels or the liver,

ery op the
to its original
and being a

SPOKEN.

Aug 26, lat 49,

London tor

Sch J D Payson, (Br) Payson, Westport NS—mas-

heretofore been considered medical staples. The fact
that a small quantity of the Bitters mixed with water

GENERATOR,

Queenstown, leaky.

& Fox.

by distinguished medical men, and the prospect is
that it will eventually supersede all the adulterated
tinctures, liquors and dangerous Tonics that have

Agents.

OF

NEWS

WciuiiiaT. Ve,l«nkn 80.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Forest City, Douavan, Boston.
Webster
Kelley, Haskell, Philadelphia.
Brig
Sch Sarah Johnson, (Br) Moon, Her bert River NS.
Sch Debonaire, IBr) Tobin, Hillsboro NB.
Sch Industry, (Br) Brown, Hillsboro NB.
Sch Alexrndrm, Kelley, Lepreaux NB for N York.
Sch Shooting Star, Marshall, New York.
Sch Eliza Ellen. Noyes, Bath.
Sch Gem of the Ocean, Stover, Freeport.
Sch Magnum Bonum, Rich, Boston fbr Bangor.
Sch Victory, Stover, Bluohill tor Boston.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York—Emery

CELEBRATED STOMACH BITTERS might be
added to the medical stores of their regiments, and
of sustaining wounded

is at

Xorth American Fire Insurance Co.

MARINE

hospitals
are no longer unsupplied with this life-saving preparation. Soldiers who, as private citizens, had become
acquainted with its properties, have in many instances

I>ATE.

FOR

Almanac ....September 21.
Sun rises.5.46 I Moon sets. 6.44 PM
Sun sets.
.5.55 | High water.11.35 AM

field

our

[Per steamer Damascus,
Quebec.]
Arr from New York, Jeremiah Thompson, at L?«
erpool.
Arr trom St John NB, Albert Gallatin, at Liverpool.
Barque Maria Henry, from Cardiff for New York,

Miniature

the Battle-Field.

It is satisfactory to know that

FROM

23
23
Hibernia.New York. .Glasgaw.Sept 23
America..New York. .Bremen.Sept 23
Australasian.New York. .Liverpool.Sept 27
China..New York. .Liverpool.Sept 27
Manhattan.New York. .Vera Cruz.Oct 1

june3snd&w6m
on

Galveston.

brig Caprera, Patterson,
at

Hibernian.Quebec.Liverdool.Sept
City oi New York.New York.. Liverpool.Sept

Full directions for using will accompany each bottlle. None gen uine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS
& PERKINS, New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Price only 36 Cents per Bottle.

Hostetter’s Bitters

Boston.
Cld 15th,

Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.

operations,
magical

and

Poitland.
Ar at Bathurst NB 11th tost, ach Lizzie W Dyer,
Sumner, from Bodeque, (and cld Ibr PovtlamL)
Ar at St John NB Utli inst, sch Gertrude, Colwefl,
Portland; 15th, brig Nancy N Locke, McCalmoa,'

_

Soothing Syrup,
FOR

ston, New York.

81d fin Baker's Island July 31, ship Kentuckian,
Freeman. Kngtond.
At St John PR 1st Inst, brig Frances Jane, Martin, Ibr Baltim >’o 5 days.
Ar at Picton NS 6fch inet, barque Lillie M, Clark,

DIED.

sician, presents to the

MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC.

for Now York.
At Kurrachee 5th ult, bark Alico Tain tor, Murray,
tor London.
Cld at Malaga 2d Inst, brig Virginia, Wood, lor
New York.
At Olbraltar 26th ult, ship Canada, Wyman, from
Alexandria tbr Cardiff.
Back of the Rock 2<Jth ult, ship Flora Southard,
Morrill, from Carthagena, supposed for England.
Ar at Buenoe Ayres July 25, ship Paiana, Lang-

Me Intire.

WINSLOW,

MRS.

field, Nichole,

The Champion Troupe of America,
Will give two of their popular entertaiments at

_MARRIED.

It.

USED BY THE

nent ;within

principle
out delay.”

fS
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a

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND

Tyrone, Perry, *om

..

has proved itself to be the most perfect prepara*
tion for tho hair ever offered to tho public.
no

ach

Boston Stock List*
Salks at the Bbokebb Board, Sept 20.
American Gold... 144
United States Coupons,.... H3
t07
U. S. Coupon Sikes,
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st series... ,.... 90
2d series..90
do
*
do
email. 9ttj
United State* Five-twenties, old....;..... *. 10T
do
new. lufi
do
small. 106
United States Debt Certificates, Oct. 90
97
United State* Ten-lorties...
Ogdensburg Second Mortgage Bond*. 22
Vermont Central It R First Mortgage Bonds.. 80
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds. 251
Western Railroad. 130*
1141
Boston and Maine Railroad.

er

It Is a vegetable eompound, and contains
rious properties whatever.

lath,

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Calcutta 1st ult, ships (Jot Lai gdon, Davis, *>r
New York, at $$60 per ton; R H Tucker, Clark;
Roswell Sprague, Crosby; Tiber, Arey; Winged Arrow, Berry, aiul Brewster, Clark, line.
8!d ftn Saugor July 27, barque Charlotte A Little-

Sept 21 dtd

Hall’s Rubber Emporium
IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety of Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
.Their assortment of Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
june23tf

PtalA.

Newport-Ar 18th, ache ManSUalds, Marson,
New York tor Augusta; Joseph, McCarty, Pwcghkeensie for Boston; Char'le & W UUe, tiniry, took-

The management have (pared
ing this thoNR PLUS ULTRA

PH OTOGRAPHEE,

mild

Hall’s

niry

They

Exchange Street•

29

universal

materials,

oi

Aug. 23d—sneodlm

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
is made from

scrip uiviuena
life policies.

JOHN E. DOW & SON. Agents,

of his sole authorised agents.
MOORE & SMITH,
137 Fore Street,
Portland, Me.
Aug. 26—sn dim

office

demand,

a

participating

The officers are: Morris Franklin, President; Isaac
C. Kendall, Vice-President; William H. Beers, Actuary; Theo. M. Banta, Cashier.

Laboratory, where,with every facility for manufacturing, and with a stock ol the best articles the
English and American markets afford, he is now prepared to receive orders at the above address or at the

in such

for the vear,
$8,658,755 55
January 1, 1804, 2,653,537 92

past.

as a

THIS celebrated Toilet

g2 063 337 92

payment of the fifth and final installment of twenty per cent, on dividends of 1850 to
1860, inclusive, and and the redemption in full of those
declared in 1861 and 1862.
Policies subject to notes will be credited with the
dividends on the settlement of next premium.
We trust the future will prove as successful as the

SHARP’S

The

on

The Trustee* have declared
per cent, upon all
havo directed the

TOISTIC

January

Thus making a net increase of assets for
the year, of
$1,005,217 43
Daring the year ending December 31,1864, the Company issued 4,900 new policies, insuring the aggregate
amount of $13,147,554. This is just as many policies
as would have taken a Company three or four years
Such is the
to have accomplished a few years ago.
progress that Life Insurance Is making at the present
day. (The (act Is, excepting Government co’.tracts
for furnishing Army and Navy supplies, we know oi
no business that has flourished so prosperously during the psst four years of war as the Life Insurance.)
The New York Life Insurance Company, we are
pleased to see, has got afeir share of the spoils.

BO and 71 East Water St,,
MILWATTKIE, WISCONSIN.
Buy for Eastern account Grain, Flour, Bref
Pobk, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands ol Flour on hand
N. Warren,
Bertshy’s Best,
Cabinet,
Eagle,
or

year the asscU

19ih, brig Timothy

ku’Ag.UoU, Uugan^

lam I fir Portsmouth Grove.
BOSTON-Ar Uth, brig Jane.Eaton, Phlladelpbi,;
sclis Neptune, Cloik, Philadelphia. Evelyn,Crowley,
and Com Kearney, Roberts, do; Pallas, Richardson,
New York.
CId lyth, sch Cherub, Bailer, New \ ork.
Ar 2t):h, barque Pralrlo Bird, Wiley, flottenbsrg;
brigs Catharine Ntolicls, l'hilbrock, fin Pinladelphla;
Sarah Benson, Stewart, do.

1;729,811 IT
Tot»1>
$4,383,340 03
Diaburseinenls dnringthe year 1861, inlosses
cluding paid
by death, paid
on deposit for minors, fcr
redemption of dividends, annuities, and
surrendered and canceled policies,
printing commissions, physician’s
iocs, taxes, oct., etc.
7*4,503 54

A Fact Worth Knowing,
That Rubber Goods can be repaired in a neat and

Champion,
Reports sent daily

on

premiums,endowments,anand interest

Sid

—

'“Jlvmc, CT-Ar

umtios,
received and
accrued, including premiums on
gold, etc., etc., during the year 18*1,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
July 22—sndtf

Market

PROVIDENCE

WisweU. Philadelphia;
*
1
reace. Kent. Ellzabetbpc.rt,
NEW LONDON-Ar nth, ache Pilot, Thom*,,.
1
Taylor, Lorine, dofor
New York lor Rockland;
Yarmouth; Bagaluce, Kennedy, Caatlne fcr ikila-

ty.

The amount of assets hold
1, 1864,

fcr

Georgetown7i'Ci
Vary

tcha D Talbot•
Amesbury,
Marv. DriaVo, do; Sarah, Robtason, Machlaa;
D Hf a ell, Haskell, do.

Bangpr;

1.1865.

unacquainted with them, they have only of
iconsult the file of this magazine
tosatisiy their curios

-BY-

CHARLES

Beport for January

ers are

Wholesale and Retail,

falo

On

CENT'S.

FIFTV
For sale at

money, gentlemen Democrats, and you takes
your choice as to which you will believe.—[Buf-

chancels.

HAIR.

THE

:

“The Fenians are obtaining a foothold in Dublin, and there is some prospect, therefore, that
the beautiful city will soon be “governed by the

time the

BEAUTIFYING-,

-AND-

DRESSING

Bazaar. Stinson, New Orleans. sc ha
J#bn*°n’ ®*rdlnar; CastUUan, Bellaty,

mT”’

Comp’r. c^,‘4JlSS:br,C
Lalfhton, Owrgstown:
Oao
Chase, Dnrnlng, Baltimore; Harp, Arar

readers have long slues boooiao
acquainted
with the Now York Life Insurance
Company, and
been made somewhat familiar with the character of
the men who conduct its affairs, if insurance Journalism did no more far the profession than this, Its
services are surely worth all that they cost. For we
hold, after oil that lias been said and written on the
subject, that it is the men who make the Company,
and this making may either prove successful or disastrous, according to the fashioning of the workmen.
This ia peculiarly so with regard to Lift? Insurance institutions. A knowledge of the men, therefore* gives
ua an
insight into the working*, conduct, and management of the Company.
A large capital, with
handsome surplus, may do something for a Fire Insurance Company to help it along, but a life office
must ever depend
upon the men and the method they
adopt to secure to its policyholders protection against
disaster and ruin in the fhtare. Hence the perpetual vigilance and
supervision exercised by State officials over our Life Insurance Company’s operations.
In this connection we are
pleased to say that the officers of the New York Life are well tried and .experienced underwriters; and If any of the policyhold-

sepldsndlw

1803.

TOte

_4r ISth, ship
rort

Our

HARRIS BROTHERS.

Portland, Sept. 18,

<bT EBjrt«tl,Port!

W

Annual

I§ hereby given that CHAS. S. GB08S is no longer
In our employ.

interest to this experiment. It is said to work
perfectly, the charcoal retaining its property
for many months, and being easily renewed.
There is a great revolution in hats. The

were

New York Life Insurance

Notice

tem

bankruptcy.

Various Items.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

THOSE who are Inneedof B08IN will oall open U.
X. ». BICE * CO., before buying elsewhere, for
they are selling capital Rosin for 510. A very choice
clear strained to' (IS- Juat go and see.
aepl»d3t

—Her Majesty’s Theatre, London, has, since
1705, passed through the hands of twentyeight managers, very few of whom escaped

EVENING PAPERS.

™

New York Port Office, mailed at San Francisco, and bound for Dresden, Prussia, the prepaid postage on which amounted to 3172 40,
It consisted of valuable paper inclosed in a tin

—Lucille "Western commences an eight
weeks’ engagement at Niblo’s Garden, New
York, on the 23th of December next.

items of state news.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

jyA package recently passed through the

by

the court-house, at Key West, within muskefcBhot of Fort Taylor. But on the declaration
cf martial law, which shortly, followed our arrival in the Gu.f, judges, sheriff's, clerks, and
are given, but we are not inclined to think
mayor fled from Key West to the mainland
and the present loyal Provisional Governor of that a
point of very momentous importance.
Florida wm olonfcnd Mayor of Kay WMt, and !
The'London press is largely represented in
that important post returned to its allegiance.
Among other knights of the quill
Some interference with the later pio- the party.
are Mr. Woods of the Timm, who was here
gramme of another expedition, it seems, arose
from the secrecy with which both were organwith the Prince of Wales, Mr. Hewitt, city edized ; but the most important ports and fortitor of the Star, John Bright’s organ, and Mr.
resses in the Gulf—the harbors of Pensacola,
Key West and the Tortugas—were saved to McDermott of the Post and Hallway News.
the United States, all well fortified; and the
Hie' gentlemen appear to be having a very
fleets which, would have been necessary for
good
time, as are also their American entertheir reduction or blockade, were made availatainers. We are glad of it It would seem to
ble at other points which had been lost by
supineness of the preceding Administration. be undeniable that between the English and
Even if the victualling of Fort Sumter was
Americans in the mass there fa a strong and
thus prevented, the United States still, at Fort
mutual feeling of dislike, not perhaps very
its
desire
asserted
and
determination
Sumter,
reasonable or very definite on either side; but
to possess that fortress, which could not then
individuals of the two nations almost always
have held out long against the batteries by
which the rebels had been already permitted
iratemize with great readiness. Perhaps they
to encircle it; and who will assert that a few
only need to be brought into closer relations
days’ provisions, more or less, in Sumter for
their present dislike to be dissipated, but
could compare in importance with the retenwe do not think that fa likely to be accomplishtion of the well-fortified harbors of Pensacola
and the Florida Reef ?
ed in this generation. Still, we are always gratiSecrecy has its inconveniences, but upon fied at
witnessing such little exhibitions of
perfect secrecy depended these great stakes;
mutual kotow as the present, feeling sure that
and so well kept was the seeret, that in the
returning steamer Atlantic I brought back to they can do no harm and may possibly result
New York at once the news of the destination in an infinitessimal
amount of good in smoothand of the success of the expedition.
ing away natural asperities and promoting a

trouble at once

the ;
party that has stood by the Government dur- consent of
the civilized world.”
ing the last four years and upheld the “gloriJudge James A. Butler of Helena, Arkanous ensign of the Bepublic.”

sibility of its past
trying to get away

at
gentleman, whose recent' speech
Clarksville Md., contained such a savage ons
slaughtnpon various members of Mr. Lincoln

though
by granting the right of the
recently
suffrage, Whatever plausible objections may
be presented to this measure, for one, I prefer Atmosphere,” by a lady who chooses to call
it to the longer continuance of the present herself “Gail Hamilton.” We commend the
distressing condition of affairs. I desire the article in the Mirror to all writers of this exearly disbanding of the armies now occupying
ceedingly pugnacious and tmcomfortable style,
Southern territory.
I desire the perfect and
speedy restoration of civil authority every- as containing a great deal of thoughtful wiswhere.
I desire the immediate representadom, and some plain truths which they are
tion of all the States of the South in the Naquite too prone to overlook.
tional Legislature; and, having good reasons
We have space for no lengthened extract,
to believe that these benefits will not be accorded to us until African suffrage is consented
but we quote a paragraph or two. After deto, I am prepared to make the experiment at claring himself of such “an ancient and
moldy
once.
Should it fail, after a fair trial, we \vi 1
type of manhood” as to hold gentleness to be
be able to withdraw the right, with the full

our

name

ized which

DISCONNECTED J0TTTN08.

MB. MONTGOMBBYBLADL
This

at

STEPHEN

Great Chance
disabled Soldiers or nny nctlve men to »»*•

F'R
money.

Enquire

of

C. H. DAVIS, nt the Elm He«*»,
Or write him West Watervffie.
21—4»w«
pept
__

Thnradty Morning, September
PORTLAND AND

21, 1866.

nClXITr.

Knrtli •manta Ta-D»f.
AMCgESCIlirT COLUMN.
Tha Italian Opera—Tnis Thursday Evening.
m ADVEBTISBMBlfT COLUMN.
Little's Fire and Life Insursurance Agency
Second Annual Tour—California Minstrels.

City Hall—Baynor’s Minstrels.

Musical Instruments for Sale.
Wanted—Girls.
Situation Wanted.
Lost—Memorandum Book.

THE FIRE.

We mentioned briefly, in yesterday’s issuci
the fire that occurred on Federal Street yesterday morning. Its ravages ceased after the
destruction of the Williams, the Walton and
the Harlow mansions.
The Walton house
was occupied by John T.
Walton, Esq the
daughters of tbs late Mr. William
Capen, and
Mrs.
Mark
by
Walton, Jr. So rapidly did the
flames communicate to this
bouse that, though
J. T. Walton, Esq., rose as
soon as the fire was
discovered, yet his bed caught fire before he
got his clothing on.
He lost all his clothing
and three-fourths of his
furniture.
The Misses
Capen saved most of their iUrniture, btu lost a valuable gold watch.
Mrs. Mark
Walton, Jr., saved a considerable
portion of her ftimiture.
The loss on the
building is $2,500. Insured
for $1,000 in the Portland Mutual.
The Harlow house was ruined. Mr. Ed-

Harlow and City Marshal Heald, who
occupied it, saved a portion of their furniture,
the former nearly all.
Marshal Heald lost
considerable by the fire. He was insured for
$1,000 at the agency of Messrs. Foye & Coffin.
The building was insured for $1,000 in the
Portland Mutual, and $600 in another officeThe loss is estimated at $2,500.
The Williams house, where the fire originated, was insured in the Gorham Mutual for
$1,200. Loss estimated at $2,500.
The dwelling house of Mr.
Rumery, on Congress Street, was damaged te the amount of
five or six hundred dollars, which is covered
by
ward

insurance. His brick walls prevented the extension of the Are to Congress street.
The shade trees on Federal Street
prevented
the fire from crossing the street. The firemen
worked with great
energy, and confined the
ravages of the flames to a much smaller space
than people who were
looking on supposed
they would.
ABBEST OF THE INCENDIARY.
As we stated yesterday, the
dwelling house
on Fitaklin
street, ’owned and occupied by

Mr. C. F. Williams, who also owned one of
those destroyed on Federal
street, was set on
Are Tuesday night.
The miscreant was seen,
when lighting his pile of
a woman

shavings, by
who, though she did not know the man, gave
■uch an accurate description of
him, that he

was identified as one with whom Mr.
Williams
ha3 had some trouble. Search was made for
him, and, as he could not be fonnd in the city,
policemen were dispatched in the trains over
the various routes from the city.
Deputy Marshal Wentworth took the Kennebec train, and, at Yarmouth, found his
man.
It was George W. Jones,
formerly of
China, who has been engaged in peddling fish
and lobsters. He walked out to
Yarmouth,
intending to take the train for the East as it
oame along.
He was armed with two heavy
army revolvers,—six-shooters,—every barrel
being heavily loaded, and the pistols being
slung to his wai3t. He was secured and

brought

to this

city.

HE MAKES A

CONFESSION.

Alter being taken to the lock-up, he confessed to the City Marshal that he set both

KtnraatPAXi ooubt, bhpt. 20.
Edward A. Bates, a
hac.kman, was up for
driving without a license, pleaded guilty, and
was fined five dollars
and costs. Paid.
Thomas Jones, a lad nine
years of age, stole
grapes from the garden of Mr. William W.
Davis so
persistently that he was complained
of.
At the trial he
pleaded guilty, and was
sent to the Reform School
during minority.

ly of this city, now doing business at Montreal,
was for several
years President of the St. Xndrews Society of this city. He has recently
presented the Association with a beautifuj
Ram’s horn “Mull,” elegantly mounted in silver, as a token of his regard for the Society
and his wishes for its prosperity.
The following is the correspondence:
Montreal, Aug. 31, I860.

Dear Sir :—Calling hack your memory to
the time when the St. Andrews Society of
Portland, was formed, I have not forgotten the
kindness of the members in electing me President and continuing me in that honorable position for severai years. Nor do I forget many
other land acts of our countrymen, not only
towards myself, but in their working together
so harmoniously, socially, aud in duty, to occasional itinerant and distressed Scotchmen.
I am glad to hear this Society prospers and
does so much good. Especially gratifying is it
to know that it commands from such causes
the esteem of your American fellow citizens.
Lately I ordered from Scotland a Ram’s horn
“Mull,” mounted in aiver with Cainngorin,
which I beg you to present to the St. Andrews
Society of Portland, with my highest regards
and sincere wishes for its prosperity and that
of all the members.
I am, dear Sir,
Yours very truly,
John Rhynas.
Thos. McEwan, Esq., President of St. An-

drews Society, Portland.

Portland, Sept. 16,1865.
To John Rhynas, Esq., Montreal:

My Dear Sib:—Your favor of the 31st
came duly to hand.
On behalf of the St.
Andrews Society, I accept with pleasure your
rare
and
valuable
rich,
present, and thank you
most sincerely for the same.
Also for the
kind expressions which your letter contain
towards the society and its members.
At oi^r annual meeting in November I will
present the Mull to lie society, with your
letter, when, no doubt, further action will be
taken in the matter. Mean time.
I am ever, dear sir,
Your most sincere friend.

ult.

Thomas McEwan.
York & Cumberland R. R. Bondholders Meeting.—An
adjourned meeting of the
consolidated bondholders or the York & Cum-,
berland Railroad, was held
yesterday afternoon.
Mr. Evans, one of the
Trustees, submitted a statement of their
proceedings under
the vote of the bondholders
authorizing an assessment of 12 per cent
upon the whole
amount of said bonds for the
purpose of redeeming the first moitgage upon the road, its

equipment and franchise.
It appeared that the whole amount assessable in round numbers was

$58,000. $42,000
had been paid into the
treasury—that the
amount of outstanding bonds not heard
from,
and the holders unknown, was about $90,000.

He also stated that the bonds

which the
assessment was paid were
principally held in
Portland and its vicinity, and that there had
been a general acquiesence in the
plan of redemption and a willingness to meet the lequisition, as it was believed that the road ought
to be owned and managed by our
people whose
Interests it was calculated to promote.
Mr. Evans then submitted a series of resolutions which he proposed should be referred
to a committee for
consideration, to make
their report upon them, and other
subjects
connected with the formation of a new cor-

poration, at

on

city Monday. Whether he committed
the deed at Augusta, or not, it is a sure thing
against him here, and he Will suffer the penalties of the law.
The celerity with which this arrest was
made deserves credit.
The fire occurred between two and three o’clock in the morning,
and, before twelve hours had elapsed, Deputy
Marshal Wentworth had the incendiary In his
clutches. Due credit must aslo be given the
who observed the fellow firing his incendiary pile in Franklin Street, and who
watched him so closely.
After the pile was
lighted she ran out and extinguished it with a
bucket of water, but not before she had, by
the light of the blaze, taken suce a view of the
fiend that she could give a description of him
by which he could be recognized.
woman

The Opeba.—It is

long time since Deeding Hall has been filled with so large and fashionable an audience as it was last evening, on
the occasion of the first night of the Italian
Opera. It was refreshing to be there without
being annoyed by the unearthly cat-calls and
whistlings to which, of late, that place has
a

been accustomed.
The opera of “Emani” was performed in
beautiful style. The orchestra was strong and
the music grand.
The performers, Mines.
Ghioni and Parozzi, and Signors Maccaferei,
Mancusi and Susini sang their roles in the most
admirable manner and to the great delight
of the audience, who seemed to appreciate the
music. It takes some little time to wake un a
Portland audience, and, therefore, the
applause was rather stinted in the first act; hut,
afterward, their feelings got excited, and the
applause was unbounded.
The manager Max Strakosch, has fulfilled
his promise to give us a full orchestra and
chorus and some of the most talented artists
in the countrb.
To-night will be performed, entire, Verdi’s
grand opera “II Trovatore,” in which those
great artists Mads. Ghioni and Patti Strakosch
and Signors Maccaferei and Mancusi will appear. The argument of this play is decidedly
interesting, and the music of such a character
as cannot fail to charm the audience, especially when performed by such great artists as the
manager has brought here,—the best that ue
have heard in Portland.
We predict another
full and fashionable house tonight.
To-mimow evening will be the last performance, and the opera of “Faust” will be brought
out with increased splendor.
Additions will
be made to the chorus, and
Poppenburg’s ftill
military Hand will appear on the stage in the
grand march of the soldiers’s chorus. It will
be a magnificent performance.
IirsrmASC*.— The adrertijement ot Mr.
Little’s Inwsnce Agency, in our adverts**
eehusiu is daseiring attention. For twentytwo years be has conducted Insurance business
In this city, and Ms agency la amoog the bsst.
He has several of tbs Hartford < utupanu*—
the hmM reliable m New Engiand-and b alas

an

Editor of the Prett:

To the

The two Unitarian societies of Portland
have just formed an organization and are new
raising money for the purpose of sending
teachers to the Freedmen. This is the work
which needs to be done now, and it should
enlist the sympathy and active co-operation of
every Christ and country-loving man and woin the State. Cannot more be done to

man

awaken interest in this

great missionary work ?
Let every religious society in the city form an
organization of this kind, and send teachers
immediately into the South, that the negroes
and the whites may be speedily raised to a
condition of intelligence and Christian mankood.

Citizen.

Recobs of Unitarian Conference of
Maine.—The meetings of the Maine Unitarian Conference
were continued yesterday in
Park Street Church. The subjects of discussion were mainly practical and those which
concern the liberal missionary cause, the es-

tablishing

of churches and the

spreading of
ofliberal Christian views throughout the State.
In the evening there were divine services and
afterwards the administration of the Lord’s
There will be a meeting for confer-

Supper.

and prayer this morning from 0 to 10
o’clock, after which there will be a meeting
ence

for general discussion.

All are invited to at-

tend.
To the

Editor qf the Prett:

Mjyor

native of Windham
who several years since engaged in business in
South Carolina, and during the rebellion held
a commission in the rebel ranks, has returned
to his friends ji Maine, where he intends to
settle. He brings with him his papers of release and seems to regret his former position
G. R. S.
M.

Hooper,

Windham, Sept.

a

16.

Circus.—Stone & Rosston’s Great Circus
Combination gave entertainments yesterday
afternoon and evening. The large tent was
filled and the performances were pronounced
the be3t we have had in this
city. Their stud
of horses is
magnificent and all the appointments are of the same character.
They will
perform this afternoon and evening for the
last time.
Tiie Latest and Greatest
discovery in
dental hygenic, is Sozodont. It I'm
superseded all the ordinary
dentnfice3, and for this
reason: that while It
contains no solvent

prin-

ciple injurious

to the enamel of the
teeth, it
obliterates tartar and
other dental con-

every

cretion, prevents canker of the gums, removal
blemishes, both from the molars and incisors,

and leaves the breath pure and

awest.

Resiunation.—Mr. A. S.

tune

months.

aee

poMptiy a^Msd and paid, sad any

Washington, Sept M.
Ex-Senator R. M. T. Hunter and ex-Gk>v.
Smith returned to their homes to-day on pa-

role.
The

TWO DAYS

LATER FROM EUROPE.
Arrival

of the Steamship
Australasian
at New Nark.

New Yoek. Sent. 20
from Liverand
9th
Queenstown 10th, arrived here
pool
to-night.
The Cork Reporter announces that the
government had ordered a number of gunboats and two men of war to be stationed off
Bentrey Lay and other stations on the west
coast of Ireland.
Cyrus W. Field is a passenger in the Aus-

T,hLSUiTAbii>

tp”'.

Au3tra,asian>

“e,was present at

the meeting of
and made a brief
speech expressive of increased faith in the accomplishment of an Atlantic cable double
line.
the Britan

Association,

The New York
correspondent of the Daily
lively colors the ugly look the
negro question is assuming in America.
Mrs. Moore, widow of Thomas Moore the
poet, is dead.
It is rumored that a matrimonial alliance is
to be formed between the Duke
Aosta, son of
News paints in

not issue at
interest notes of

Treasury Department will

present any more compound
the. denomination or one hundred dollars,
which have been counterfeited, and will take
measures to call in such as are in circulation.
The following circular, modifying former instructions to collectors of customs, has been
issued:
Treasury Department, l
Washington, Sept. 15.)
Sir,—The circular of the 1st inst. relative to
the shipment of guns and ammunition into
the States heretofore declared in insurrection
is hereby so far modified that
you will hereafter grant permits, without
this
any reference to
department, for shipment of sporting guns and
ammunition, therefore, in any reasonable
amount, and also blasting powder for mining
You will make weekly returns on
purposes.
the last of each week of the several applications grauted by you, showing the names and
residences of the consigners and consignees,
the amounts and character of the powder and
shot or lead shipped, which must be stated in
pounds, kegs, bags or casks. It is designed
that these shipments shall in no case exceed
what may in your
judgment he necessary to
meet the wants of the
country. All other ap-

plications

you will refuse.

With great respect,
H. McCulloch, Sec. ofTreas.^i

the

King of Italy, and the Princess Isabella,
daughter of the Queen of Spain, and another
rumor points to Prince Amidens as the
probable husband.

The Italian Chambers have dissolved.
It is reported that Earl Russel has replied to
the Austrian communication relative to the
Caste in Convention, expressing his satisfaction that the solution arrived at b only of a
provisional and transitory character.
Late, accounts from Constantinople place
the destruction of buildings by the Stamboul
Are at 2800. 22,000 persons were rendered
houseless.
Baring Brothers* Co., say: “There has
been little business this week in American securities except In Erie shares, in which there
has been much speculation.”
Latest via Telegraph to Queenstown.

Liverpool, Sept. 9.—Evening.—The London

Times of to-day has an editorial
opposing the
project of saddling England with pecuniary
on
account
of
the
obligations
intercolonial
Railway from Quebec to Halifax, and arguing
against the expediency of the undertaking.

Paris, Sept. 9.—It is asserted that the
French government has addressed a note to
Prussia in reference to the murder of Ott by
Count Elenburg, and dwelb upon the fact that
France extends protection to all her subjects.

Various Items.

New Yobk, Sept 20.
The supply steamer Union, from Key West,
has arrived.
In an affray at Lion Park last
night, two
brothers named Daniel and William Clafly
were stabbed.
The latter has since died. The
murderer escaped. Seven rioters have been
arrested.
The steamer Havana, from Havana, has arrived.
The steamer Atlantic, from New Orleans
17th inst, has arrived.
The insurance on the property destroyed by
the great fire in South street ezceeds $1,800,000.
A
has

slight accident to the steamer AlgoDquin
again caused a postponement of the trial

with the Winooski at the dock until to-mor-

Republican State Convention of Neie Yorlt.
Syracuse, N. Y., Aug. 20.
The Convention was organized by the choice
of Chauncy M. Depew as President. He had
previously withdrawn his name as candidate
for Secretary of State. Gen. Francis C. Barlow was nominated for that office, receiving
1S1 votes against 172.
Ward Hunt af Oneida, and John K. Porter
of Albany, were nominated for Judges of the
Court of Appeals by acclamation. Thomas H.
Hillhouse of Ontario, and Col. Howland of
Dutchies, for Treasurer.
The Convention at the
opening session
nominated Gen. James H. Martindale for Attorney General, J. Platt Goosell of Oneida, for
Surveyor, Robert C. Dorn of Schenectady, for
Canal Commissioner, Gen. Bamum of Onondagua, for Inspector of State Prisons, and
Henry Jones of Cattaraugus, for Clerk of the
Court of Appeals.
Henry J. Raymond reported from the committee, a long senes of resolutions congratulating the people on the overthrew of the
rebellion, the return of peace, the preservation
of the Union and extinction of
slavery; returning thanks to the soldiers and sailors; deploring the death of President Lincoln; recognizing In Andrew Johnson a statesman of
ability and experience and high toned patriotism and unsullied integrity, and
rendering to
his administration the assurance of cordial
the
sentimehts
of kindnesi
support; approving
and confidence towards those communities
and individuals lately in rebellion who
accept
the perpetuation of the Union and the
perpetual prohibition of slavery; approving the
initial steps towards
reconstruction; regarding the several States in the Union
as
having jurisdiction over all domestic
affairs especially reserved to
constitution,
and trusting that whenever it shall be
deemed compatible with the public
safety;
to restore to the States
lately in rebellion the
renewed exercise of those rights, it will be
dene in the faith and on the basis that

they

be exercised in the spirit of equal and
impartial justice, with a view to the elevation of
of
all
their
citizenship
people; expressing ftill
confidence in the restoration of the national
supremacy; recognizing the national debt as
a sacred
obligation, and demanding of Congress legislation making taxation equal and
impartial upon all classes; endorsing the determination of the government to assume no
portion of the rebel debt; expecting at the hands
of the government a reduction of
expenditures
and a wise and economical administration
of public affairs; expressing confidence iD the
President’s management of foreign affairs, and
adhering to the Monroe doctrine; tendering
congratulations to Mr. Seward for his provi-

dential escape from the knife of an
assassin,
and rejoicing that his
distinguished services
are still continued to the nation.
The resolutibns were adopted
unanimously; as also others tendering thanks to the able men who sustained the cause of American
nationality in
England, and mourning the death of Mr. Cobden, &c. The Convention then adjourned.

Odd Fellow* Celebration at Baltimore.
Baltimore, Sept. 20.
The city presents a gay aspect; weather
bright and propitious. The various divisions
of the great procession of Odd Fellows are now
taking the various positions assigned for the
formation, preparatory to the matching to
participate in the ceremonies of unveiling the
splendid statue of Charity. The throng on
the streets is very great, and the procession is
one of the largest and most
imposing ever in
this city.
The procession moved at 11 A. M., and ocThe

Secretary Welles visited New York to-day.
A telegram from Gov. Perry to President
Johnson, dated Columbia, S. C, Sept. 19th,
says the Convention have repealed the ordinance

of secession.

The committee have re-

ported in favor of abolishing slavery, equalizing
representation, electing the Governor and
Presidential electors by the people, and voting
viva voce in the legislature. The measures wifi
all pass.

Everything

here is harmonious.—

delegate irregularly elected Ijy
the northern citizens of Beaufort, was permit
ted to keep his seat.
a

educated at the expense of the order. There
were also many orphan children accompanying
the various lodges. The rear of the procession
was brought up by the Grand Encampment

National Horse Fair.

Boston, Sept. 20.
The attendance at the National Horse Fair
to-day was numbered by thousands, and the
racing was the most exciting we have had

here this season.
The first race was for horses that have never beaten 2.35, in which six horses were en-

gaged. The race was won by Lady Shaw of
Concord, N. H.., in 2.33,2.36 1-2, and 2.35 1-4.
The last race was open to all horses that
have never beaten 2.80, in which Empress,
Dan Mace, Frank Vernon and Capt. McGowan were entered.
Empress won the first heat
in 2.30, Dan Mace the second in 2 33, Frank
Vernon the third and fourth in 2.32 1-12 and
2.34 3-4.
It being quite dark at the conclusion of the fourth heat, the race was postponed until Thursday at 2 o’clock.
The stallion race takes place
Thursday afternoon.

The Alabama Convention.

Montgomery, AJa., Sept.

18.

The election ordinance passed to-day, authorizes the Provisional Government to order
an election for members of
Congress.
The election for governor, members of the
Legislature and other State officers will take
place on the first Monday of December. The
third Monday of December is appointed for
the meeting of the Legislature.
An ordinance is pending, which
provides for
the appointment of the judges of the State
by
the Governor, and their confirmation
by the
Senate; as also the length of their terms of office, thereby taking their selection from the

people.

there has been
ordinance to-day.

no

debate

on

the

slavery

Washington Correspondence.
New York, Sept. 20.
s
Washington dispatch says James
S. Boyce of South Carolina, has been
pardoned.
E. M. T. Hunter has gone home to
Virginia
on parole,
BiU Smith has also gone Home.—
He filed no application for pardon.
Ex-rebel Gen. Pillow arrived in Washington
_

The Post

this

morDing.

He has

applied

for

pardon.

Appointment of Governor for Louisiana.
Cairo, I1L, Sept. 19.
The New Orleans Delta learns that President Johnson has appointed J. Madison Wells
Provisional Governor of Louisiana, and has
given him the same authority as vested in
Gov. Sharkey of Mississippi.

forming

complete

inadequacy

of the i

Foreign

The U. S.
rope, arrived below this port this afternoon
and anchored in Lighthouse Channel.
Comniereial.
Per steamship Australasian at New York.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET, Sept,
9.—The weather continues dry aud hot. The harvest
is nearly completed and the Corn markets are
generally dull dull lower. Flour inactive at late rates.—
Wheat very little dolug and prices about 3d lower on
the week. Corn in fair demand but at 6d decline.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Sept. 9—
Beef firm hut inactive. Pork scarce and
steady at
full prices. Lard, retail sales at 86s and stock ex-

hausted. Bacon, very light
supply. Importers are
hare of stock and dealers
generally obtain 6d @ Is
advance. Batter steady for line but 2s ® 3s lower on
the week for inferior. Cheese with
heavy arrivals.—
Prices rather fhvor buyers, and it is Is lower. Tallow
opened buoyant andjdearer, but closed quiet at 46 (a)
47s for North American.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Sept. 9.Asbes steady at 2Ts @ 27s 6d tor pots, closing with 28s
asked. Pearls 3Cs. Sugars active and 6d @ 9d dearer.
Coffee quiet but steady. Rice steady but with a limited demand. Linseed Oilactive and Is @ Is 6d dearer.
Sperm Cil nominal for want of sellers. Ten tons
winter logged sold at £107. Rosin active and Is @ Is
Cd dearer on the week. Petroleum firm at 2s 8dfor*
with 2s 7d at the close sales to arrlvo at 2s 5d
fa 2s 6d.
cotton

to-day were 7,000 bales, including 2,000 to speculators
and
exporters. The market closed dull aud un-

Molasses—dull.
Naval Stores—quiet.
Oils—active and firm.
Petroleum-dull. Crude 36)e.

“
fiat* inside

pefateaswr0) aEJ£?^'^*““,Wrwpta*-

Housekeeping

ktoek Markets.

eSuch
cottons8’

striped and Checked Cambrics, and NanHooka, SwIbs Muslins, Brilliant*, Piquet, Fronting
Linens, Linen Hdk&, Embroideries, Sc.

rr,A'3<)’
r, Clotlis,
Cloakings, Shirting

Broadcloths, Cassimeres,
Flannels, and a variety of

Fancy Goods, Hosiery

DZBB * CO'
NOT

DECEIVED!

truth IS MIGHTY !

grfotf.’jf./yg RSt.'yS
Afire
ts; sues?
*boe* hua because he spoke
Mm about
to

the
b*d bswad.
Witness had seea men sbot b,
sentlneia.
He sew w«b go up oTLd
‘bobaad of* entry who shot a
•Mlod him a good fellow.
Wen said he had
been an orderly sergeant in an Illinois
regiment, and was under Sigel.
Other witnesses were
examined, and the
court adjourned until to-morrow,

man^Sfd

the

Grand Fanfair

those

2d

“Because it is (not) paying back to its membei s larger
Dividends, and more of them, than any
other Co. in the United
States,” as is alleged by its
£2/*”* “Comparisons to ill eonfimi these facts.”
On the 31st
December, 1864, as appears by the Commissioners Report, the Great MUTUAL LIFE INS.
CO. OF NEW
YORK, had assets [all cash)

$271,367

*

THE GREAT

Mutual IAfe Insurance Company
Of New York,

$3,000„000.
Dividends are now declared Annually and may be
applied in payment of Premiums, or to augment the

Many
originally
can testify.

All needful information cheerfully given
cation to

W.

D.

on

appli-

W.

N.

M!edical

A

Six

AND

SINGHLE
GRAND

Electrician

SCULL RACE.

located in this city. During the two
years wo have been in this city, we have cuTed some
ol the worBt forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms oi treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay
cured, we wlu
doctor the second time.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for
twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated
physician.
Electricity ft perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache;
neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are net
fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scroftila, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance,
deafness, stammering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigescure

that can be presented; asthma, bronchievery
tis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of tomale

the gouty, the lame and the
leap with joy, and move with tho agility and electricity of youth; the heated graid is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; tho blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ot
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature Ule
presented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.

/and sick headache; dizziswimming In thcHiead, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowel / pain In the side and back;
leucorrlioea, (or whites); tailing of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, aud all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
and weak backs; nervou
and

of

cure.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain
specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufienr to the
vigor of health.

TEETH 1 TEETH !

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Eua
ThiciTV WITHOUT pain. Persons having d*> eyed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Elhctko Magnbtic M a .hikes lor sale
lor flunily use, with thorough instx 1. tions.
Dr. D. raa accommodate a lew patients with board
and treatment at Ida house.
Office hours from 8 o'clock A. M. to 13 U ; (torn
to 6 P. M., and 7 to # In the evening.
Consultation free.
aovlti

OSGOOD,

CT

Lard, Beans.

THial

GREAT prices giver

Second-Hand Clothing,

otjdaoe

Flf, BBOWS, So. 91 Federal Street,
oT all

above.

V aluable House at Auction.
TUESDAY, September 26th, at S o’clock P.

RACE 2

V/ M.,

will be

we shall sell house No. n Sumner Street.—
a two story wooden bouse with a brick
baok, 13
finished rooms; a constant supply of acqueduci ai d
rain water—and a free policy of Insurance.
Thera
is a wood shed, line garden with choice fruit trees,
and a good sized front yard.
If desired the static
could be made Into a snug little dwelling house, and
the house could easily be arranged for two fomlhet.
It Is a very desirable property. Sale positive.
HENRY BAILEY A Co.,1 Auctioneers.
dtd
Portland, Sept. IS, 1819.

It Is

publish-

The Steam-Yacht Marcena Johnson, and other
Steamers, will leave Franklin Wharf at 8.80 and 10 A.
for

Excursion.

tke

Tickets may be had on board Yacht M. Johnson, at
No. 11 Union St., at Thornes* c-rner Lime and Middle Streets, at E. D. 8 tan wood’s corner India and
Fore Sts, and of J. B. Johnson.
P. S.—The exclusive right to occupy the Island has
been leased for this occasion, and positively no small
boats, or other boats than those designated, will be

U+S. Navy Yard, Portsmouth, N. H.
Commandant's Office, Sept. 7, 1865,
riMIE U. S. Steamers "Dawn,'' sfld
and the Schooner “T. A. Ward,"

"Montlcello,’'
will be sold at
JL, Auction, on
Flibflc
MONDAY, Sept. 26,1866, ms
at is
12
o’clock M, ot this Yard.
The “Dawn,” Is a screw
steamer, with two masts,
schooner-rigged; one vertical engine; diameter of
cylinder, 48 Inches; stroke of piston, su inches.
Registered dimensions per new tonnage Aw_
length 125.24 feet; breadth 28.97 foot; depthS.61 met.

with J. B. Johnson, before the dav of

names

scpl44td

GRAND

The “Montlcello” Is
masts, schooner rigged;

TROTTING MATCH!'

DA YS !

1,000

FITZGERALD A HODSDON’S,

large stock of goods on hand prior to
the present advanced rates, we are determined
to give our numerous customers the advantage of
our early purchases, by
clearing out our

feet.

The schooner “T. A. Ward," is of the
following
per new tonnage taw—length
113.88 leet; breadth 28.16 feet; depth 7.50 feet.
Each ot tbo vessels is well found, and will be sold
as she now stands, with
rigging, sails, .boats, cables,
anchors, furniture, Ac.

Dollars!

An

binds Cleansed and Repaired In

Wednesday, Sept.

271 h, 186-5.

days

Sept 0—eod2wasept23

Assistant Qr akteemastfr
Washington, D. 0., July 25, 1868. J
AUCTION SALE OF ROLLING STOCK.
Will be sold at PUBLIC AUCTION, to ihe highest
bidder, the following rolling stock:
Cn TUESDAY, September 19. at the Portland Co.'a
Shop in Portland, Maine, SixiO) Locomotive Engine:.
On THURSDAY, September 21, at Hlnklry A
Williams’ Shop In Boston, Mass., Four (4i I ocomr
live Engines.
On MONDAY, September
25, at Kennett Square,
near Philadelphia, Penn.,
Fifty IW| Bjf Frelgl :

G. D. MILLER names S. M. SEA FOAM.
HARRY BRADLEY names Ch. G. TOM
THUMB.

HOOP SKIRTS,

This match has already causod a very lively Interest amnog all lovers of good Trotting in this vicinity,
which must continue to Increase up to the day of tlte
Race. Both Horses have already obtained consider
able celebrity as among the best Trotters in thu State,
and the match is for more money than was ever trotted for before in Maine.
SEA FOAM was the winner of the Wagon Race oJ
June 21st, in 2.46, 2.46 and 2.47; and TOM THUMB
has recently mado his debut upon the Turf os the
winner of the Silver Goblet at Scarborough, September 12th. The race will b« dose and warm, and wor-

CORSETS,
KNIT, WOOLEN,

Cars,

Trotting

will commence at 3

**t5o above

o’clock, promptly.

.__

July20dtd

&c

I

will sell at a

we

Very Slight Advance

on

Cost !

Is open Dau and Ecenmg, for s foil and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
No. Ml, oppoaite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has had 21 years’ experience.
I do not pretend an extensi n of Gold Linked Series of Colleges Into the other Contlne at; and that my
Diplomas and full scholarships, are good aU
I over this OUAI WORLD; bat I do da m they will
tsO Hoop*, 3 la. Tape. 0 Tapes,
Heavy prove intrinsic to the Students leiiber LADIES
or GENTLEMc.Nl In any pert of the Un-ttd States
Wire, ear ewa naake,
or America; and also that our our CoemriMO KooMS
for inductive training (without anv copying,) both In
Accounts and .Vitiee Writing, Jterrant. U Lose, fc,
tc., orrsii asfutl, thorough, complete, practical ana
expeditious PACiLrrins for BUSINESS EDUCATION. as any College In the V. S
Skirt ever sold In Portlam
XT Mr. Brawn would present to the Citizens
iAdios do notfad to come and see th^n
of Portlan and vidnltv. his worm latitude tor
their kindness and liberal patronage he peat II teen
veers; snd withth# promise of FAITH ruurxas, soand
at Cost / licits otherfesoors'
R. N. BROWN.
Portland, September 1*. IMS.
sepMdeadnwly

Flft^SO)

Ivt feet gaage.
EMfitsenjMfMw Platform
Cars,five
Box
Twenty-five (281

HOOP SKIRTS !

Gloves,

j

_

Buttons, Buttons!

A **1,,‘***

A»»ar»a»eat—lO

August 15—dto

Fro**

CORSETS!
Genuine French Corsets for fJJfO
Per Pair.
American Corsets 87c Per Pair.

A^ole?512.fc‘r 8kirt, uma

u

toe7|otjtor »l’
P* Ifi

18

Exchange

sold everywhere lar
** °fftr’ ** do“

LoaJ^iet‘r'

determined to »<utalQ
•*

?rb** J”

,M,pric*'th“

ffijjj

HAS

*. ,3Smn-

Feeder.

quantities.
Also, have

receiving irom Buck-

*oJL

U

•opt it,

4

rLETOHEE

00., Agents,

PORTLAND, ME

And

they-—em______

P. 8—That 30-hee
Beaa ty |
p skirt b a
» key
«• Bet All te earn
get eae before
*ra all gone,
tepiedJr j,

tor

Boarders.
Bracket and Salem Streets.

good
FlJB
PPjy <Uw#
Sept,
A

corner

_

GENTS'

Drawers,

FURNISHING

can

GOODS,

sold to the Trails at

3* aud 66 Middle St,

Vffiggt&SSa***
Corner.

Wanted.

an assortment ol

Sept 15—dCw
French

at the

Sept 18—dtf

good

WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.,

«"«r3ze

mortgage.

as

be Urnnd, which will be
the very lowest Jobbing [ rices.

As

HOUSE and lot at Woodford's Corner. The
is a goo.1 cellar
house contains 7 rooms. Thera
wood house: a'BO a cistern an) a well of good
For
beauty of location
of lot, one acre.

A
EM***?
Apply to

hand

Shirts and

150 Cnnamerelal St.

For Sale.

148 and ICO Middle Street

Wood.
A robratte te

'"hESSET.

on

Ready-Made Clothing,

«w

FITZGERALD l HOOSDON,

Kindling

rfSb0™®,1^*

EHPBALE'T
Sept lt-^dlw t eodtf___

_

dollar!

COLLARS, equal In every respect to any Collar
whieh. ha* ever been offered to the publie.
It ha* the f?rm and space of the “Moulded” Collarf and to •superior,” from the Improved method ol
luanufeoturing, as It does not absorb psreplrailon, or
sell as readily.
The trails can be supplied at all times, and In any

t^pnhbc

«_a pre

Paper

Woodman, True & Co.,
Ibr the
RICK
AAS»nt«
"
COMPRESSED PAPER

our

» "look e« «oode
d reached
theirhigh

T7K)R tale at the Grocery Store*.
I Charcoal. TRY IT.
Sept IS—dSw«

-FOB THE--

removed from Exchange to No. 74
St., two doors west of Exchange SL, sad**™*
t nteelvod his son, J. H.
st
*
various
they will Insure
“L
Pre, at aa reasonable rates ss of
”blic
patronage.
pstrenage.
Is. \ and would solicit a sba>«
WEBSTER * SON.

anckfiet*
are

Q. M.,

SiuniuiA.

AGENCY

Street to 78

E. WEBSTEHt Insurance A$ent, “Gem” Linen

decetTed by advertisement ■ announcine
We

^ KoB,NS0Nj
Brer. Col. and A.
U. S. Military
oct 10

REMOVAL!

teftOca Das.

Middle Street.

•

(Snoot gang*.
Box Cars, 4 bet

About tw> hundred and thirty (280) Platform do., 4
foot 84 in. gauge.
About thfrty (36( Stock do., 4 foot 84 la. image.
Twenty (20) Psssmgit do., 4 leet 8{ in gauge.
One (li Wrecking do., 4 feet 8) In. gauge.
Two (2) new Trucks.
trained.
Sixty do. do.,
PeuMeea (14) Plata
About two thousand (2,000) tons Railroad Iron.
Sales to commence at ALEXANDRIA, at 10 A.
M., and to continue from day to day until nil are
told.
•
Cash,
Ttrmt:
vu™, is Government fends.
terms,

2?<dd^15' SS ft****

Hosiery

Cars,

new

bundled and fifty(360)

AbotfrUnee

#1,50.

Only

en-

United States Miutabt Rati an a ns,
Office or Assistant Quautubeaster,
VsiUytM, A C, At gttsl 11, ills.
Will be sold at C1TT POINT, VA„ on WEDNESDAY, October il, at 11 o’clock A. M.i About tour
thousand (4,uoo> teas Railroad Iron.
At Portsmouth, va„ on rstutv, October
13, at 12 M:
Flv e (6) first class Locomotive Engines.
About (80) Freight Cars and-IT1 “lmtngsi Car
At NORFOLK, V A.. October U, at«p. St.-.
One new Locomotive Engine, 8 foot gauge.
At ALEXANDRIA, VA., on TUESDAY, October
17tb:
first-due Locomotive Engines, 4 leet
«4

I
All of which

Brevet Cokmel and X. y. M.

sale or government cabs,
Large
gines, AND RAILROAD IRON.

AND

7

stock is all new, and ot the very r sat

Sales to commence at 10 A. M.
Terms: Cash In Government funds.
H. L. ROBINSON,

Hosiery, Gloves,

EMBROIDERIES,

etght-and-a-hai£-lnch gauge.

quality.
The Engines are five foot gauge, live loot driven,
and cylinders 16x24 Inches. They can bo
changed to
narrow gauge at a trifling expense.

TICKETS 60 cents; Ladies free.
G. W. MURCH, Proprietor.
did
Sept. 20,1865.

GOODS!

lour feet

On WEDNESDAY, September 2?, at Wllmijr.
ton, Del., Eighty-four (84) Box Freight Cars, it vs loot

thy of public patronage.
If the weather should prove unfavorable on that day
due notice will be given of the postponement.

AND

FANCY

STATES MILITARY RA1LROA DS.
^JNITED
Office of

■Nle

GOOD DAY AND GOOD TRACK.

CONSISTING IN PAHT OF

ofthe articles to be sold with each

Five per centum of the purchase
money must he
P*l * *7®
day of sale, ana the remainder belore the
vesael it removed from the Navy
which must
Yard,
be done within six
after the date of mle.
X. BAILEY, Commandant

MILE IiEATS—Boat three in Fire toHsr-

IMMENSE STOCK!

Inventory

bfo&dS; SbeTy of XNaVT Tar'1’ “dWlU *

a

On

steamer, with two

registered dimensions

TROTTING FARR,

LING’S

a screw

one vertical engine: diamecylinder, 40 Inches; stroke of piston 42 Inches.
Registered dimensions per new tonnage lawlength 173.30 teet; breadth, 27.80 feet; depth 17.38

ter ot

--AT-

St.,

O'CLOCK P. M.,

Exchange Salesroom,

111 BROADWAY, N. Y.
The shove Cotton has been classed and sampled
by
Messrs. Easton A Co; samples can bo teen st their
office three days before the sale.
Catalogues will be ready at the Custom House
tbrse daya before the sale.
Sept 19—dtd.

FOR A PRIZE.

i

MAINE.

TeDWARD GOVE & CO.,

Clothing

AT 1

-FOR-

LADIES
have cold hence and fret; weak stomachs, lame

Of all descriptions, by
Tickets lor salo at 114 Middle St., and Otis Brown,
Union St.
Dws notice
and time will be given.

as

under direction ot

Tuesday, Sept. 26th, 1865,
At

Races !

Programmes with full particulars,
ed previous to day of excursion.

With the Prices

-FOB1

Foot

CANOE

INDIAN

their

By Electricity

AT

Grand

race.

Rheumatic,

LOOK

Will be sold

tFito Wimjra^Jrofor the footraces must leave

to
SHOOTING! ^^PJ^^j^tontion paid consJgnmenL^ofjU^klnds

l

Two

complaints.

DRIED APPLES, Ac.
* Idme Street,
Pobtlako, Mb.

Rifles

LITTLE CHEBEAQUE.

The prizes for which ore now on exhibition
There will be an

FOR THE

and

SIMEON DRAPES., 0. S. Com*. Agent,

There sill be a GRAND SINGLE SCULL
RAC E for the beauti nl prize now on exhibition at
DUN YON’S JEWELEY STOBE.
ALSO.

THE FALL CAMPAIGN!

Upland,

TUESDAY, September 19th,

M., and at2 P. M.
Tickets, One Dollar

Ifos. 148 and ISO middle

Carriages

8600Bales Sea Island Cotton,

WIB be represented, tbe races being oven only to
Portland Boats.

All specimens intended for the Exhibition must be
presented at the hall betore 1 o’clock P. M., on the
day of the opening.
Lists of the premiums
offered, and the rules and
regulations, may be obtained of the Treasurer, Samuel Rolfe, Esq., at 150 Middle St.
The Exhibition will close on Friday Evening, with
a Grand. PROMENADE
CONCERT, In the great
Hall.
Per Order,
s. B. BECKETT, Secretary.
0
Sept 16—d2w

palsy

C. H.

4600 Bales

on

On

DAF, September 28th at tho new City Hall, to open
M., and continue till the cloee of tile
Friday evening following.

TEN

Morses A

United States Cotton Sale.

FOOT RACE!

at 2 o’clock P.

NEXT

of

on Saturday, September 23d. at 11
M., at corner of Lime and Middle
the
Post Office, 12 Horses, lot of New
Streets, opposite
and second hand Harnesses, 1 tine double Harness, lot
olnew and second hand Carriages. The whole to be
sold without reserve.
C. W. HOLMES, Auctioneer.
dtd
Sept. 10,1866.

The Alpha, lTna,&North Star Clubs,

Dow

may be seen In bale at Atlanand by Sample at the otrtee of
No. 36 Pine St., New York, two

AT AUCTION I

Races !

To take place

HORTICULTURAL SHOW.

permanently

Batter, Cheese, Eggs,

For Two Prize

Foot

PORTLAND HORTICULTURAL SOCIErpHE
X TF will hold its Annual Exhibition of FRUITS.
FLOWERS, and VEGETABLES, on TUURS-

WHERE

AMD WHOLESALE DIALER8

rvJSTANCE 40 Boda. Firm Prise, at rest, a Pare
1J W»ir Mo«uied Ttiracopte Bilk, Fftbc Maixfe

Race!

Sept 19—d3t

HAVING

Auctioneers,

Sale

com-

Grand Excursion, Picnic,

21.

Twenty Gentlemen known as Fast Runners hare
entered.
Ererrhedy should go as it to to be the BEST
and LAST Excursion of the Season.

MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United State* Hotel,
he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has

TEETH I

the

days befbre the sale.
Sept. 18—dtd

BOAT RACERS’

174

ness

The above Cotton has been classed and sampled

by G. W. Amory, and
tic Deck, Brooklyn,

be sold
ITfTTLL
IT o’clock A.

Six Sculls have entered.

A

1500 Bales Mobile Cotton.

AND

Oared

Broadway,

By order at
SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Cetlen Ageat,

CENTS.

Children SS Cents.
Doors open at 2 and 1 o’clock. Performances
mence at 21 and S P. M.
Sept 16—dStnwlt

Chebeague,

Thursday, Sept.

AT 1 O’CLOCK P. M.,

At the Exchange Sales Boom, 11

SCARBOROUGH, ME

DEMING,

Has removed hie office from Clapp’s Block to

Who

FIFTY

FRIDAY, September 22, 1865,

On

For details, see Mammoth Pictorial and Descriptive Sheets and other Advertisements.

There is to be

ExchangeStreet.

tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we

WILL SILL

One of the prominent features of this Colossal Cirwill be the GRAND FREE EXHIBITION of the
GYMNASTIC MIRACLE of iERONAUTIC-OSCILLATION, or Flying In tho Air, near the immense
PavUUon, at 1 o’clock, P. M.

ADMISSION

AattltMcr.

H. DRAPER & CO,

JOHN

Mules!

AT

removal:
DR.

Stone’s Comic

cus

POSTPONED !
Until

DRAPER,

United States Cotton Sale.

Ponlo* I

-?-A**—

LITTLE, Agent,
31

Trlolt

The ENTIRE CAVALCADE ol this Gigantic Combination on the Morning of the Exhibition, will afford
the public a gratuitous view of its unparalleled
magnlficenco and its unequaled resources.

RACES!

tto V orpfoforo
To those who prefer the Ten Yearly payments,
no other Company presents such
advantages; as this
gives more than compound interest for the money

Commission Merchants,

fa this Stare.

Militair,

ltnmriukoo

The Policies are Non-Forfeltable in the true
sense of the term, and can always be
disposed of to
the Company for their equitable value in Cash,
Policies taken out at this Agency have increased more than Fifty per cent* of the sum
insured, as numbers of our best citizens

and

Consolidated in ONE EXHIBITION for One Price
of Admission for the Season of 1866.

Its Cash Assets being
$13,500,000
Annual Income is more than
$3,500,000
Its Net Increase in 1S64 nearly
$1,800,000
Its Su plus Dividends to Policy Holders the last 5 yrs.

PRODUCE

RIFLE

!

Its

augll’SBeodisAwly

i

Den

BOAT AND FOOT

00

while its Cash receipts were only
$1,715,STB 00
The Cash Receipts of the Mutual Life Co, being
$2,026,801 OO
and its expenses only
$256,105 00
Any Life Co. which does not ineease its Assets in
the same ratio as it Liability, cannot be considered
the safest.
The Benefit Co. is not the Cheapest for the reason
that its Rates are higher, and the Dividends much
less.
For instance, at the ago of 35, tor $1000, on the 10
year plan, with the Benefit Co. it will cost $57 81
while with the Mutual Life Co. only
$51 61
being $6 20 less, with the same difference of Rate as
to other ages.
•The Dividends of the MUTUAL LIFE CO. have
been more than Seventy per cent, on the Premiums
paid, while those of the Benefit Co. have never been
more than $0 per cent.
The Policies ot the Mutual
Lift Co. are constantly increasing in amount, and
While
always have a Cash value on surrender.
those of the Benefit Co. do not increase, and have no
such value, unless the premiums are paid up in cash.
Which is Cheapest? judge ye.
We regret the necessity for thus showing the falsity
of the statements put forth by our neighbors; but if
they still persist in thus deceiving th^ public, we can
furnish other facts of the “same sort.’*
There are uany reasons for insuring with

Danolng

GRAND

At little

H*

J*

IDOO-S,
TBAINEJ) HOBSES,

Sopt 21—dtd

OO

The Benefit Co. had (gross assets)
7,134,790 OO
$5,042,037 00 only, being Cash Assets; the balance
being in Premium Notes, with an outstanding liability on Policies in force of $55,037,384 00, or nearly as
large as that ol the Mutual Life Co.
The expenses of the Benefit Co. in 1864 jvere,

Portland,Co”

PEBFOHMINO

stage.

THE

‘r„? fiWMs

PROF. HUTCHINSON’S

Orchestra Chairs$2: admission to Parquetto, 1.30
for Reserved Seats. Family Circle 1.00. Tickets for
sale at Paine’s Music Store.
Doors open at 71—to commence at 8 o’clock.

Agent.

on

Indiana !

Eqnestrian & Gymnastic Celebrities,

Full Military Band
Poppenbarg’s the
on

House

hnbiheil house, with Gas, and water in abunyard room and large and good Sta-

Brilliant Galaxy^of |

A

and

Is not TOE Safest t Ifl not the
Cheapest !

1st—“Because its net Assets (do not) exceed
olany other Life Ins. Co. in the United States.”

Iroquois

In the fourth act, with Grand Chorn* and Orchestra

Jersey,

oo

Brown Street, No. 21, with a two
“•^?,vl<Utlon and stable. It is a large and thorwoonea

Culler’* Troup* of

Gounod’, popular Opera, in 5 acts,

T

HOLMES. Auctioneer.

Friday, September 23d, a: 11 o’olock A. M.,
ONthe
shall sell the three »tory
premises,

CIRCUS COMBINATION!

To-Morrow, FRIDAY, Sept. 22,
LAST NIGHT OF THE SEA80N,

S

Keck

wo

Grand, Chorus and Orchestral
Signor FRANCISCO ROSA,
CONDUCTOR.

U

ana

DI
Jn,7?1’ Wallets. Bason*. Suspenders, Scissors,
Pins,
Needles, Spoel Cotto n, Linen Tin
large lot
Ltoen HdkA, Bordered Mmdin Hdkfr, cad,
Gents' Hose,
Nets, Breakfltst Capes, Ladies ana
ri
e,l“»
Gents*
Paper Collars and Culls, Linen Table
Damask-by the yard. Towels, Crash, Napkins, DoyBalmoral Skirts, Fancy Soaue, Per Aimer y, If air
Brushes, Cloth and Shoe Brushes, Blacking, Note
Paper, Envelopes, and a large lot of Fancy Articles.
Auction Sale every evening, and Saturday after*
noons at 2 o’clock.
Goods at private sale during the
day at average auction prices.

THE STONE & BOSSTON

Glwlcs.

A.

Vost

Valuable Heal Estate
AT AUCTION.

Epoch oi the Action, Anno ll( 9.

F

Goarti,

of

California Diamond Kings and
Puu,
and Sleeve Buttons, Seta Jewelry, a line
assortment of Finger Kluge, Bosom Fine, Lurrings,
Lockets, Gold audSfl rer watches, Ac.
Also a good assortment of Photograph Albums,TaPocket Cutlery, Ivory handled Dessert and
SJ*

C. W.

HwsMen-at-Arms,
Ladies.'

i&s&'hiar*
Friends of
Count,

Auctiop.

Sept 14, ie«5.—d2w

For the first time in this
city, with a great cast.
Mme. ANQHIOLINA GHIONI.
Mad. PATTI STRAKOiCH.
S1*“or MACCAFERRJ.
LOLNT DE LUNA,
Signor MANCUSI.
EERRAND°,
Signor LOCATELLI.
Mad. PAKOZZl.
S?,1™’
EUIZ.
Signor XIMENES.

*

11 seekers after truth are
disposed to examine into
facts and figures, they can
easily satisfy themselves
that the

Mutual Benefit Life Ins. do., of New

Jewelry, consisting

Bracelets,
^bains,
Studs

TROVATORE!

and Gloves !

*nv*,e tlie attention of the former paWith
Public generally.
our lacuities for
purchasing we can confidently offer
extra inducements to customers.

The

H

’65,

GOODS! rOTP?TCi?E ?irviVat°re’

k*

green AND PORTLAND STS.

1

LEON ORE,

ArtUeUl Teeth Inserted on Qold, Silver and FnlAM operations van-anted to stre satis,action.

U»*

gave orders

Thursday Eve’ng, Sept. 21,

of

%o«£»ss„n
^OMgiNATlOI\T^

Director.

....

And Immense Success!

Goods!

Linen Damask, Table Cloths, Napkins, Dla)r, Russia and American Crash, Huck
Towels,
lr'annol3> Quits, Brown and Bleached

BE

CORNER

New Stock of Good* at

T UST opened ut th* Auction St jc of W. C. Boxes
J log Federal St., a lot bUr.r
Harr,
c.-nsisUtie of Castors, Cake Buketa, bugu Bex >,
Cream l'tellers, Call Belle, Spoon Ho1<L.b, Muse,
Napkin Kfaaa; TSK, Boxert a,-il Table Sjeons; Dessert mid Table lurks, Butter Kuivea^uearbhdla.Ac.
Also a tine assortment of Gold ami Plated

VERDI’S GRAND OPERA In 1 Act*,

as

WHITE

Thursday,

Afternoon and Evening.

CROWDED HOUSES

This

PORTLAND,

and

Sept. 20th and 2i»t, lgos.
POSITIVELY TWO DAYS ONLY!

OPERA.

ITALIAN_

Max Strakoach,

DENTIST,
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,

New York

f^**1*' “d

Goods!

Veils,

PORTLAND,

'"**

Dry

Wednesday

Sig. SuainV«

of

Plain Poplins, Super Black Alpaccas,
Asiatic and
Colored Tamise Cloths, Delaines, Gingand Fancy Dress Goods,
Black Crapes, Mourning
<£c.
Crape

AEEJ*

Cotto”

uJ (Tt *!** The bullet struck two
tent,
wsTaJaali^t Jo, 'TU1M^' wb*> was In his“»*

SLTT

and Domestic

stock

Consisting in part [of Silks, Shawls, Tliibcts, Plaid,
Striped and

changed.

WaasafOTOH. Sept. 20.
A. Thorn bury of the Confederate *er”**’ testified to reporting the tctv bad sanifery coodtUop and the great mortality in thu
*» Aadei*4lTy2, Ac.
Cro'* e*w«1h‘a»oo he laid ha thought
w.\* ;!*
r“f, ~°w«* « disposition for the surgeons w

of

large and desirable

Co.,

case

_

*01.

a

«fc

August 11— dtl

Boston, Sept 20.
steam frigate Niagara, from Eu-

•Afor the prisoners.

*

Have received

o. Tolford

WILL EXHIBIT AT

GRAND

Recently occupied by

Messrs. J,

tju triai. or wm

-•■I...
dead

hating taken the SPACIOUS
ST01U2,

No. 6 Free St. Block,

naval.

It it understood that he leave*

this position because of the

““bscrlbora
THE.
A an! ELEGANT

THE

Positively the Last Two Nights
Mme. Qhioni &

Auction Sales.

LEVIATHAN EXHIBITION OP 1865

OF

NEW FALL GOODS.

Office

Lodge

interest,

FIRM!

Entertainments.

PICERiy G~H: ALL.

paid.

LONDON MONEY MARKET, Sept. 9.-Consols
fclosed at 89j ® 90 for money.
arrayed in costly regalia.
AMERICAN SECURITIES—U. S. 5-20s 684. 1111The conspicuous feature of this portion of noia Central Shares 70*. Erie Shares
54j®4ij.
the procession wa3 the tent of the Grand Encampment, in which was seated the High
Zsw York Markets.
Priest of the Order, arrayed in his vestments,
New Yobs, Sept. 20.
with the two Guardians on either side of the
Cotton-very firm: sales2100 bales Middling Updoor clad iu black velvet robes studded with lands at 45) @ 46c.
Flour—State and Western 10 @ 15c higher; sales
gilt buttons. Last of all came the members of
14,700 bbls. Stato 6 85 @ 7 90. Round Hoop Ohio 8 40
the Lodge ot the United States, in carriages.
Western 6 75
S 1\ Southern a shade
@ 10 05.
The President of the United States was not lirmer; sales 700 bbls at@
6 30 @ 14 10. Canada 10 ®
present, having been prevented by official du- 15c higher; sales 100 bbls at 7 70 @ 10 76.
Wheat— 1 @ 2c higher; sales 86,000 bushels. Chicago
ties from accepting the invitation.
Inferior to good, 161 @161. Amber M1W
The head of the procession reached the Spring,
waukee 1 61 ® 162). Winter Rod Western, old, 2 00.
monument shortly after noon, when the line
Amber State, new, 2 03 @ 2 06. White State, new,
halted and formed in open order, whilst the 2 25 ® 2 30.
Corn—lc better; sales 88,00 bushels.
Hived
Grand
marched from the extreme left
Western 90 @ 92c. Do do unsound 84 @ 89.
to the stand erected near the base of the monuOats—heavy; Western 53 @ 56c for new and old.
ment, where the ceremony of unveiling the
Beel—steady; sales 400 bbls.
statue of Charity took place.
After a prayer
Pork-dull; sales 2700 bbls. New Mess 32 374®
® 32 50, closing at 32 44 for cash. Prime 26 50. Prime
bv Rev. Mr. Williams. The report of the
Mess 26 37) @ 29 62).
Wilder Monument Committee was, read—
Card—dull; sales €20 bbls at 23) @ 281c.
Past Grand Sire Nicholson then formally preButter—sales of State at 36 ® 46c.
sented the monument to the Grand Lodge of
Whiskey—steady; sales 500 bbls Western at 2 27,
the United States, which was received on their closing firm with buyer* at 129, and with sellers at
part by Grand Sire Yeitch in an eloquent
Woe-dull.
address.
Sugar.—steady; sales 1300 hhds. Muscovado 13 ®
141c
Havana, 851 boxes, at IS) @ 14.
The scene at the monument was one of surfcoffee-aUady; sales ltoo bags Rio, damaged, at
circle
as
a
passing
the monument, the agitated mass of
humanity extended to a distance not only far
beyond hearing, but seeing di stance.
Addresses were delivered by Lieut. Govern-

NEV

Entertainments.

$12,445,204

cupied an hour in passing a given point. In
the body of the procession there appeared half
dozen large wagons handsomely decorated
and crowded with young orphan children,
mostly girls, who bore numerous decorated
shields, variously incribed with the names of
the States and Territories, mottoes, &c. These
cars were drawn by six horses.
Following rc&ned,
those cars came a large number of orphan boys,
Latest via Queenstown.
who, like the children in the cal's, are being
Liverpool, Sept. 9.—P. M.—The sales of
a

Miscellaneous.

row.

Thompson,

arounu

Prbici

PRESS,

pal of the Cottgrese Street Grammar School
far boys, has resigned hu position br the pur- or Cox of
j
Maryland, Mr. Andrews of Texas,
Fisk of Kentucky, Mr. Fitzhugh of Virginia,
peae of taking charge of a school la Brooklyn.
He has been hr charge of this aehout about 1 and Col. Duncan of Missouri.

•**J-__
kana

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY

Testimonial.-*-John Rhynas, Esq., former-

adjournment.
In pursuance of these suggestions a commitflre3,—the one on Franklin Street, and the one
tee of five was raised, to whom the resolutions
on Fedeial Street,—and that he did it out oi
of a new
revenge, Mr. Williams having refused to settle contemplating the formation
were referred, who were also inwith him, as he desired, for
company
to
his
damage
wagon. He shows no penitence for the of- structed to report a cede of by-laws.
The committee consisted of Wm. Willis,
fence, and will have to serve the State for a
chairman of the meeting, N. L. Woodbury,
long term at Thomastoo.
It is supposed that he is the one who set the
George E. B. Jackson, Lewis Pierce, Wm. W.
fire at Augusta on Sunday. He was there, Woodbury.
The meeting then adjourned to the 4th day
and had had, as we are informed, some diffiof
culty with the authorities there. He returned day October next at 8 o’clock P. M.
to this

BY

j1

j

Fluting

!

French Fluting !

C^P^e~t£r,l9“rM"-

®' SHEPPARD'S,

A’<X*c«one door bolow Oxford 8treet.
Sept ■—<L3m*

For Sale and to

Poetry.
IBM KTOBYAT f.TfQUAN'8 OAfiXBB.
to th*
8im« u « OXoar
British AMT-

Betty Yean*

ninpr says: “An

a

tanffient

Is just

13—«Um_

His

such in various quarters of the

as

proprofessional acquirements had
at the

CHARTER OAK
OP

J*t

■

yjryjwj

■■

Farm and

■

Losses
THIS

situated at fffifoot oi the
and commands a view
-that tor natural loveliness cannot he

ceded the
“few government
and
troops,
Islands

;

■

Ionian
of course,
our
to Greece,
quitted the territory, Dr. Barry ejected to leave
th»a -my and take up "his' rosiclckice for the
rest of his days at Corfu. He there died about
a m.nih ago, and upon his death wa3 discoveyed to be a woman! Very probably this discovory w3i elicited during the natural preparations far interment, but there seems to be an

At

»i

sort.

•

v

“This, most likely, only aroaaed the curiosity
of the two nurses who attended him, for it
was to taem, it appears, that the disclousure
of-this mystery ts owing. Under the dreum(taaee* tbs tact mas d»*m*d *o important that
midfcal-teuinsony was cubed to to report upon
and record Its truth. By thia iavaatltrati n
not

the asaerthm placed beyond a
only
doubt, bat it was equally beyond a doubt
brouytit ta light that the individual in question bad at toms time or another been a
mother! Tbit 1* all that is a* yet known of
this extraordinary story. Tbe motive., that
occasioned and the time when eun.menced
this singular deception are both r rouded to
mystery. But thus It stands an indubitable
fact that a woman was for forty years an officsr to th* British service, and fought one duel,
and had sought many more, had pursued a
was

legitimate medical education, had received
diploma, and had aequifed almost
eeiebrity tor sgfil as a surgical operator V

re mlar

To

r
a

Sportsmen.

Double

EXCHANGE
a
C.
Aug29—d6wjs
7

SX,

The HOME FABM of the late
JOSHUA E. HALL, of Oorliam,
krk? Me., near Great Falls Village..Containing about ninety aciww, well <U___JTvided into wood, paaturai* and tfWjJ
lage land; produces forty-five tons of hay. Land aitf
\ buIkBnj'S in excellent condition. »**
A desirable property and for sale on reasonable r

Office of the U. S.

Marshal,

SEALE*

ted

Statee Courre with

Lehigli

*■-

Furnace

To Let.

Ang.

,^TY

CHARLES CLARK,
S. Marshal District of Maine.

——

Sartlea,a
kid out.

Given under our hands this 19th day of September, A.». 18®.
]
JACOB McLELLAN, 1
G. F. FOSTER,
I committe on I

PHINNEV,
W. G. SOULE,
J. BRADFORD,

A.

f Laying

I

GIDDINGS.

out

w
Ne,r
Streot8-

S«pt 20—dtd

fTlHE undersigned w 11 receive sealed Piopoaals un1 til Saturday, 23d inst., at 12 o’clock M, for iurlushing the materials and erecting a wooden Cottage
House, designed as a “Parsonage” for the First Bap-

Society, Cape

Elizabeth.

Plans, Specitications, Ac., may be examined at the
office ol the Architect, Gci. M. Harding.
The proposals may bo left with Mr. Harding, or
with Chairman of Committee.The right to reject all proposals not deemed satis*
flwtory is reserved by said Committee.
THOS. HaNKaPORD,
)
JAS. W. HARMON,
> Building Com.
JOHN S. HANNAFORD, I
Ifr—dlw
Sept

Dissolution !

II. WINSLOW maybe found for the present at
office on Berlin MUlaWtisrt
sej>16dlw

Steamer for Yarmouth.
The steamer CLIPPER will leave
Yarmouth for for Portland TuesTav, Thursday and Saturday at g

’o'clock A. M.
--> Returning will
Pier some day at 3J o’clock P. M.

For particulars enquire at
Congress St.,

new

For Sale or to Let.
French Cottage on the Cape Cottage
Capt. Green Walden’s, containing
with

fourteen rooms,
is unsurpassed on

about seven acres of land.
the Cape. Enquire of
A.

jy6—df

LARGE
Apply to

b-V

W. H.

No. 371

To Let

or

Lease for

For Sale Cheap.
EIRE

second-hand

Engines. Apply
EZRA RUSSELL, Chie/ Engineer,
Or A. P. Morgan, Chairman Committee on Port*
land Fire Department.
Juneldtl

Decalcomania,

Oi whioh here has been redeemed by

Copaiba,

Organa,
iem^ f"!^1^"»
PerformiEf

nV L

Company

has Assets,

Atlantic V dite fyead

TRUSTEES

John D Jones,
Charles Dennis,
WH H Moore,
Heal* Call,
y
Wm C Plckdrsglil,
Lewis Curtis.

-it-'
...

:

LITHARGE,
Lead, etc.

Glasj-m.- cr>’

Oil,

'J5I3,LEAI^n

,J

Caleb Barstow.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled
/>*»£•* 1
apd Refined.
••

by Druggists

&

Deaiebted ^

--

o.

generally, and by
ROBERT COLGATE

Co.,

General Agents,

NEW YORK.
ra ;■ n
'jj n
—

MUHGEE, 168

Li

Garden and

Cemetery

Tore St.

IJmSt® an! leaved?;

mo«t“^dy
wWSw iSKJSm

or

Grand Trunk Railway.
For Ticket! to all points West i t South West,

International
Eastport,

Tarrant’, Componnd Extract
of Cubebt and

Copaibt

tbarelBTianoed of confinement or
of huf*
In its approved form ot a paete. it change
110B9 ao^ canseB noonploaB nt *e a sa i
o
t
tienN and
It to now aeknaviAri™*1*.’*
toe mo t lb ^xpmre
..c-d in tbe profession that in
th/abnv
ord.sea,.., Cubebs and Copaiba an the
thBtBBB be
*wa mi
aoy osrtaiitv orouooesa.

General Western Ticket
90

Exchange

J

PORTLAND.

Embellish-,

OF* Fares from 84 to 87 tawr Ha. t» .°™nd
Trunk Hallway, than any other route t» thr 8 estBEACH, Gen. Ast. | WM. FLOWED
^76
Broadway, Newark. | Eastern Agt-,15* nffor*

nH?* hi**»T ■Jt

reb«d*uion

Tarrant’e Compound Extract
nfCubeb,
Copaiba JVEVER FAILS.
Manufactured only by
t*BB4ST * CO..
*>* br
“»y««dly

ana

PBINBLE, Agon, %
90 Exohange Street,
p.

August 10—dflm

POBTLAWDk

J.

W. SIKES,

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
OF

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD,
TER. and WESTERN PRODUCE
generally.

BUT-

JKSS.'sSr sna/ste* tess
eh,«*s».‘"I

Notice.
.«

Calais and

St. John.

St!r/qta.'TEeI>AT
Returning will leave St. John
BoStenf78

8 A' *’ f°r

WOWI'*G-'

General’s

X>OC? UAfS.YTA',

i ir-

-a#

Office,

Sermon., Reports,

& all kind, of Pamphlets,

Notice.

Copartnership

Put up in Superior Style.

BRONZED & COLORED

LABELS,

day formed
and style of

Eastport the

Steamer

PortUnJ »Sd

“Qneea" ■will

nnnn*w

Kiiaa^siissa
the

a—Kessrs. B. G.Bewdlear & (To- Mavn-

\ i ^wti^ka^TeraiUGfltn.^g T.uttyr-rehaadiy

“*

ooiKUt for

Windsor, Digby and Halifax, Vnd with simmers
Frederic and the St John RiTer.
Through ‘lckets
S
procured of the agents or the olerk on ooara. no
Passports required.
Freight received on days of sailing until 4 o’eloek
°* C'

Summer

see all our friends, the old -friends of
Small, and the public generally, feeling confident
we can give satisfaction in good? and price?.
M. F. ELLIOT,

Mr.

Aug 24—d&wlm

$2,000

POSTERS,
3
10
2
2
5

OIRCULARS,
And'JPlain

Printing of every description.

ALSO, RULE

AND

Executed neatly, and
mil to

Old and

forms

on

°®oe on the Wharf.

#1,000 Each,

that cannot

young should use

STERLING’S

Bonds, 7-30s,

BOO

Seizure
Y

FOR

i'0ostarV

^

days

Revenue

Hair.

04

PROPRIETORS,

CTO“

Jr.,
aPPr°^t®isHBURN,©Recta*.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the ago of thirty who are
with
too frequent evacuations from the bladtroubled
der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burnand
weakoning the system in amanrer
lug sensation,
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
a
urinary deposits ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes shall particles of semen of albumen
will appear, or the oolor will be of a thin mSklsh hue,
turbid appearance.
again changing to a dark andthis
There are many men who die of
difficulty, Ignorant of the cause, which is thn
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure m such rases, and a
lull and healthy restoration oi the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can

do

so

writing.

>y

In

a

plain

manner,

THE

TO

LADIES-

HUGHES particularly Invites all tafflcu, who
need a medical ailvltcr, to call at Ms rooms, No. I
Temple Street, which they will Hud arranged for their
especial accommodation.
l>r. H.’s Eleche H jnovattng Medicines as* unrivalDK.

Jan1.lS6Cd&wly

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

paste—used for licit8,
Mice, Roaches, Mack ana
Ants, 4*c., ifo., 4'c.

“Costar's" Bad-Bug Exterminator,

DYSPEPSIA!

Isa liquid or wash, used to
destroy, and also as u prcyeutaBveibr Bed-Hugs, Ac.

and a'l diseases of the

‘‘OostarY’ Electric Powder for Insects,
Is ior Moths, Mosquitoes,
Meets,1 Bed-Bugs. Insects on
Plmntt^Fvnls, Animals, fc.

|

Inducements

miy

Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomaa,

othcrVthat

want

can

be

supplied at the lowest

market rates.
Oaice head of Union Wharf, formerly occupied by
ShnrtlefT & Co.
I. P. BUTLER, Agent.
Aug 23—d4w

West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets
They will «ell on a credit of from one to ten years.
If desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build bouses of saUafimtoiy character, they will advance, \f desired, one fourth of the cost qf building, on
house. From parties who build imcompletion qfthc
mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
every
day
except Sunday, from nine to ten
Apply
A. M., at the office of the subscribe™, where plans
full
be
Mid
seen.
particulars obtained.
may
B. BROWN & SONS.
...
Portland, May 3, 1865.
roavttf

J,

E.

FICKETT,

Dealer

In

Photographic Goods,

STOMACH AND BOWELS!
Oao Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst ovseof
Dyipoputatn existence, and one <Wie will Instantly
relieve the most egg- arated attacks of

Sold by all Ilfugglsta and Retailers every where.
S-#**! 1! Beware \! 1 of all worthless imitations.
tS***See that “COstar’h” name is on each Box,
Bottle and Flask, before you buy,
IIEXUY It. COSTAR.
Principal Depot, 4P2 Broadway, X. Y.
Sold by alt Druggists and Dealers In Portland, Me.
July 13—dSfcn

and in fact a'l diseases proceeding from the Stomaeh
and Bowels. It Is a sovereign andpermanent oars for

Treasury Department,

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEI! [I*
ITT.

Office

of

of the Cubrbvcy, I
Washington, July 17,18C5. )

Elek Headache,
Sickness at Stomach,
Fever and Ague,
Heartburn,
Colic Katas,

Dysentery,

Comftroller

HEREAS, by satisfactory evidence presented
Wf
▼ V to the
it has been made to

undersigned,

that tho

Cholera Morbus,

appear

“National Traders Bank
OF

and in every instanoo regulates and restore* to a
healthy co aition a disordered stomach, enabling the
paiionttotakehealthy food wlthoat dange of distress from it. It is the must wotiderlh. remedy end
the most speedy In Its action, ever known to the
world. NoonewiU do without It lk the house that

hss

ever

PORTLAND,”

in the City 61 Portland, In tho County o' Cumberland, and State of Maine, has been duly organised
under and according to the requirements ol the Act
of Congress entitled “An Act to provide a National
Currency, secured by a pledge of united States bonds,
and to provide far the circulation and redemption
thereof,’7 approved June 3, loci, and has complied
with all the provisiona of said act required to be complied with before commencing tho business of Banking under sakl Act:
Now, tlier< forr, I Freeman Clarke, Comptroller ol
tho Currency, d > hereby certify that “The National
Traders* Bank of Portland,” in the City of Portland,
in the County oi Cumberland, and State of Maine, la
authorized to commence the business of Banking under the Act aforesaid.
In testimony whereof, witness my hand and seal of
office this seventeenth day of July, 1865.
FREEMAN CLARKE,
(L. 8.]
Comptroller ol the Currency.
No. 1451.
july20 2m

U. S. Sanitary Commission
ARMY k NAVY CLAIM AGENCY.

rpHEU S. SANITARY COMMISSION desiring to
X relievo SokHsra, Sailors, and thoir families from
tho heavy expenses usually paid for the prosecution
oi such claims, have established this Agency, to col-

of it.

OP

ANY

KDrfr WHATEVER

TO

81FCBRIXO,

Sold by Druggists e very where.

C. G. CLARK * CO.,

On application sent to this Agency, stating the
and poet office address of the claimant, the
rank, company, regiment, service, and State of
the soldier on whose account the claim Is made, date
of discharge or death, tho Droper blanks will be liRcd
out as tar as possible and forwarded to the person apUten be executed and returned to
plying. These can
Hus office, where the ttlatm wilTho jiroscutod to a flm»i
issue in tho shortest .possible tune.
name
name,

july7cod2m&wGm.

W F PHILLIPS If CO, and J. W. PBBKllTM 8
CO., Agents, Portland, Me.

Lyon’s

Periodical

SCIENTIFICALLT

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.
Better than any

Pill*

Powderg

or

1

and Is safe to ms at all times

For all Female

Complaints,

EXCEPT IX CEETAIX

bottle.
Preptred by JOH.T L. LTOH, U. D.

panv ea*h

Druggists ewywbero,

Sanitary Commission.

aeeose*

Bold by

Gm'UfitfUt,

For B. 8. ind einada.

Whotseale”rAvnt»."lidL‘P> *

WASHBURN, Jk., ef FortlWid,
HON.Maine, hasofconsented
to aooept the duties
General

the. Commission for Maine, *td
Is hereby appointed such agent by authority of the
Co amis Ion.
He will be ready to furnish advioe to the friend,
of the Commission'I work throughout tbo 8*ato.
▲11 money eontributed in Main* lor the use of Uu
Commission should be raid to Mr Washburn dr to
persons designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is the sole
agent reoognlxee
by tho Commission for Msir e.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
General Sesretsry.
easdfcwtr.^

CASES

especially fbrhldden In the direction) which

■HU.

’JUHOi.

'•

Agent

Coe’s Cough Balsam /
No Medlolce cvar known will euro

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza, Whooping Cough,

CONSUMPTIVE COUGH I
as

Poetlakd, Mb.

qulok

as

COE’S COUGH BALSAM I

ty

--—mf~

oompanying ?ach box. For sale by the’ prino*'paI
Dru n gists throughout tbe city.
may27eodtf

Sails and Rigging lor Sale.

7TTHE Standing Rigging, Sails and Blocks ol the
A new Brig Atlanta, tflfl tons old measurement,

oared in perfect order.
seen at our store.

iuneie—dtf

can he
The draft ol the spars
_

McQILVERY, RYAN &i-cial
No.

lei Commc

Street.

MECHANICS’ HALL.

Lectures, Exhibiarranged for Concerts,
on apphoabe
tions, Levees, Ac., tear

av*f

to the palate, cause uo pain, act
promptly, never roquire increase ol dose, do not
for
and
elderly persons, females and childexhaust,
Two taken at night movren, are Just the tiling.
UJ next morning.
auee.
bowols
Warranted
tke
In all cases Of rilos and Falling of the Rectum. Wo
a sura tor all symptoms of the Dyspepsia

PLEASANT

IRY Irkm ! ana be oonrinced of their superioriov*r every thing else of the Mud ever cff- r^d to
the public t«*r Bronchitis, Coughs. Colds, HoarseNumerness Sore Throat. Catarrh aud matte*is.
ous testimouiU'S iroiu toe Clerjrr, and others, tc-

^

-u.

PREPARER

FLUID PREPARATION

No. 28 MARKET SQUARE,

^

-

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

C. G. CLARK & CO,

Mkn jfaoturor of Ml-ror £ Picture Frame*.

I

^n"

--——

Prfiprieton,

New Haven, Conn.

THE CLAIM.

HOW,

Portland, Aug. H>,186S.
The uboeriber wfll

trial

OR RKM2VR

Jmuel2tf
W. C.

out

Price One Dollor per bottle.

lect pensions, arrears oi pay, bounty nnd other claims
against the Government, without chaboe on expense
ANTS.

THAT ABB

Wobegofyou ifyouaresiok.tornaks Jost

A

W. H. Fessenden, Local Agent,
OMce, Ya. 05 exchange Sired.

used It bnee.

TOP

Mirrors and Engravings.

ftom 1113
■i.

Remedy

-FOR-

Red

ISRAEL

PobtlaKD, Augt M, 18*6.
FT®E CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL CoALCO. have

_;___

description

Medical Infirmary,

Elect ic

o’.

»•—

a

of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, If desired.
Da. J. 0. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle
Streoti, Foxtland, Me,
X3T Send a Stamp tor Circular.

Eat, Eoaoh, &o.j Exterminators,

a

Sept. 19,1SW—dlaw3w

NEW YORK.

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
mHE subscriber* offer for sale a largo quantity ol
I desirable building lots in the West End o/thv

W

mentioned,

Laws

June 23,1865, on board steamer New York, 1 box
marked “W. II. Lane, Brewer, Me.,** containg Silk,
Calico, and Stockings; Julv 7, 1 bundlo marked
containing 1
“Cftpt. Chas. Lowe, Waterville, M
o Broadcloth and I piece of Silk; July 21st, 2
piece
Do.ves marked “J. Grant. Portland,” containg Pimentor J aly *;8th, 1 bundle marked “Snelling, Andrews A Co, New York,** containg 1 piece Broadcloth ; August 2d, on board brig Alice, I barrel Molasses; August 21st, on board steamer New York, 1
tin box containing about 3C pounds Gum Camphor;
September 2d, 1 valise containing 11 bottles Brandy;
September 12th, on Commercial Street, 8 doz. pairs
Stockiugs; September 15tb, at Store on Fore Street,
14 10-12 doz. pairs mittens.
Any person or persons claiming t^e same are requesed to appear and make such claim within ninety days »rom the tiato hereof; otherwise the said
good? will be disposed o in accordance with tho act

Sterling’s Ambrosia

on

on

MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY BXPKItl KNOT I
Young men troubled with emissions m sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit In
yontli,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war<
ranted or uo charge made.
Hardly a day passes but wo are consulted by oat
or more voting man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated m though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have It.
AU such eases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and la a short time are
made to rejolco In perfect health.

Coe’s

[NO CHARGE FOR SERVICES.

that the following de-

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
ot any klr.L
All who have committed a» exec
whether It be the Military Tice of youth, or the Hingconn
in
donee
at
atatarer
■unplaced
ing rebuke
years,
SEEK FOB AN ANTIDOTE TK SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, ami Lassitude anA Kerrcus
Proetratiuu that nay follow Impure Coition, are
the Boi omoter to tire whole system.
Do not wait lor the consummation that Is ygre to follow : do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, tor Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
,,

Isa

Goods.

of

were

It is the best Hair
Dressing and
Preservative in the world.

Great

Each,

is

Dandruff.

2
waplMta

1.000,
2,000,
1,000,
2,500.

hereby given
tho
seized at this port,
scribed goods
NOTICE
ier
violation of the
hereinafter

It prevents or
stops the Hair
from falling; Cleanses, Beautifies,
Preserves, and renders it Soft and
Glossy, and the Head free from

SOLE

#3,000,

100 Each,
1,000 Each,
500 Each,

Bonds, 5-20s,
Bonds, 7-30s,
Bonds, 7-30s,

Among the Bond* Stolen were,
#1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,072, 1st Series.
1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,007, 1st Scries,
500 7-30 B nd No. 90,886, 1st Series.
500 7-30 Bond No. 90,887, 1st Series.
The above reward will be paid for their recovery
-and conviction of the thief, or a proportion for whatever may be recovered.
STEPHEN PATTEN.
August IS—dtf

satisfy.

♦on*

q*.

5-209.

of 15th inst., the following

#9,500

WORK

FIGURE

Oh and after Mon Jav April 24th the
and fast-going steam t ‘'KEG.
tJL ATI IK." Capt. W H M' wor. will leave Halt,
road Wha t, loot of State Street. Portland ever?
Moxday, WsDtissrAT and Friday evening at 10
o’elook, connecting with iheSr. n. train from Bos-

Portland, April 21, l*8i.—tf

Reward I

pa&ology,

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consnlt one of thetr
A lady of experience in constant attend-

D. C. McC ALLAR.

Arrangement.

Be'nrning, will leave Bangor every Mohday,
WiDintBDAY aqd Fbioay morning, at g o’clock,
touching atReckland, Camden, Belfast. Sea-sport,
Bocks port Wintorport, and Ham-#n, both wava
Passengers ticketed through on the Bo-ton, Mains
and.Eastern Railroad at the DepotB in Boston. Salem. Lynn and Lawrence-'. ;..
;
For freight or passage apply to

Rubbers.

We hope to

J@ga.iitv

_

and

gliocs

Boots,

of every variety and cost, furnished
at 3hort Notice.

imchntl*111'

Portland and Penobscot River

copart-

and have purchased the stock of CALEB S. SMALL,
at No. 11 Market Square, intending to do a CASH
BUSINESS in

*VCTE3DIDX3Kr<3- C-AJRIDS,
ffc.,

a

who would bo compound nn.l succosaful it* th*lr treatrhu teo^»ori'*ncod -moral
ment and euro.
practitioner, haring nolllmr oppot tuiuty nor um« to make
kliu sell acquainted with Uietr
commonly
pursue* one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use uf that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

own sex.
ance.

“IS vcar. estai>lisUo<l in If. Y. City.”
“Only iufaWWe remc.-lies known.”
“Free tom FoIsoub.”
“Not Uaiigeroun to tlte Human Family.
“Rata eomt out oi' their holes to die.”

McCALLAR,

&

ELLIOT

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fancy Dealers,
got up in tho host 9tylo of tho art.

name

remedieH

US. HUGHES.
by addreadng
No. 5 Temple Street (oorner of Middle), lurUand.

,J. K. BARNES,
Surgeon General U. S. Army.
w
till
Oetl
22—Ota
Aug

f.

CAUTIOJi TO THE PUBUIC.
mid clunking person roust know
handed out (hr goueml ue® ehould t-A'-o
tketr
emeucy totatlUkud by well touted etpeeb-uco In
"iH “Snda uf a regularly educated phjtklan, whoe®
prcpeeMor, studiee Aw 1,1m Ibr mil tie] duBn b® iuu,-t
eo an try Is Hooded niui pool- auetrunii
SJriJBtB
kmieUTB-Mm, purporting to be the bo«t to the world,
ureteeu, but alwujs mjurtana. Tbo urbe PAumtbAU tn soloettog ble
_“toiuld
* " to » lammtnbto
lie.*
yet toeoniroTerttru inode
is®* “way "ypbliilie
■Jj*L*C£f
miserable with ruined coQ*titut:< pottoo*
ut
u* by tt
from inoxpevkmwxl
in
physician*
general practh o;
*
*or j*
®ouc*si®u by
test syphllfs
ographers, that tbo study anti inanagomont of tnooo
complaint* should ongrow ffeewfcaU lima ol thaw

Erery Intelligent

led In efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Kernels Irregularities. Their action Is sped tic and
certain of pro.hieing relief in a short time,
LATHES will find it invaluable In alt esses of obstructions alter all other remedies have been tried In
vain.
It U purely vegetable, ccntalnlpjgnpthtnc In
the loaet Injurious to the health, and mayba taken
with perfect safety at all limes.
Sent to anv part of the country, with fall rtlroclicma,

at Short Xottce.

city, lying

every Mondav aad

A- SOME HeYa gent,

Portland, 8eptt8,

Go.

On and after Monday, Maroh 27. the
JUBteStteAtoSteamer New Yoax/Capt Hw Chia.
holm, win leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State St
every Mohday at 6 o'clook p.and the Steamer
Haw BttONBwica, Capt K B. Winchester
trtuiMv*
“* 6 °’oloflk P;for
K«‘Port Md

Portland, Maroh 20.186B.

Wanted.

I

Office,

Steamship

Ea“tporem^MacM.?R&ndteteraediateplMw
John
steamer Emperor V.ll

VASES, FOUNTAINS, RUS-

WILL pay ten cents per lb. lor all pamphlets
delivered at the office of the Portland Sugar Co.,
corner Commercial and Maple Sts.
Jhn 21—dtf
J. M. BROWS.

Street^

••

as

-V

_

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

TIC SEATS &c„ at WINSLOW’S Machine Works,
No. 1 Manufacturers Block, Union Street, Portland.
*
w X.
WINSLOW, Agent.
July 22, 1865.—d&iv4\v

apply to the

,0B'

any other prepa-

ARTICLE,

such

#

&V°C Manufacturing Comp’y,

N^ Yirt7M

meats.

1

L'Uti-J"

XX^UJtAXCJC POLICIES, BILLS of LAJDIXa, TJ3IJS TAJILI2S, and all aorta

Pv

follows T
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland. overvtoiTDWB
DAY and SATURDAY, at
9 North River, Now York,
every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clwk P.M w£JJa“DAY
These vessels are HtUd up w’th fine
tions for paBsengors, making this the aooommoda.
&r
Now
JXgxv
ork and Mainerout£
PacBayf, m st»+« Rnnm
™*
^‘^in P»*s*Pe W 00. Meals extra
Goods lorwarded by this line to and from
MonB»thi Augusta, Eastport and

&™r£SL7ly

%°n'^uen'
'BJlHowtamLn’
Benj

.F<b2!edImlbneo<Mfcw6w

-SUi-Ci

1865

1865

moral character.
If the applicant has been in the service, he will
send the testimonial of the chiei medical otticcr, under whom ho has served, and if in service at tlio present time, the application must be sent through the
Medtcal Director of the respective Department.
No allowance is made for the expenses of persons
undergoing the examination, as it is an indispensable pro-requisite to appointment.
There are now twelve vacancies in the Medical

SteamehipCo

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.

*Af

287 Pearl St.,

>-%u

New England Screw

Shippers arerequested to send their freight to the
“3PM“>• o-r
Yorfroight or passage apply to
Browns wharf, Portland
^LL k C0"
H0, 86
Btrett>
May 29, 1865.
d,f

H. Chapman, Acting Secretary.

I. W.
'xi'"

BEST STYLE.

ifcmewith promptness and fidelity.

8t0.John®be°’Baagor’

:

Applications received by
Zc

nnme.

An

every description,

7

LA LB BT

_

Bank Checks,

IN THE

in the Throat.

ii'Uole sale Agents J. W. Perkins A Co, 86 Commercial St: Wholesale and Retail J3. L Htaawood, ©or.
Fore and India bts; JU. IJ. Hoy, iuiwtiua Free and
Middle SStS; 31. S. Whittier, oor. Free and Congress
Sta; W’m. VV. Whipple No 21 Market Square; and
all druggists in Portland and vicinity.
.Jane is—dAwSm

Wabuivgtok Cut, D. 0.,
August 17, 1865.
ARMY MEDICAL BOARD, to MMist oi
S.
C.
Brevet Colonel
Trtpler, Surgeon U. S. A.,
President: Brevet Lieutenant Colonel H. R. 'Vlrti,
Brevet
Lieutenant Colonel AnthoSurgeon U. S. A.;
C.
ny Heger, Surgeon U. S. A., and Brevot Mo:or
C. Lee, Assistant Surgeon D. S. A.. Recorder, Will
meet tn New York City, on the 2G,tr of Seiiti mber
next, for the examination of candidates for at. mission
into the Medical Staff of the United StatcB Amy, and
of Assistant Surgoons for promotions,
and 36 years of age,
k Applicants must be between 21
and physically sound.
to the Surgeon
Applications must be addressed
General of the Army, stating the n sidenco of the apol Ids birth: they
and
the
date
and
place
plicant,
must be accompanied by respectable testimonials of

Railroad and other Corporation Wort,.

....

ran as

Babcock,
Fletclur Wostray,
£> Sob B Minturn, Jr,
Gordon W Burnham,
Frederick Chauncey,
James Low,
Chas H Marshall.
Johh D. Jokes. President.
Chaeles Dhknis, Vioe-Fresident.
W. H. H-Moota, 2a Vieo-Fres’t.

APPillot,
-Baiwl fi Miller,
Joshua J Henry,
tsorge G Hobson,
David Lane,
mes Bryce,

Of

use, and every
should sell them.

And why everybody should

for ritnlon’f—Tnkr ho other.
Bold by druggists generally.

Surgeon

The

Semite Perkins,
Joseph Gsilsrd, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,

e

|

......

»

_

IIOW

J ulyl—eod6m

BILL-HEADS RULED AND OUT IN THE
M NEATEST MANNER.

12,663,730

Wm Sturgis, Jr,
Henry K Bngtrt,
WilliamK Dodge,

1

Red
k

,' ipf every variety, style, and cost,
3?rin.tecl nt Shortest iN'otioe.

*19,691,020

*11,183,600

and Linseed Oil Co.,‘;

in

Atlc

an d

....

■MAGIC-iiO'ZE-NGESl

Beware of Counterfeits.

BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL CARDS,

one

United States and State of New-York
Stook, City, Bank and other Stocks,
*4,974.700
Loans seoared by,8tooks and otherwise,
2,187,960
premium Notes and Bills Eeceivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other securities,
S.140,680
United States Quid Coin,
60,890
Cash in Bank,
288,430

Whit? Lead.

LB AD, Dry and

unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
passengor lor every $300 additional value.
L. BILLINGS Agent.
Aug j, lo65.
feb.18,1863 —dtf

al.

Eleven Million

over

its

take*

me, night
vi*:

Saturday,

At St.

X ea*oftne Waddvr!KivneuVmd'v'S!™
either in

the male or
* per ect oure in the short iuMe
and giwav, in less time
than
*n
ration, |n the age ol

ol

ii

from
222
V. S. BONDS,
Hand-Bills, Shop-Bills,Programmes, ST0L3N
Bonds,

53F" Freight taken as usual
fhe Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $60 in value and that pe?son-

Profits fbr 22 Years amount to the
sum

Dollars, viz :—

of New Y-: L

State.

STEAMERS

Thursday, Friday and Satur7"
7
day, at 5 o'clock P. M : and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Fria 5 o’oloek P. M,
day and
Fare in Cabin
*2 00

Company

The whole profits of the Company revort to the
Assured, and are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; an d 'or which
Certificates are issned, bearing interest until redeemed.
The Dividends in the Years 1868 4 and 6 were 40

ts.

EXTRACT OF

Cubebs and

^;,e.?‘:die8l£rl0WB

using, lor 30
WCSdtl

or

$5:

t.

OIiOA.TE’3

Manufactured only by PIIAI.OV Sc 80M.

Will, until further notice, run as
follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday Tuesday Wedncs-

—

The

Tar RANT’S

dsytt,

lor

City

Six. Bottles for

UaawjXtd-•

Frn.
A Must K*«ui»He. Delicate nn.1
from Ike
grnnt Perfume, Distilled
Rare o»d Krnnliful Flower from
which

Blanks

Per 3ottie.

A. CHOATE, Druggist,
Under Revere IIouso. Boston; and by druggists gen-

LARGE

'' -‘l

*>$1

PBEPAWED AJID POB

neic, and Superior to any other Batabllah-

*tc.»

Montreal,

tle.

selection of

tnent in the

Druggist,

HENRY

Arrangement t

Forest City, Lewiston and

William, NEW YOBK.
Jakuart, 1865.
cor.

Cash,

For sale

THE

Insures Against Mabine and Inland Navi
gation Risks.

Decalcomania!

printed directions

Wall St,

SI

r.r

gnch Word as Fall.”

COMPOUND

Co., Agents,

Mutual Insuranoe

■

transferred, with facility, at very 1
rates at No. 37J Middle Street,
PICTURES
Payson’s B*o 4.-.with

Summer

HENRY A. CHOATE,

Under Keren House, Boston; and by wholesale and
retail druarrists generally throughout the country.
ty To be suro of the yemilte uotlce tl.e ClrouiM
Trade-Mark enclosing a Bnohu Leaf on each bot-

MA CIIIXEli Y,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE I

ATLANTIC

mayl'3tf

»>en.

EN-

-'-^IbbsSN- GINE3, with Hoso Carriages; all in
*'HSLg<Al>o^ ar'iotto ot Hoso suitable Hr
Sind Fire

no

term of Years.

a

Our E*m*Ut4unent Ls furnished with all the approred

la

preparation.

Sold at wholesale aad retail by the proprietor,

Always rare Viekling

BOOK at JOB PRINTING.

our

otkereimilar

Ifil Sure to prevent Sleepless Nights from Coughs.
Will prevent the Asthma if taken early.
Are good for oold in the head.
Often cure Bronchitis.
Are an effectual remedy for Catarrh,
lways cure Hoarseness.
.or
HI relieve a Dry Cough instantly
All Vocalists should use them.
Will always olear and strengthen the voloo.
All public speakers should use them.
More in quantity fbr the money.
The large boxes are the cheapest.

Every description of

And

BUCHU,

OF

TtiyaUI pu« C'ovyA. and Cold*.
T They trill euro Sore Throat.

STYE* OF TUB ART,

MgjjpERX

than any

Druggist

respectfully invited to our unrivaled
llvcuitics lbr executing in

THE BEST

FULLER’S

EXTRACT

Cures CJrarel. Dropsical Swellings.and all di.«a*s* «
Crinary Organs, in Mon, Women and
Children.
Bold for $1 per bottle; six bottles for $5; by all drug
gists and apothecaries everywhere.
I* Brrrua In quality, ruoretn quantity, less in prioc

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Notes of Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists of Dances,

STEAMBOATS.

Juno 7,1865—eodly

SEVERAL

bottle.

£ &'••

w.

~"|No/ 166'Fore Street, Portland.

Middle Street.

Manufafcturers of WTJ5 -WHITE

J. W. OWEN,
JOSEPH F. DUNNING.
sepsdSw
Portland, Aug- 30,1S6S.

“There lg

J. W. Munger &

abeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Iiridge
Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at theShorUTs Oifice, PorfI ind, where a plan of Cap* Elizabeth lots may be

per

'.

———

J. H. Platt, Manager Marine Department (late oi
the Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co.)

House Lots for Sale.
finely located Honse Lots in Cape Eliz-

Varnish,

i

C. C. HINE, Secretary.
Oliter A. Drake, Ass’tSecretary.

THE

_•

Two

faet of
st. for

Store and Wharf now ooonpied by Charles
H. Merrill, situated between Union Wharf and
Merrill s. The Wharf contains about 1500
square ft.,
with a two story building thereon, 20 by 75. For further particulars Inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. <H Union Wh»f.
ma.v25dtf

Attention is

BUCHU,

OF

pure Fluid Extract, not a wca* TFA or infuaioa,
I* the one thing needful for all complaint*
incidental to females. (For partlcnllrj send for circular.)

OR.

NEW PERFUME

&c..

embraces the largest variety to bo found in
any office in tko State.

now

a

FLUID

hearing

liAve this

For the OTL REG TORS ot New
ViU'-.-ag* yoRE Pknnsylvahia, Ohio, and ail
parts ot the West, via the Erie Railway, for sale
at the lowest rates, at the Union Ticket
Oeeioe,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
marl8d&w<atf
D. LITTLE, Agent.

Ig

hy the prayer of said petit! >n should not be granted.
Attest:—D. W. FES31.NDEN, Clerk.
Copy of Petition and Order of Court thereon.
AttestD. W. PBS9EKDEN, Clerk.
Sept. 8,13, S3.

TYPE, BORDERS, CUTS,

EXTRACT

FLUID

s«.

undersigned
THE
nership under the

Through Tickets.

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRtfCR, Vlce-Pres’t.

To Rent.
TENEMENT
located, to a tamilv withA out children, atcentrally
one hundred and
fifty dollars per
F
year. Apply to P. S. W.,

juneictr_

And

complete

.JV-

Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be aeenred
by early application at this offioe.
March 20, 1885.
marSOd&wtf

INSURANCE.

STEPHENSON.

Portland, April 26,1865.—dtf

And all naedfhl information ohecrfhily furnished.
Travellers will find it greatly to their advantage
to procure Through TK-kcu at the
Portland Railway Ticket Office. 31‘Exchange Street, up stairs.)

FIRE

•*;.£-• c

coolige a co.,
Cor. Commercial and Franklin streets.

RATES OF FARE,

LOWEST

AND

Federal st.

Jefferson

**r

■a. w

HO and 112

-**>

->

>

a

rj

EJffcCUTED

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Fassaie Tioketa for California, by the Old Line

r; u

STEPHENSON,

over

204 188 40

INLAND,

To Let.
CHAMBERS

aplddtt

$1,000,000

It

121 Commercial Street.

a

for all the

IS

00

OCEAN,
MARINE,

Portland, Me.

THE
road, opposite

Our oil tee lin* just been furnished with
sot of

LITTLE

D.

Age^t
great Leading Routes to Chicago Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
8t.
Galena, Oshkomi,
Paul, LaL'rosse, Green Bay,
Quiuey, 8t, Loikl*, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cafro,
fro.. and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland to ah the principal Cities and Towns
in the loyal States and the Canadas, at the

Dotal Liabilities, $18,500.

SOTShuffl*
-5&S?$Wi%mafl^iS£JbrbcauTerm
july25Jtf

fVr/H !

North-West and the Canadas.

W.

$1,204,188 40

13 rooms, closets, Ac., all in
Also well arranged Stable and on I-

UMfaiMBwi!1

to the

Broadway.

Surplus, Jan. 1, ’65,

Sale,

stories,-containing

SMARDON,

DUNNING,

113

Cash Capital,

one

will be pleased to

A
lathis
consent. J.w. Owen
J. day dl-solveu by
having sold Us interest to Joseph F. Dunning, who is
authorized to settle a 1 debts due to or tram the firm

No.

Office

residence in Cape Elizabeth,
AVERYmiledesirable
from Portland Bridge. The house is
two

easy.

apr20tf

the

CMS.

FULLER’S

DR.

of Maine*

x.

EDWIN NOTES, Superintendent.

April 27,1865.

West, South,

Cape Elizabeth

R. S. 8CAMMAN,
S. E. SMARDON.

OWEN
rpHE partnership ol mutual

daily.

M

cor-

Joly«.—dtf

complete ortter.

possible manner,
satia&ctory terms.

&_KENNEBEC¥r! £Boof & fstttqj

ol New York.

Of the City

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of 111* Attorneys, Jlosers. u
Deblois & Jackson, 58 Exchange Streot.

In

Exchange St.,

INSURANCE COMP’Y Importan t to Travelers

_

lOisNolution.

.^

INTERNATIONAL

State and Danforth Sts.,
occupied by the subscriber.

Real Estate for

Dally Press,"

to execute every description of Printprepared
in thobert
and on tbo
most

r. H

On and after Monday next, trains will
.-&*■ [cave Port and daily for Bath Augusta.
WaterviueKendall’s Mills and Skowhegan, at loO
P Al. aud on Saturdays only for Batli and Augusta *t
815 P.M
The tralh from Portland at 1 P. M connects at Kendall’s Milia with the t'aln for Bangor
and other rtatiohs east same night Passengers from
Portland desiring to take this route, can purchase
tickets to Kendall’s Mills and Inform the Conductor
iu the cars that they g > through to Bangor and he
wilt so arrange their lares that it shall cost them no
more by this oute han anv other.
Trains tine io Portland to connect with trains for
Boston on Monday at 820 A. M, and every day at 2 30
jP. Jtf
Frei ht train leaves new depot Portland at 6 45 A.

Now owned and

ington Street to their new Bakery, Nos. 0 and 8 Union
St.oet, where they win be pleased to see all their old

August 38—dtl

Agt.

Office 30 Exchange Street.

Portland, July 18r18t»—dtt

SALE.
the

State

MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Central

leave Portland

R. W.

i0 FOR

>•

Valuable Beal Estate!

jg^ neTof

Confirm these Tacts.

who really wish to know alUSbedhcts, vitally
important to their own interests before paying out
their'money, are invited* to call at this ofiico, where
everv facility la cheerfully offered to understand the
whole sutyeofc^.

SPARROW,

A.

Dimness of Vision.

Court that the jiet itionera arc respoi'althat a
hi expedient, I* 1* hereby < *kdkbed, that the Count v Coinmiwdont rs wfil meet at
the dwelling hot» of*. c. Priuee on orr's Inland, In
the Town of HarpsweiL gn liiURSUAY, the lath
day ofOctober, A. I>. Is©*, at 10 o’clock A. M., and
that the petitioner* give notice to all persons latere *t©d, by causing atlewh-d copies ofmhl petition .and this
order of court thereon, to bo bevved ujx>a ihe Town
Clark of said HarpnwaU, and ol*> t>y posting up capias
of iho same, in three on bile places in said Town, and
publishing the same hree weeks wntrtmtruly in the
Portland Daily Press, a newspaper printed in Portland, the first of said publications, and each of the
other notices, to be at least thirty days before the
time of said meeting; at which time and pines, alter
It lias been satbfhctorlly shown that the above notice
has been duly given, tbe Coincdsaioners will proceed
to view ike route set forth in said petition, and other
routes and roads connected therewith, uud after such
view, they will give a hearing: to tlie parties and their
wi tmeses, at some convenient place In i,lia viciriiy,
when and where ail persons and c nxirat i<>na inter*
eated, may appear and shew cause, if any they have,

blc, and

CO.,

&

j£ ORNAMENTS,

On at*(1 arter Monday, loth Jnst, 1865,
will leave as follows, until further

DR. FULLER’S
EXTRACT OE BUcnv
Cures Pain obWeakness in the Back, Strlotures, *0.
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of Memory, Trembling,

FLUID

—thereof, begun and hold ;n at said Portland,
on the tii-ftt Tucsiav of
September, A.
1865, (being the fifth day cl said month;)
the xovegoing
On
it
satisfactorily
being
petition,
ii tc toe

Poivrx^AJxriD, me.,

s

PORTLAND

Those

WARREN

Lot corner ol Water v ille and Sherbrook
8t». Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
to
Apply
W, 37$ Middle St.
jiftylldtt

undersigned take this method to Inform their
fpEE
I customers and the public generally that they have
REMOVED THEIR BAKERY froi No. 5 Wash-

c-

...

LESS* to Insure

it costs

Comparisons will
!

and LOP No. SI Middle Stroet, known as
HOUSE
the Payson House.
House and

REMOVAL.

new ones as

The necenwary result is,
in jyt than in any other.

~

No freight!. oelveAat-Portland after 3o’clock.
Fare each way, WHetthts.
sepl3 itf

customers and as many
give ns a call.

Because it is paying hack to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.

■

flne!'r locato<1 Eeal Es(at«>

1

NEW

Leave Portland for Saco River at-7 45 A. nr, and l 50
and 6*0p m.
The i60? x train out and the 645 a m train into
Portland w.II he freight trains, with passenger cars
attached
ET^fStagesconnect at Gornam for West Gorham,
Siandish Steep FaJ’s, Baldwiu, Denmark, Bebago,
Brldgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Frveburg.
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish.Porter Freedom, Mad son and Baton N.ri
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonn}'-Eagle,
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Now field,
Parsonsfield and 0.«sipee
At Saecarappa for South Windham, Windham HiU,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CAR RENTER, Supt.
Portland April 6 1865—d.f

2nd,-ITIS THECHEAPEST;

Real Kstate for Sale.

FOR

89

Block,

Fox

CHASE, Supt.

BLeave Saco River for Portland at 5 45 and 9 20

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life In sura nee-.Co. in the
United States.

SITUATED

Copartnership heretofore existing

under the
firm name of IL WINSLOW & CO., is this day
mutual
H.
dissolved by
Winslow retiring
consent,
from the firm. The business will be continued by the
remaining partners,and the affairs of the former firm
will be attended to by Charles B. Merrill, Agent.
Portland, Sept 12th, lro.

THE

"f

of the “Portland

Proprietors

and 3 06 r.^

ruins

L

a

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
notice

lst,-IT IS THE SAFEST;

>

x.

YORK & CUMBERLAND R. R.

and 3 45

the premises.

House Lots.
TTiLEyEN House Lots, comprising 45,000
±J Land, on Emery, Cushman and Lewis

To Builders.

tist

——

Rouse Lot for Sale.
on the corner ofDeerlnj? and Henry
x
50
100 feet. Enquire of
Sts,
E. W. GAGE,
j uly25 dtf Is
137 Commercial St.

OF PORTLAND.

HERE AS. Chailee Alden and others, have pe\Xj
Vt titlonel the City Connell to lay out a new
Street, or Public w*y u» said City,— beginning at
Die pro sent terminue of Can.- a,
rat.—i_7,
ski continuing to Kennebec Street; and whereas
said petition was retorted by the City Council, June
12thyI3®, to the undersigned, fbr them to consider
and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given, lo all parties interested,
that the Joint, Standing Committee of the City Council on laying nut new Streets, will meet to bear the
id view the pr.iposed way on the 27th day et
ept., 193 i, at 3 o'clock iu the afternoon, at the corner oi Ceiir an 1 Lincoln Streets, and will then and
therb proceed to determine aud adjudge whether the
public convenience requires said street or way to be

E.

on

4-dtf_

_

iu

Life Insurance Co.

pVrjfCANT Chamber* for business purposes.
El wholesale or retail, tn the new block, lf7 Uiddln
Street. For terms apply at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.

Coal,

for One Tear from the tint day of October, A. D„
la®.
The Goal to be of the bast quality, free from Slate
anil dust, and re be put Into the basement of the
Custom House, In Portland, in inch quantities and
at such times as the Marshal of the District ol Maine
may direct.
Proposals to be endorsed, “Propotalt for fuel for
V. S. Otmrtt," and addressed to the United
States Marshal for the District of Maine.

_,u.

■

reparately,

1886.—d3w»

BENEFIT

MUTUAL

food

THOMAS TRACY,

FRJIfCIS

Portland, April 3,1865—dtl

-t—HLV THE-

■ton an the anuie lot. The honea* are one and a half
ktorta* blab, wet, ttni.hed and In
condition. Tha>
BMby *3 fe«‘ with aerora! fruit trees upon It,
The buil.llngi will be *ald together or
as
pa»maii«n may defare. Tltfc clear, and term* libor-

Portland, Aug. 31,

FOSTER

ing

Freight trains leave Portland anil Bouton daily.

SHOULD IN8UEE THETB LIVE8

Farm tor Hair.
An excellent mills farm

for Portland at 7 30 A.

and hearing within

\

;

Arv

x

Wisely”

“Act

n

R€02%

attest

xrHEBB he

>\

—’—“) ty OI Cumberland, on the lirat Tuesday of
{ L.a. [ June, A. D. 1865, to wit, at an adjournment

—

Lear* Boi-t

Tmitpie

can be consulted
-Utmost con li deuce by
hour* ally* and turn *A.il.au
Dr. FI. addresses &o*e who aie.
affliction of private diseases, whether f «i^ iYm*
vice JT
impure connection or the terrible
that partJcq}m Wqpoh <g
Devoting hi# entire rime to
the medical profession- he roela warranted in r»uaBEA.MElil.NU ▲ CUBE U iLL’t'AJrtt, vIu|^| of long
rstuoving
standing or reoontly contracted, jntuygy
the dreg# of disease from the #TH*wn. and making a
perfect and PLEil ANLhl C UJthl.
He would call the attention oi the Meted to the
fhet of Lis long stundfrg and woH-earruu reputation
fumuhlng »iuucioat amurauce of Ida ahfll and »ue
X

of County Commissioner* begun and
holden at Portland, within end for the Coun-

C

Office.

Printing

A.

N.

x.

WHY TIIOHJI WHO

M‘

48.

DISTRICT OF MAINE,
Portland, September 20, 188*.
B&OPOSALS will be received at
this Office until Saturday the Thirtieth day of
September current, at noon, for furnishing the Uni-

S

i

Use subscriber, or of Mrs. L. A. HAI.L
.Ijrqulro
on the premises.
P. R. HALL,
County Treasurer’s Office, Portland, Me.
wti
#—«U
|
August
'iffiiiR

Krai Kfatatr for Hair.
rl'lIE eahaertber offer* for sale two House* on Dan-a
lorth Street. No. 118, with a largo barn, and

Job

On and after April 3 1665, I'rssjnger
.■■■■Ww.Traias lea,* as follows
LeaVu Portland for Boston at 340 A X and 2 50 r.

REASONS

TWO

JV'o. 6

show

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

oi

lor sale
•Hoftted tn the town of COmberlaud
on tba Portland and Kmnrlwf Ballroad, known u tbelsoel Irw farm,
“wtMntag the depol, and eight mile#
_; mraaw ta MMb, More* and
mwlag; It wmtable one hundred and twenty a re*
of choice land; will cut from 5a to <0 ton* of hay a
year, and paatura from Into IS hmd of cattle. Tice
arc two wolfa on the phew, and two aevcr-ta .ug
brook* that ran through the paature, with two jam*,
dwelling home and shed*, and wood rnongh to keep
two dr** far the ho tine. The snbeertber will eliAodh
ne'he fa about to change hi* bnatnea*.
For luribar inrucjtlara aaqnhe on th? t remieee, or
of
JOHN Jt. CAYZEll.
Ang St—dlw*

CtrXBSWtLAsrii,
the Court

At

WINSLOW k THALER.
Westbrook, Oet. 10—dtf

PORTLAND

A«eul f«r M»inr.

therefor,

State

utu»i-i4jn

t

towns.

Slnte

Aug. 29—dlv

MORRILL’S CORNER,
Portland, has boon re-furnished and
reception of Company and Pleasure
Parties. Every attention will be given to the comfort of guest*.
■PThe Cars from Portland every hull hour..

H miles from
open for the

317 A. m206 PM.

do.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless uotloe is given and paid for at the rate of
one passeng r lor every $56 additional value.
C. J BUY DOES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Superintendent
Jnuo
M. iwfc-dtf
Port.and,

McALFIXE,

S. H.
L.

do.

CAS BB F0CKI> A#LJU8_

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Kax.ujw
outhe—S? rOH
P&'Jt, unreasonably neglected and refused to lay out
Mid Town way.
therefore your petitioners considering tnoinseives
artox
by said neglect and refusal, pray that
aggrieved
due proceeding's are
had, this Honorabl# Oonjt
would lay out said Town wav according to tho Statute
lASttcli case made and provide J.
Dated this 7th dav of August A. I>. 1865. w„r__
JOSEPH D. WtEft,
and 139 others.

r

MoCLELLAN HOUSE,

*3

Return Tiche'.s at Reduced Prices will he issued
during the summer sea/ou from Portland to Bethel,
Gorham, Island Pond, Montreal and Quebec.

Office Ho. 64 Middle Street, Room Ho. 1.

_

From

POBBUBtT KBOWH AS THB

alter due notice
last past, to wit,

ers

The public nr* sespootfully informs
a that this spacious, convenient and well
Wknown House, situatedot

RAILWAY,

Trams will arrive as follows
From Montreal, Quebec do.

given.

_-~Y

places w'esfc

HOUS&

WINSLOW A THAYER, Proprietor*.

31.

other

i

Robert G. Wilson's nouse, would

near

ae-openod with New Furniture & Fixture*,

jbne-23tf

Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham. Island
Pond,5lontre laadQucb oatl25p m
Both ot these trains connect at Montreal with extrain3 for Toronto, Detroit, Chicago and all
pr

Those intending to cflfccfc now insurance, or inexisting policies, will do well to examine the
merits of this Company. lalormalion from official
sources for the past or precedlt g year
iheeidully

Valuable Farm for Sale.

L. BAILEE.
x.
-.--—:-,-t-J-. a.:
,<>.«■

A

crease

;

K

:
■

On and after Monday, June 2Itk, 1865,
tripff-^wtrams will run as follows :—
Morning Express Train ibr South Paris, Lewiston,
Gorham, lslaudPond,Montreal and Quebec, at 700

l

DK. J. B. HIGHE6

_

AVENUE

FOREST

wiwsgi

r

COMPANY HAS NEVER LITIGATED
A CLAIM!

Company.

_

and single quns, rifles,
REVOLVERS, Powder tend Shu, MFTAI.IC
CARTRIDGIS—all sG.es, FLASKS, POUGHKS,
Game BAGS, FISHING TACKLE-and a gener•
al assortment of SPORTING GOODS, at

48

■

Sept 1—deo<l&w4w*

prevalent that either verbally, during the
Jgat illness, or by dome writing perused immediately after his' (for we must still use the
“masculine”) death, he had begged to be buried withftid a jgttt morion examination of any ■
idea

T

It is 40 miles from Portland—45 minutes’ ride from
It. B. Station at South Paris. The farm contains 150
acres—fine orchards—excellent water in house.- and
barn. There is a valuable Mineral Spring near the
house. This valuable property is now offered for sale.
Fof particulars call at S3 Commercial
or address
j. A. KING, South Paris.

conspicuous

many years,
*

__

Theohoteest Suppers served.
CEO. W.MUECH.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Dividends of thin* Company, are tsxacily what
X they appear to be, beim?-payable at. the close of
each > ear, in cash when the Premium is paid in cash,
and in cancellation of notes when notes are given.—
Oh the payment of each renewal, commencing with
the FIRST, ft Dividend is paid, thus aiding the insured in mooting their payments by an immediate
return. The advantages oi this system, over tfc&t
of scrip Dividends without interest payable in /our
or Jive years, or “on vote of the Directors/ arc obvious.
No other Company has cpcr paiii a Dime** ! in this
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Lite

house is

surpassed.

Settled.

Promptly

rrvHE

.Mountain,

bo at 1340 ho became

Medical._

i

gggtt*

QUB6.

it

MORSE, Supt.

GRAND TRUNK

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

llb^y f^^LY

thGm?l’,1S'

proceeded

C-

Ommi,,kmtr‘-ror

©wte&ISnr
jsmus*

Tbe public are respcctfiiliy informed tbai
the intention of the Proprietor tin
[this House shall be kept a hrst-olase road

Of Canada.

le bis /arm, situated

s

Medical.

j.LV Mpwaait the Tmdewiig»ea, tnIn
,f Harpswell and Brunswick,
s^d

’

Auburn at 7 00 A.

Waterville, June 22,16Go.

Stock Jor’Sale.

rnHE subscriber offers lgr

C°^£beilantl-ty

HOUSE,

MILKS FROM PORTLAND.

TURKS

ton.
T
Freight trail leaves Portland at 3 A. M. and reM.
turning is due in Portland at t
htagvs counect with trails at principal Stations,
dully lor most oftho towns north and east of this line

—

taasa&tjaes/jK’-sk

""a

tioxx.

HARTl'OkD.

PROtyrER,

•——

CAPI810 POND

Far tfuigor and intermediate Stations at 1 25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M and arrive in Pot tl« ad at 8 30 A M
Leave Bangor at 7 30
A M and arrive in Portland at2.15 P Jr
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains fbr Bos-

Life Insurance Company,

cared for him his promotion to the staff
rave tor
Cape. Hi was clever and agreeable,
the dr wback of a meet quarrelsome temper (■r With
into! "“Jd’SPSSTiunDlv'Tr
to
argument, is a mil)bain and other
w
lp > t
and a 1 inordinate addiction
privilege on the farm, with pot*
which perpetual] v brought the former peculitwo «owsj two
of
of
excessively
a
plain,
He will also sell
yoke
ox«y
”
arity into play. He was
under the infc> hn.sea, and ctlier stock. Terms
fee til.- proportion: aud labored
voictn-.squeaking
otisly
pirfoitioa of a Indie
15, 186S-QQ'
1
with regard to thepe,
Any natural ‘chaffling
his ire, but. was at
roused
Place
for
Sale.
however, especially
Streaked Mountain
his cuffing outf a perThis is one of the best places for Bumlength discontinued by
Tlie
mer boarding in the country.
severiagoffendei and shooting him through the

promoted to he medical in*sector, and was transferred to to Malta.
he
was
There
equally distinguished by his
chill anlby his pugnacious propensities, the
Jatter becoming so Inconveniently developed
upon the slighcat difference of opinion with
h.m that at last no notice was allowed to be
from
token of his temper. He
quartered for
MatstoOorfti,' where he was for
the same
still

Iruux ouujon, for Lewiston and
M., and 1.25 P. M.

For Sale.
1850.
<.
organised A. D.
tliree-etoTT Brick Houso, No. 48S
“iU® «**. with a good
a passare id the rear of
It ill stable; together with15111
J. O. \VALJvLKY,.. President.
01
ttoL?i'. B
September, will bo*1
to•
leased
***
policies iNunfd ©«i Life, Ten Year NoiiJOHN C.
Lime Street.
F«rfeiture, and Ten Year Non«For36—
d&
Portland, Aug.
j
feitnre Endowment Plans.

^

railroad!

It is

niodern

ye.

iwpldi.y lu difficult operations. This gentleman a ltered the army iu 1818, had passed, of
com*3, through tbe grades of asslstant-enrcem and surgeon in various regimenuvand
had airvad

at.

,

ff *****
A»££2“!.»?
Sept

vouch*! for by cfflefal
wire not lu truth
would certainly be
*n-Vi r iv tbe narration
de mid Mototeiy Incredible. Our officer* quarbetween fifteen and twenty
ter*! at tli* Cape
a certain Dr. Barry
man ag > inav remember
attach*! to the medical staff there, and enjoying a reputation for considerable skill in bis
oroia>ion, especially iu firmness, decision, and

central

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Horses ibr Sale.

tha‘

giobe.

E. P. MEBBILL.
Mu. 18Eedfial

Septtt-dlW

Imre

IMSTJEE

BridlM>Sd

Inquire or

Miscellaneous.

Hotels.

..r.-zsz

!

Saddle tod
article-been
and, in good order—---- --

ONE

Railroads.

Insurance.

Let^

WELL 1gha6d
a“^i6d«

obt^ned

Boat'd.
with Board can be obtained at tbe
ALBION HOUSE.
August 18—dTw

ROOMS

premiss

such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spit,
ting ofi.iod, Palpitations; also, Headache,
pjn in the B*0k and Loins, YoUowness oiTdsxlncss,
the SWu
and Eves, Sick Headache,. Coated Tongue, Blilousness
Liver Complnint. Loseoi Anpctfre, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all
Neuralgia,
Faintneas, <Xo,
JraveUrt find Ih tnz. yii/ttjuat
what they meed, as
are so ocmpact and inot'oroas
they
hat they may be carried in the vest
pocket. Price 60
boxes'30 cents. For *ple by .T.
HARTnSOrT & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
rein pie,
Boston, WiU be mailed to any addre-a on
enclosing cents,
julyfctly

Irregularities,

CUt»

a csagh, hot loosens It sothatlke
eipeetorate freely. It Is within

It does not dry op

patieut

can

the reach of all, the

Prloo Being Only 85
and isfbr rale by all
O.O. CLARK * CO.,

August

Special Steamboat

PfRXllYI t,

nod&wlyr

Notice.

The public »r® her
that the Boat# ot the

ArnF-saf 8,,( Ma«h.te lot!'*®*”'*pur*

May ?■—ooddtjbwtf

Now Ravon, 0»,

31,1865._

For Sale.
Also the Homestead Farm, containing about 123
ruacres vary supsHoi upland, t*iu» the P«8»r*>.
cently owned by the lateHon. ilonktio Southgate.
or
the
premise*,
Enquire of Seth Scammnn on
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.

Proprietors,

and J. If.
Jr. F PHILLIPS tr CO
CO Portland Mo., rr\olna.t Aftnti.

Valuable Real Estate iu Scarboro’,

200

Cents 1 I

Druggist*.

by

rl

'ortlfmd Steam Paek-it Oo,,

win make SIX TRIPS PER WEE*. a« wlR appear
hy their a'lTarttsement for Su rumor griaugwuent.
leaving Portland and Boston on Saturday ETSiiuga,
at.7 o’clock.

Augrmt^

u*n*iir«,Ag«.

